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Out of Many, One: Tin Pan Alley and American Popular Song, 18901920
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Supervisors: Charles Carson and Karl Hagstrom Miller
In the many years since the label and the origin story first emerged, a variety of
scholars have used Tin Pan Alley as a means to engage with constructions of national and
personal identity. Discussions have primarily focused on sheet music and industry, often
discussed as aesthetically vacant products of a hegemonic culture industry. As a result,
these studies have generally focused on the ways the industry reaffirmed, rejected, or
capitalized on constructions of identity within and through the songs as cultural products.
This dissertation builds on this understanding to account for these cultural products as
music by exploring the construction, dissemination and performance of song at the turn of
the twentieth century. In doing so, I reorient Tin Pan Alley scholarship away from its
current focus on commercial products, and instead towards the people and sounds who
collaborated to create the industry and its songs. I argue that song was actively assembled
out of diverse musical practices including but not limited to composing, collaborating,
arranging, performing, recording, listening, and consuming music. As such, these
practices helped to continually form, perform, and reform Tin Pan Alley, as well as the
various sounds, objects, and spaces identified with American popular song. Balancing the
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diverse commercial practices of the publishing and entertainment industries with the
creative processes employed to create, perform, and consume these songs in various
media formats, spaces, arrangements, and locations, we add another layer to the discourse
of Tin Pan Alley
Ultimately, this dissertation is an intervention in the oneness of commercial
popular song in the story of Tin Pan Alley, instead offering a broader, networked
understanding of song that highlights the many avenues to and through song at the turn of
the twentieth century. Refocusing on song rather than the discursive, product-oriented,
and marginalized Alley allows a flexibility in both in scope and in view; we are able to,
instead, see and hear song in moments of contact, creation, and performance.
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Prologue: Excerpt from “My Brother Paul” by Theodore Dreiser1
But, as I have said, I always prefer to think of him at this, the very apex or
tower window of his life. For most of this period he was gay and carefree.
The music company of which he was a third owner was at the very top of its
success. Its songs, as well as his, were everywhere. He had in turn at this
time a suite at the Gilsey House, the Marlborough, the Normandie — always
on Broadway, you see. The limelight district was his home. He rose in the
morning to the clang of the cars and the honk of the automobiles outside; he
retired at night as a gang of repair men under flaring torches might be
repairing a track, or the milk trucks were rumbling to and from the ferries.
He was in his way a public restaurant and hotel favorite, a shining light in
the theater managers' offices, hotel bars and lobbies and wherever those flies
of the Tenderloin, those passing lords and celebrities of the sporting,
theatrical, newspaper and other worlds, are wont to gather... Such Tammany
district leaders as James Murphy, "The" McManus, Chrystie and Timothy
Sullivan, Richard Carroll, and even Richard Croker, the then reigning
Tammany boss, were all on his visiting list. He went to their meetings,
rallies and district doings generally to sing and play, and they came to his
"office" occasionally. Various high and mighties of the Roman Church,
"fathers" with fine parishes and good wine cellars, and judges of various
municipal courts, were also of his peculiar world. He was always running to
one or the other "to get somebody out," or they to him to get him to
contribute something to something, or to sing and play or act, and betimes
they were meeting each other in hotel grills or elsewhere and having a drink
and telling funny stories.
Apropos of this sense of humor of his, this love of horse play almost, I
remember that once he had a new story to tell — a vulgar one of course —
and with it he had been making me and a dozen others laugh until the tears
coursed down our cheeks. It seemed new to everybody and, true to his rather
fantastic moods, he was determined to be the first to tell it along
Broadway… At between six and seven of a spring or summer evening,
therefore, we issued from his suite at the Gilsey House, whither he had
returned to dress, and invading the bar below were at once centered among a
group who knew him. A whiskey, a cigar, the story told to one, two, three,
five, ten to roars of laughter, and we were off, over the way to Weber &
Fields … in the same block, where to the ticket seller and house manager,
1

Theodore Dreiser, “My Brother Paul” in The Best Short Stories of Theodore Dreiser (New York: Aeonian
Press, 1919): 243-270. Copyright renewed in 1947. it appears to have fallen into public domain when that
expired in 1975.
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both of whom he knew, it was told. More laughter, a cigar perhaps. Then we
were off again, this time to the ticket seller of Palmer's Theater at Thirtieth
Street, thence to the bar of the Grand Hotel at Thirty-first, the Imperial at
Thirty-second, the Martinique at Thirty-third, a famous drug-store at the
southwest corner of Thirty-fourth and Broadway, now gone of course, the
manager of which was a friend of his. It was a warm, moony night, and he
took a glass of vichy "for looks' sake," as he said. Then to the quondam
Hotel Aulic at Thirty-fifth and Broadway — the center and home of the then
much-berated "Hotel Aulic or Actors' School of Philosophy," and a most
impressive actors' rendezvous where might have been seen in the course of
an evening all the "second leads" and "light comedians" and "heavies" of
this, that and the other road company, all blazing with startling clothes and
all explaining how they "knocked 'em" here and there: in Peoria, Pasadena,
Walla-Walla and where not. My brother shone like a star when only one is
in the sky. Over the way then to the Herald Building, its owls' eyes glowing
in the night, its presses thundering, the elevated thundering beside it. Here
was a business manager whom he knew. Then to the Herald Square Theater
on the opposite side of the street, ablaze with a small electric sign — among
the newest in the city. In this, as in the business office of the Herald was
another manager, and he knew them all. Thence to the Marlborough bar and
lobby at Thirty-sixth, the manager's office of the Knickerbocker Theater at
Thirty-eighth, stopping at the bar and lobby of the Normandie, where some
blazing professional beauty of the stage waylaid him and exchanged
theatrical witticisms with him — and what else? Thence to the manager's
office of the Casino at Thirty-ninth, some bar which was across the street,
another in Thirty-ninth west of Broadway, an Italian restaurant on the
ground floor of the Metropolitan at Fortieth and Broadway, and at last but
by no means least and by such slow stages to the very door of the then
Mecca of Meccas of all theater- and sportdom, the sanctum sanctorum of all
those sportively au fait, "wise," the "real thing" — the Hotel Metropole at
Broadway and Forty-second Street, the then extreme northern limit of the
white-light district. And what a realm! Rounders and what not were here
ensconced at round tables, their backs against the leather-cushioned wall
seats, the adjoining windows open to all Broadway and the then all but
somber Forty-second Street.2

2
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Introduction: Alleys and Avenues: The Stories We Tell
Sometime in 1909, Theodore Dreiser gathered his memories of Paul Dresser and
crafted a belated eulogy of the older brother who'd died less than three years earlier.
While he'd written with and about Paul in the past, this account, published for the first
time a decade later, was warm and richly nostalgic. Theodore interwove personal
accounts of family dynamics with and through Paul’s identity and profession as a
songwriter and publisher. Central in Theodore’s narrative was Paul’s interconnectedness
with all forms of entertainment life in New York in the decade before his death. That
life—personal and entertainment--was one in sound: noisy, social, full of laughter and
storytelling. This eulogy focused on the many ways in which Paul Dresser had been alive,
the songs, friends, strangers, connections, and spaces similarly enlivened in the process.
Since the turn of the twentieth century, journalists, songwriters, critics, and
publishers have all told stories about their songs, their experiences, their business
prowess, and, at times, their disdain for the process and sounds of commercial music.
Critics labeled the process and products of popular commercial music “Tin Pan Alley,” a
term meant to designate both the marginality and noisy urbanity associated with what
was constructed as a purely commercial endeavor.3 Media studies scholar Keir Keightley
has investigated the creation of Tin Pan Alley from the level of discourse, outlining the
ways in which the etymology of the publishing industry both relied on and contained
critiques of sound and mass culture. Keightley has shown how contemporary disdain for

3

Keir Keightley, “Tin Pan Allegory” Modernism/modernity 19, no. 4 (November 2012): 717-734.
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the fledgling culture industry shoved the music publishing industry into a discursive
alley: a marginal, liminal space “behind modernity’s gleaming facades.”4 Tin Pan Alley-in name, function, and spirit--was built from the stories of and from this liminal space for
the masses. Over time, these stories formed an increasingly unified narrative behind the
label Tin Pan Alley, a story of a hyper-efficient commercial music industry that mass
produced musical entertainment in the form of sheet music.
In the many years since the label and the story first emerged, a variety of other
scholars have used this codified story of Tin Pan Alley as a means to engage with
constructions of national and personal identity.5 Discussions have primarily focused on
sheet music and industry, often discussed as aesthetically vacant products of a hegemonic
culture industry. As a result, these studies have generally focused on the ways the
industry reaffirmed, rejected, or capitalized on constructions of identity within and
through the songs as cultural products. While larger scale evaluations of Tin Pan Alley as
culture industry are valid and helpful in understanding the role of power and hegemony in
cultural practice, product-oriented inquiries often level participants, their products, and
responses back into the mass culture for which the products were allegedly designed. 6

4

Keightley, 720.
Most notably: Brian Holder, “Americanization as a Cure for Bolshevism: Anti-Revolutionary Popular
Song in 1919,” American Music 25, no. 3 (2007), 334-352; Charles Hiroshi Garrett, Struggling to Define a
Nation: American Music and the Twentieth Century (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2008);
David Suisman, Selling Sounds (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2009); Larry Hamberlin, Tin
Pan Opera: Operatic Novelty Songs in the Ragtime Era (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011); and,
Jeffrey Magee, Irving Berlin’s American Musical Theater (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012).
6
The work of Michel Foucault and Stuart Hall are particularly helpful in understanding the ways in which
power relations are embedded in and expressed through cultural discourse. See: Michel Foucault, The
Archaeology of Knowledge, trans. by A. M. Sheridan Smith (London and New York: Routledge, 2002
[1969]); and, Stuart Hall, "What is the Black in Black Popular Culture." Black Popular Culture. Ed. Gina
Dent (Seattle: Bay Press, 1992), 21-33.
5
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Stories gleaned from products tell us little of the musical sounds people created, shared,
and enjoyed nor do they speak to the interaction between the people who created and
shared song. But, as Dreiser and Dresser illustrate, Tin Pan Alley of lore was also a place
of shared sounds: in laughter, in collaboration, in musical creation and performance.
This dissertation builds on this understanding to account for these cultural
products as music by exploring the construction, dissemination and performance of song
at the turn of the twentieth century. In doing so, I reorient Tin Pan Alley scholarship
away from its current focus on commercial products, and instead towards the people and
sounds who collaborated to create the industry and its songs. I argue that song was
actively assembled out of diverse musical practices including but not limited to
composing, collaborating, arranging, performing, recording, listening, and consuming
music. As such, these practices helped to continually form, perform, and reform Tin Pan
Alley, as well as the various sounds, objects, and spaces identified with American
popular song. Balancing the diverse commercial practices of the publishing and
entertainment industries with the creative processes employed to create, perform, and
consume these songs in various media formats, spaces, arrangements, and locations, we
add another layer to the discourse of Tin Pan Alley. The stories offered here encounter
and consider the individuals who made aesthetic, commercial, and performative decisions
and the sonic and collaborative results of those decisions. Ultimately, this dissertation is
an intervention in the oneness of commercial popular song in the story of Tin Pan Alley,
instead offering a broader, networked understanding of song that highlights the many
avenues to and through song at the turn of the twentieth century. Refocusing on song
5

rather than the discursive, product-oriented, and marginalized Alley allows a flexibility
both in scope and in view; we are able to, instead, see and hear song in moments of
contact, creation, and performance. We can start by investigating where and how the
current story of Tin Pan Alley came to being.

CREATING TIN PAN ALLEY
As a subject studied by historians and musicologists for more than seventy-five
years, Tin Pan Alley yields a surprisingly brief bibliography. Earliest academic sources
date to the 1930s, often overlapping and directly interacting with Tin Pan Alley
composers and publishers. A resurgence of scholarship on popular and American music
in the late 1970s through the early 1990s provided a more detailed definition of Tin Pan
Alley as an industry and style of song.7 These sources--Yesterdays, by Charles Hamm, in
particular--still serve as the basis of contemporary scholarship on the music and practices
of the Alley. But where did Tin Pan Alley come from? It is important and relevant to
revisit the stories told about the alley in our search for the stories of the songs and the
people who loved them. Doing so reveals critical absences of sound and agency in the
ways Tin Pan Alley has been constructed and reinforced over time.

7

See Charles Hamm, Yesterdays: Popular Song in America (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1979);
Russell Sanjek. American Popular Music and Its Business: The First Four Hundred Years: Volume III from
1900 to 1984. (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985); David A. Jasen, Tin Pan Alley: The
Composers, the Songs, the Performers and their Times (New York: Donald I. Fine, Inc, 1988); and Richard
Crawford, America’s Musical Life: A History (New York: W.W. Norton and Co., 2001).
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In recent years, Keightley has presented and published a handful of papers and
articles on the naming of and discourse around Tin Pan Alley at the turn of the twentieth
century.8 While the first instance of the term as a stand-in for the music publishing
industry he locates is by muckraking journalist Roy McCardell in 1903, Keightley
thoroughly and thoughtfully traces the components of the term--tin, tinny, tin can, tin
pan, and alley--through active and multi-valent critiques of modernity and commercial
culture.9 Each term evoked a discursive expression of alterity: alleys were dirty,
marginalized spaces of urbanization; tin was a low, cheap, and pliable material of mass
production; and, tin cans were the garbage reminder of the industrialization of food.
Keightley traces the term “tin pan” to charivari, a practice of noise vigilantism wherein
poor or marginalized groups used noise as a means to social action and protest against
behavior found unacceptable. Tin panning and the noise it created were acts of symbolic
violence generated as a means to restore social order within marginalized groups.10
Together, the overlapping terms that comprised Tin Pan Alley expressed the alienation
and the alienated in and of mass culture, the newly modern world of the late nineteenth
century simultaneously marking and marked by anxiety and inferiority. Tin Pan Alley
was ultimately set-up as the aesthetically vacant garbage of the culture industry from the
very start. It’s perhaps unsurprising that songwriters and performers of popular song at
8

In addition to “Tin Pan Allegory,” which is to be the basis for a larger monograph, Keightley has
delivered papers on the topic at national US meetings IASPM and EMP. Keir Keightley, “From Hogan's
Alley to Tin Pan Alley: Media Synergy at the Turn of the Century" (paper presented at the annual meeting
for the EMP and IASPM-US, New York, March 22-25, 2012); Keir Keightley, “Tin Pan Story” (paper
presented at the annual meeting for IASPM, Gijón, Spain, 24-28 June 2013); and Keir Keightley, “Taking
Popular Music (and Tin Pan Alley and Jazz) Seriously” Journal of Popular Music Studies 22, no. 1: 90-97.
9
Keightley, “Tin Pan Allegory”, 718-720.
10
ibid., 723.
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the turn of the twentieth century rejected the term. Instead, contemporary descriptions of
songwriting, selling, and singing popular songs focused on the processes involved in
creating, performing, and marketing songs rather than on the entire weight of modernity
cast into a single term meant to represent them.
That the critique present in the very etymology of Tin Pan Alley did survive into
the earliest academic explorations of commercial song is a credit to its active and colorful
origin myths. The story takes a few forms but the gist is the same: on a hot summer day
sometime around 1900, the clamor of untuned pianos, unrehearsed singers, and clickclacking of dancing feet became too much for composer and some-time journalist
Monroe Rosenfeld. He turned to his friend and publisher Harry von Tilzer and
complained that the narrow side street where they worked sounded like an alley of
clanging tin pans, a veritable tin pan alley. The term had such a force and ring to it that
Rosenfeld then wrote an article for the New York Herald and officially titled the stretch
of 28th Street between Broadway and Sixth Avenue Tin Pan Alley once and for all. That
no such article appears to have ever existed lends to the mythological qualities of the
story; the origin myth is stated in terms veritable to ambiguous in a diverse collection of
sources from the Isaac Goldberg’s cloying account of von Tilzer’s Tin Pan Alley as a
“kaleidoscope of ever-changing hue” in 1930 to Hazel Meyer’s three conflicting
Rosenfeld-oriented myths in 1958, from David Jasen’s encyclopedic volume of
songwriters and songs from 1988 to the present.11 Through the myth, one can draw a line

11

Versions of the origin myth are stated in the following sources at the indicated page: Isaac Goldberg Tin
Pan Alley: A Chronicle of American Popular Music (New York: Fredrick Unger Publishing Co., Inc,

8

from etymology anchored in contemporary angst over modernity uncovered by Keightley
through to nuanced and thoughtful scholarship on the early American culture industry
and negotiations of American identity published in the last ten years. Four of these more
recent articles and books warrant further mention here, as they represent the current state
of Tin Pan Alley scholarship and aspects that inform this project. But first, one earlier
source requires discussion for its significance and influence on all that came after it.
The noisy Rosenfeld origin myth persisted into the most thorough and influential
account of Tin Pan Alley, Charles Hamm’s 1979 Yesterdays.12 Like the origin myth,
Hamm’s account of Tin Pan Alley and its significance to the American musical
soundscape has served as a bridge between popular accounts of the Alley--both the
critical sources that Keightley uses and more supportive accounts that emerge in popular
media with the Goldberg during the 1930s--and contemporary scholarship. The story told
by Hamm is a familiar one; his narrative focuses on the development of an industry from
the perspective of the most successful songwriter-turned-publishers, taking the time to
profile Charles K. Harris, Dresser, von Tilzer, and George M. Cohan in depth. While
Hamm does gesture to the importance of alliances with star singers of vaudeville, it is
done as a means to talk about tactics of marketing songs of and by publishers. Most
significantly, however, Hamm includes lengthy discussion of the musical aspects of Tin
Pan Alley songs. Using a collection of sixteen "hits" written and sold between 1892 and
1930), 173-174; Edward B Marks, They All Sang: From Tony Pastor to Rudy Vallee (New York: The
Viking Press, 1934), 74; Hazel Meyer, The Gold in Tin Pan Alley (Philadelphia, PA: J. B. Lippincott Co.,
1958), 39-40; Jasen, Tin Pan Alley, 1; Russell Sanjek, American Popular Music and Its Business, Vol. 2
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1988), 402; Nicholas Tawa, The Way to Tin Pan Alley (New York:
Schirmer, 1990), 46; Suisman, 21.
12
Hamm, 286-287.
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1905, Hamm uses a comparison of these songs to make large-scale assertions about form,
content, style, and function about these songs: songs feature verses and choruses of equal
length with the main melodic content in the chorus; the chorus was intended for a solo
voice, not a quartet of mixed voices; songs are most often in 3/4 time; harmonically, they
are built from very simple tonal structures anchored in three basic chords, frequently
using a V/V to prepare the dominant in the final cadence; and the narratives of these
songs are often either sweet and carefree or decidedly somber.13 While many of these
assertions are true of the sheet music of these songs and others in the limited thirteen-year
scope chosen, they only speak to song as sheet music. In other words, these traits assert
sheet music as "fact," knowledge and/or understanding of the song is limited to what is
given on the page. This assertion supports a narrative in which songs were only created
on the Alley and then distributed outward through performance and commerce. Even
then, it is assumed that performance of these songs--either at home or on a variety of
stages--mimicked the sheet music with little variation. As we will discover throughout
this dissertation, the Tin Pan Alley publisher centric model of song creation is
problematic in that it obscures the other common ways that songs were created and
ensounded. Songs were written by a variety of people and entered the publishing industry
at a variety of stages; it was very common for songs to be performed on stage as part of a
larger musical comedy show, excerpted and dramatically altered before being sold
through big name Tin Pan Alley publishers. It was also common for songs to originate on
vaudeville stages, performed by the songwriter who'd then sell the song to a publisher for
13

ibid., 291-296.
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a flat fee.14 Further, this dissertation highlights the ways in which songs as sheet music
and songs as performances often varied; recordings, contemporary reception history and
theatrical arrangements show that songs were frequently adapted for a variety of reasons
from practical to aesthetic to dramatic.15
While Hamm’s account of music publishing and the songs it produced is the most
thorough and academic of its time, Hamm draws his narrative directly and seemingly
uncritically from the contemporary autobiographies of Cohan, prominent publisher
Edward B. Marks, and songwriters Harris and von Tilzer. He additionally mentions
several how-to songwriting manuals written by songwriters and a handful of
contemporary New York Times articles.16 While it is not possible to know exactly how
Hamm interpreted the sources he used, at no point is there a critical discussion of those
sources. Autobiographies by prominent figures are can be fascinating and helpful
documents, frequently for the tone, fictions, and active construction of a legacy the genre
tends to demonstrate. Yet, figures like Cohan, Marks, Harris, and von Tilzer are, in some
ways, the “special cases” of history: that these four individuals had the opportunity and
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These different avenues that songs took to the "Alley" are discussed at length in Chapter One.
Aspects of the variations in performance are discussed in every chapter.
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1926), 36, 39-40, 60-61, 212-214, 360-361; Edward B. Marks, They All Sang, 5-21, 57, 73, 167, 171, 318;
Sigmund Spaeth, A History of Popular Music in America (New York: Random House, 1948), 262; and two
of articles by Theodore Dreiser, “Whence the Song” The Color of a Great City (New York: Boni and
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capital to write, publish, and circulate their personal accounts of the creation and function
of the entertainment industry was an anomaly. Few of the hundreds of songwriters and
publishers working and writing at the time had the financial success and name
recognition of these four. In constructing their accounts of Tin Pan Alley the way that
they did, these informants often reveal more about contemporary values about business
and music than they do empirical data about the functioning of an industry.17 In short,
these figures had much to gain by placing themselves within a narrative of efficiency and
industry the way they did. Extending Keightley’s work on the relationship between
modernity and a maturing culture industry to these sources would be a helpful enterprise.
As these “special cases” rose to fame and legitimacy in the late 1920s and 1930s, their
narratives of success and efficiency continued to replicate the values of a culture industry
coming into its own.18
In the last ten years, a handful of recent accounts have revealed the extent to
which Tin Pan Alley songs, as cultural products, can be understood to reflect larger
social, ideological and cultural negotiations. Three recent sources are particularly
representative of the current state of Tin Pan Alley scholarship and aspects that inform
17
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this project. Daniel Goldmark’s 2005 article “Creating Desire on Tin Pan Alley” was the
first in a handful of influential articles published about Tin Pan Alley in the last decade.19
In it, Goldmark reads the iconography and advertising found on individual sheet music
publications as participating within emerging discourses of individuality, personality and
a democratization of desire, borrowed from historians T. Jackson Lears and William
Leach.20 In doing so, Goldmark successfully connects the pervasive commercialized
discourses of early twentieth century cultural goods with identity formation, both
personal and collective. The article itself does not, however, include a discussion of the
musical properties of the songs he singles out; rather, Goldmark places emphasis on the
cultural work these music products exhibit as products, not as musical or sonic
phenomena.
While not explicitly focused on Tin Pan Alley, David Suisman’s 2009 Selling
Sounds: The Commercial Revolution in American Music fruitfully demonstrates the role
of a rapidly-growing recording industry within music industries at the turn of the last
century. Drawing on sources similar to those mined by Goldmark, Suisman outlines the
development of the commercial music industry from the position of the industry’s active
creation and manipulation of desire. Suisman argues that focus should be placed on the
actions and ideology of the producers of recorded music because “the creation of modern
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music industry was not a consumer-driven phenomenon.”21 Instead, modern music
consumption was dictated by the actions of the industry that, in driving a wedge between
production and consumption, forever changed and manipulated the ways in which people
interacted with music. Suisman reads the actions of the industry and the changes to music
the industry created within a “complex set of social and cultural changes, whose
meanings reached far beyond music proper.”22
Significantly, Suisman also reads the music industry as a space in which class,
ethnic and—to a more limited extent—racial transgression and transformation may have
taken place. While other scholars frequently point to a high proportion of Jewish
immigrants involved in the American music industry from its earliest stages, Suisman
argues that it was really those individuals’ status as second-generation German Jewish
immigrants that played a significant role in the music production itself. Suisman argues
that these second generation immigrants were particularly adept at creating a music and
music industry due to “a facility for moving back and forth across cultural borders”
thereby becoming skillful in the negotiation of difference. Innovation and improvisation
are an important element for Suisman in this discussion; the ability of these producers to
blend and assimilate values and sounds across cultural borders—as well as from both the
Old and New Worlds to which they served as a bridge—in an innovate and appealing
ways ultimately embedded the music and music industries with the narrative of
assimilation.

21
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Suisman, 15.
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Of the musicological sources interrogating Tin Pan Alley in the last ten years,
Charles Hiroshi Garrett’s 2008 Struggling to Define a Nation is, perhaps, the most
helpful to this project. Garrett utilizes a series of case studies in definitions of musical
Americanness as a way to “distinguish and explore the key debates that have fashioned a
nation.”23 In his two final chapters, Garrett evaluates the ways in which Tin Pan Alley
and its musical and industrial conventions may be viewed as a way to read the
construction of Chinese Americans and Hawaiians as outside American national identity.
In particular, Garrett’s discussion of “Chinatown, My Chinatown” is detailed if not
haunting; he provides a near-comprehensive analysis of the compositional, iconographic,
performance and reception history of the song in context of a largely-forgotten yet very
violent backlash against Asian Americans at the turn of the twentieth century. Garrett’s
investigation is particularly useful in that he blends musicological methods with
discourse analyses to demonstrate the role of music in American collective identity
formation during the time-frame addressed by this dissertation.
While the work of these three scholars has significantly contributed to our
understanding of the role of music in American collective identity formation and
referentiality, it is important to note that Tin Pan Alley is not the central issue for any of
these authors. Rather, in each case, Tin Pan Alley is used more as an avenue to discuss
other issues--consumerism, capitalism, nationalism, etc. Goldmark links changing notions
of identity through consumerism with the music industry, but not to the sounds or music
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created. Suisman further highlights the ways in which commercial culture fundamentally
changed how individuals interacted with sound and how that newly-altered relationship
reflected and mapped back to personal and collective identity. Yet, the sounds with which
these individuals now interacted differently are not investigated, compared or analyzed.
For Garrett, Tin Pan Alley is a vehicle to discuss moments in which the narrative of
American collective identity was actively contested through music. In providing two
examples of Tin Pan Alley entanglements with ethnicity as commercial novelty, Garrett
is concerned with showing where the lines of American identity were being actively
drawn at the exclusion of specific groups. While his investigation is richly detailed,
providing compositional, iconographic and reception histories woven with musical
analysis, his description of Tin Pan Alley as a musical phenomenon is ultimately
dependent upon rigid, industry-centric definitions outlined by an earlier generation of
scholars. What these three studies provide, however, is a collective point of departure.
When read together, these studies illuminate a gap in our understanding of Tin Pan Alley,
highlighting the need for an exploration and re-evaluation of the sounds and individuals
within this inherently musical tradition. This dissertation seeks to engage these studies in
a dialogue, ultimately hoping to reinvigorate and problematize our understanding of this
once popular music. Together, we can read popular song at the turn of the twentieth
century beyond the label and limits of Tin Pan Alley, hearing it as both an industry and a
set of musical practices, as capital and sound, as product and performance.

16

OUT OF MANY, ONE
How, then, do we account for products, people, spaces, and sounds in popular
song at the turn of the twentieth century? Actor-Network-Theory as outlined by Bruno
Latour may provide a guide, even if not an outright path. In his 2005 Reassembling the
Social: An Introduction to Actor-Network-Theory, Latour critiques contemporary
sociology, arguing that current sociological methodology limits agency of its subjects by
establishing limiting criteria before observing social behavior. Latour redefines sociology
as the “tracing of associations.” In this definition, “social” does not denote one type of
thing among other similar things, “like a black sheep among other white sheep,” but the
connections “between things that are not themselves social.”24 Social, instead, represents
the associations between individuals, groups and--importantly--objects which together
are assembled into a larger label or phenomenon. When applied to Tin Pan Alley, ActorNetwork-Theory reinforces Keightley's reading of Tin Pan Alley as a discursive construct
that is actively “'put-together' in processes that are historical, social, linguistic, and
technological.”25 In other words, Tin Pan Alley can be understood as concept-- a "one"-that has been and is continually assembled from a great number of associations over time.
One productive route forward would be to continue to investigate the ways in
which Tin Pan Alley has been assembled in different ways and by different
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conglomerations of associations at different times.26 If we accept, however, that Tin Pan
Alley at the turn of the twentieth century was put-together through the lens of the
polemics of modernity and industry, how else might we understand songs and the process
by which they were created and shared?27 Stepping back from the label of Tin Pan Alley
that’s been so steeped in commercial critique and product-oriented focus, I look to the
ways in which the larger category of song at the turn of the century was assembled. In
doing so, we're able to hear narratives that aren't exactly counter, but instead coexist as
the many different avenues and alleys of song, some of which meet and overlap, others
that confront and conflict. Together, they construct, map, remap, and travel through an
active network of song. This more open network allows for stories of industry and
modernity to coexist with the many people, sounds, and spaces that housed, generated,
and enjoyed song at the turn of the twentieth century. The network permits a multiplicity
sonically and performatively realized through the bodies, voices, and ears of a diverse
group of Americans on the stages of vaudeville, burlesque, recording studios, early
Broadway musical comedies, and musical revue shows.
I've chosen the former official motto of the United States as a frame through
which to view and hear the varied sounds, spaces, and processes of song came together
between 1890 and 1920. As official motto, e pluribus unum ('Out of Many, One’)
functioned as a powerful symbol of nation-building. As a rhetorical symbol, its meanings
26
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and associations changed over time to accommodate shifting values and ideals associated
with the American nation. Readings of the phrase highlight active processes of national
identity and collective memory at various points in national history. At the turn of the
twentieth century, “Out of Many, One” was used to establish a new collective identity of
uniform diversity, that is, of a pasteurized collection of individual and group identities,
smoothed over as to be one recognizable unit. Yet, the terms of inclusion into that body,
as well as the power relations between those groups, tended to simultaneously highlight
and obscure division and hierarchy. In addition, the phrase itself is an inherently processoriented one. 'Out of Many, One' implies an active fashioning of American identity,
focusing on the reconciliation of diverse components into a greater whole. Though the
term implies harmony and successful integration, this process can never be completed; a
singular, recognizable and inclusive collective American identity is never achieved. Song
should be similarly understood, as a collection of diverse musical associations assembled
into a dynamic, constantly changing, musical network. When taken with Latour, we are
able to account for a one that is constantly in the process of formation; the network of
song is something that is constantly assembling, forming, shifting, and reshaping. It is a
“one” only in that it is connected; it is a “one” that never stops being fed by its “manys.”
This dissertation is a collection of manys and ones. Each of the four chapters
encounters or posits negotiations of unity and multiplicity, focusing either on narratives
of unity that are complicated by alternative stories or weaving narratives of interrelated
multiplicitys together. All link back to a broad network of song anchored to New York
City at the turn of the twentieth century. In order to build this network of song, we begin
19

with Tin Pan Alley itself, uprooting it from its discursively geographical anchors. Chapter
One, "Hearing Midtown, 1905" encounters a cacophonous Midtown Manhattan in the
first decade of the twentieth century. Prior investigations of Tin Pan Alley have been
fundamentally anchored in the geographical specifics of Midtown, often offered through
the origin myth of a noisy, tinny 28th Street. This chapter revisits the sonic story of a
geographical Tin Pan Alley. A critical close reading of archival materials and
contemporary accounts of and by songwriters and publishers reveals a topographical
counter-narrative that pushes beyond traditional definitions and boundaries of the Alley.
Mapping this counter-narrative knocks the historical Tin Pan Alley over; what we
ultimately see and hear clangs far beyond 28th Street. I argue instead, that Tin Pan Alley
in 1905 was actually oriented along Broadway, the north-south avenue facilitating a fluid
and collaborative network of popular song in Midtown Manhattan. This counter-narrative
realigns our understanding of Tin Pan Alley as a space, industry, and process in favor of
much more collaborative model.
As juxtaposed to Keightley’s discussion of Tin Pan Alley as noisy allegory of
modernity’s multiple disruptions, this chapter reads the literal cacophony of song in
Midtown. Taken at the street-level, I present multiple modes of being with song on the
streets of New York; the flow between different spaces, arrangements, or formations of
song was not always contained and, as such, we dip in and out of a variety of modes of
analysis. This walk-through of Midtown is loud and it is full, the dizzying pace of song in
Midtown afforded a great variety of options, sounds, levels of engagement. By focusing
on songwriters, publishers, singers, and audiences in action, we uncover an alternate Tin
20

Pan Alley, beyond Keightley's etymology, that functions as connective tissue--the
ligaments of an active, dynamic network of popular song in Midtown during the first
decade of the twentieth century.
Chapter Two expands the inquiry into the network of song to investigates the role
of records and the emerging recording industry. “‘The Head and the Heels:’ Song on
Records, 1906-1910” investigates the many points of contact between publishers and
record companies during the first decade of the twentieth century, beginning with the
copyright debates that resulted in the Copyright Act of 1909. At times, it is a story of
conflict and tension between creative and business forces. At others, it is a story of
collaboration and cross-promotion. Ultimately, this chapter uncovers how these industries
learned to work concurrently, and occasionally, together to create and perform song
before 1910.
The most combative moments of the copyright debates frequently centered on the
role of records and writings as embodied sounds and ideas. Those arguments themselves
were predicated on a divided understanding of the human body: a body divided by its
processes of sight, sound, intellect, and physical movement. Such a divisive
understanding of the body mirrored disjunction in the network of song as publishers,
theatre producers, and record companies were at odds over corners of the entertainment
market. These bodies--the human body and the body of song--were not always so divided
or contested. Other moments of contact between record companies and publishers
highlighted collaboration and concurrence present in the creation of records and did not
include such division. Both the performance and consumption of song on records-21

logistically, musically, and conceptually--often centered on reconciliation and integration
of both bodies. A large group of writers, performers, arrangers, and technicians came
together for each record, bringing a massive network into action each time a record was
made, sold, and played.
Chapter Three “’Let Us Be Americans, Nothing Else:’ Nationalism and Song,
1916-1917” evaluates what it meant to consume songs for a particular portion of
Americans in the years leading up to and including the United States’ involvement in
World War I. Given the continued influx of immigrants into major US cities, defining
exactly who or what was American became a critical issue. A strong and lively discourse
over the terms of inclusion in a collective American identity--the boundaries of inclusion
of which were one that actively and continuously redrawn--were pervasive in cultural
products during the 1910s. At a time when both the recording and music publishing
industries flourished, a variety of aesthetic, musical, and performance decisions were
made in order to make products stand out in a competitive market. These decisions were
designed to speak to a diverse consumer market but occurred and resonated in sound.
Musicians and producers employed a number of techniques to extend and differentiate
multiple recorded versions of each song for each label. These often included extended
instrumental interludes, barbershop quartets, Sousa-esque band arrangements, and
musical allusion to or direct quotation of popular patriotic songs. It is in these moments
of variation and difference that these recordings directly and significantly engage with a
larger discourse of difference, assimilation, and American identity during World War I.
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This chapter explores the discourse of assimilation and uplift as it interacted with
the network of popular song in the 1910s. As commercial products and the results of
aesthetic and aural collaboration, popular song afforded a variety of opportunities to
engage and consume messages of nationalism. In this chapter, we'll investigate songs
directed towards new and "hyphenated" Americans in the years leading up to U.S.
involvement in World War I, exploring the ways these songs in different contexts and
media formats join larger conversations of uplift, patriotism, and the war effort. After a
discussion of a pervasive discourse of "one people nationalism" that presented a call and
recourse to assimilation through commercial capitalism, this chapter evaluates songs on
record. Multiple recordings of the 1917 song “Let’s All Be Americans Now” by Irving
Berlin, Edgar Leslie and George Meyer are analyzed against one another in order to show
how the variation between multiple recorded versions of one song ensound different
aspects of the discourse of uplift and assimilation. Understanding the fluid and
overlapping nature of multiple recorded versions of popular songs allows for the greater
understanding of the many ways audiences came into contact with songs. Despite the
benefits of such a discussion to both disciplines, neither musical nor historical
scholarship has yet to interrogate the musical content of acoustic-era recordings and their
relationship to one another. Listening to these recordings in relation to one another brings
to life a more active performance and consumption history silenced by reliance on sheet
music accounts of these songs alone. Ultimately, these analyses function as a lens by
which we may view greater negotiations of the individual within the larger national
identity, specifically within the context of patriotism, assimilation, and uplift.
23

The final chapter “‘From Over There, ‘Way Over Here’: Connecting To and Through
the Cohan Revue of 1918” posits the musical finale of George M. Cohan’s Revue of 1918 as
an allegory for the performance of the American home-front at the beginning of 1918.
Americans at home experienced World War I on a personal level through everyday
interactions with people, objects, information, and sounds. It was these daily interactions,
shared and experienced collectively, that came to shape the urgent, public, personal, and
contested discourse of American national identity on the home-front, an identity that would
remain long after the soldiers returned home. Popular music, such as the sounds and spectacle
of Broadway revues like the Cohan Revue of 1918, was one place Americans collectively
experienced and reaffirmed the home-front.
I argue that, given the nature of the revue show idiom, Cohan’s audience would have
anticipated his song “Over There” to appear within this Revue. Instead, Cohan upended
audience expectations, presenting an intertextual musical mash-up of “Give My Regards to
Broadway” and “Over There,” in the form of a new song called “Their Hearts are Over Here.”
A musical and rhetorical play-on-words, this new song flipped Cohan’s famous anthem
inward, evoking an imagined narrative of the boys over there, looking backward to an
idealized America and, specifically, to a Broadway audience.
This particular moment of anticipation and spectacle in the Cohan Revue of 1918
illustrates the intersections of various forms of performance, space, and media within the
active and complex network of popular song. “Their Hearts are Over Here” also spoke to the
experiences of Americans at home at the beginning of 1918. Using recently uncovered
archival materials and musical analysis, this chapter argues that “Their Hearts are Over Here”
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presented a model of active listening and participatory memory through which Americans at
home could perform their support for the war. Cohan’s bait-and-switch--from cheerful call-toarms against an ambiguous evil

in “Over There” to a more reflective, reflexive, and

potentially heartbreaking sentimentality--helped listeners and consumers create a place for
themselves in the war through popular song.
By focusing on the broader network of popular song connected to and beyond
music publishing, we are able to see and hear the ways in which a traditional stories of
Tin Pan Alley only capture a narrow view of song. The chapters in this dissertation
complicate the traditional product-oriented narrative of song by adding stories of
connection, collaboration, and confrontation found when people and performance are
accounted for. Chapter One presents the noisy space of song in Midtown, of people,
songs, and sounds mixing and moving along Broadway. Chapter Two reads moments of
collaboration and contestation that generated recordings and debates about the nature and
function of song. Chapter Three adds discourses and disconnections of American identity
into the mix, highlighting the ways in which songs as products and as sounds presented
means to and messages of citizenship during a moment of [inter]national crisis. Lastly,
Chapter Four shows the ways in which all of these lines of collaboration, connection,
referentiality, identity, performance, space, and sounds could come together in a single
moment, recalled from a vast collection of points in the network of popular song.
This dissertation of manys and ones calls upon a collection of stories in order to
put forth a more active one: song in New York at the turn of the twentieth century. As
such, storytelling is at the center of my methodology. In an effort to let the story guide
25

the project, I opted less for a model that conspicuously applied a single methodology to a
single set of data. Rather, methods and modes of analysis are woven into the narrative to
explore the subject at the center of each chapter, whether a city, a practice, a song, or a
moment. I do not, as a result, actively engage with traditional music analysis as often or
as in depth as other dissertations in musicology might opt. While I have analyzed many
of the songs mentioned in the narrative more tradition music analytic ways, such analysis
was not included if it did not directly serve the story as I constructed it. This choice was
made, in part, as an effort to engage with a broader audience. It is my hope that this work
resonates through the humanities, for scholars and non-academics with an interest in this
time period, popular culture, nationalism, and American identity.
It is not my intention to present these stories as the complete tale of popular song
during a specific time. Rather, it is my hope that this project inspires a conversation about
possibilities of song in sound, space, and performance in popular music around 1900.
Further investigation of race, class, and gender in the network of song would be
instrumental in story of song, as would discussions of the network outside of New York.
Ultimately, this story of song should be heard and understood as active, connected,
contested, and noisy as song itself.
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Chapter One: Hearing Midtown, 1905

Nearly every night of 1905, George M. Cohan, as the young jockey Johnny Jones,
would step down to the footlights at the edge of the stage somewhere in the middle of the
second act. Cohan would bow his head and bid the prop ship-liner at the far end of the
stage adieu as it set sail from the fictional London dock to the banks of the Hudson River.
What would begin as a somber, melancholy tune in the verse quickly shifted mood in the
refrain, launching from wistful nostalgia to gleeful promise:
Give my regards to Broadway, remember me to Herald Square!
Tell all the gang at Forty-Second Street, that I will soon be there;
Whisper of how I'm yearning to mingle with the old time throng;
Give my regards to old Broadway and say that I'll be there ere long!
In this joyful declaration of the character’s affection for his distant home, Cohan
effectively mapped a love-letter to his own adopted hometown, placing Broadway at the
center. In the character’s recollection of the spaces he’d identified as home, Cohan
articulated the significance of a particular region of Midtown and its people. A desire that
would span an entire ocean, Broadway became a stand-in for all that was fun, free,
convivial, and important to a young, successful public figure--either Johnny Jones, the
temporarily-disgraced and displaced jockey, or Cohan, the song-and-dance man. As
theatre historian Dwight Blocker Bowers once said: “You didn’t have to even know
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where Broadway was when you heard ‘Give My Regards to Broadway;’ you knew it was
a pretty special place.”28

NOISY NEW YORK
Then the music publishers came, making four small cubicles out of
every small room and placing in each a secondhand piano, untuned. On
hot summer days, windows were thrown open to catch whatever breezes
blew in from the Hudson and East. To the blare of instruments, screech
of vocalizing and stamp of dancing feet were added the sounds of
composers and song demonstrators perspiringly at work… In one
version of the legend Rosenfeld is supposed to have said to Von Tilzer:
“That piano sounds like a tin pan. Matter of fact this whole street sounds
like a tin pan alley.”29
Though the term has always denoted more than its physical location, Tin Pan
Alley has been consistently linked to a physical place through a sensory-evocative origin
myth. The sonic particulars of its description evoke the abuse of pianos, the directionality
of tinny bright banging projected across an architecturally defined space, bouncing from
brick exterior to hard street through open window and back again, in concert with a
thousand other similar trajectories. While Keir Keightley has uncovered the ways in
which this discourse of noise and space was indicative of contemporary anxieties over
modernity, this noise--as a visual and sonic metaphor for the Alley--should be kept in
mind, taking care not to be deafened by the parallel narrative of Tin Pan Alley’s hyperefficient factory-like business practices.30
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Yet, Tin Pan Alley was hardly the only noise in New York. Midtown Manhattan
in the first decade of the twentieth century was home to a diverse collection of emerging
popular amusements. Music and theatre of a wide variety, penny arcades, boardwalks,
concert saloons, and museums stretched out along Broadway and throughout the district-generally demarcated as the cross-section of the Manhattan island between 14th and 59th
streets. In the nineteenth century, the location of the sites of public amusements had
continually shifted with the shifting and growth of the city itself.31 Theatres dotted
Midtown, self-consciously relocated from the Toy District to 42nd street with the
christening of Times Square in 1904. Light musical theatre shows sang and danced along
Broadway, clanging pianos of filled packed silent film theatres, shimmying chorus girls
circled comedians of the burlesque circuit, and an ever-widening array of vaudeville acts
played multiple shows per-day, all within blocks of one another. Midtown at the turn of
the twentieth century was permeable and cacophonous place, alive and in sound through
the composers, arrangers, pluggers, performers, audiences and consumers that circulated
throughout it. As products, actions, and sounds, songs traveled far beyond the confines of
28th street, bouncing loudly through Midtown, rattling up Broadway and through the grid
of horizontal streets and vertical avenues diagonally bisected by the famous avenue.
This chapter revisits the sonic story of a geographical Tin Pan Alley. A
contextualized close read of archival materials and contemporary accounts of and by
songwriters and publishers reveals a topographical counter-narrative that pushes beyond
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traditional definitions and boundaries of the Alley. Mapping this counter-narrative
knocks the historical Tin Pan Alley over; what we ultimately see and hear clangs beyond
a tinny, noisy 28th street. I argue that in 1905 Tin Pan Alley, as industry and sound, was
actually oriented along Broadway, the north-south avenue facilitating a fluid and
collaborative network of popular song in Midtown Manhattan. This counter-narrative
realigns our understanding of Tin Pan Alley as a space, industry, and process in favor of
much more collaborative model. By focusing on songwriters, publishers, singers, and
audiences in action, we uncover an alternate Tin Pan Alley that functions as connective
tissue, the ligaments of an active, dynamic network of popular song in Midtown during
the first decade of the twentieth century.
In order to understand the connective function and creation of song, this chapter
encounters the larger network of popular music and entertainment in Midtown Manhattan
in 1905. Focusing on particular performers, sounds, and songs, we are able to hear a
Midtown that was far more cacophonous and fluid than previous scholarship on
entertainment in New York has indicated. Mapping various types of theatres, publishing
houses, vaudeville agents, recording studios, and trade publications fosters a fuller
understanding of the proximity of the many people, sounds, and performance spaces as
they interacted and collaborated around 1905.
I’ve chosen 1905 for a number of reasons. First, by 1905, the businesses,
practices, and agents of Tin Pan Alley had established an efficient network for music
production and performance in Midtown. Ten to fifteen years after the initial move
uptown, Tin Pan Alley—as an industry, if not in name—was clearly a recognizable entity
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by 1905. Secondly, 1905 was just after the relatively quiet establishment of Times
Square, a self-conscious claim of space and legitimacy by the New York Times that
mirrored the overall move of commerce up Broadway to upper Midtown. Lastly, 1905
was just a year after the completion of the first city-sponsored Interborough Transit
Authority’s Subway line (IRT).
In order to uncover this active geography of popular song and theatre in Midtown
at that time, I set out to uncover addresses and shows as they were advertised to
audiences and consumers in 1905. Using advertisements and reviews in the New York
Times, Music Trade Review, Edison Phonograph Monthly, Billboard, Variety, and the
New York Clipper as well as addresses pulled from sheet music produced and sold in
1905, a map of physical locations emerges on the one hand--theatres, music publishers,
booking agencies, vaudeville syndicate headquarters, piano warehouses, phonograph
showrooms, department stores, newspapers, dance studios, etc.--and specific shows,
songs, people, and sounds during a finite period of time on the other. What emerges is a
less restricted image of entertainment--both industry and performance--in 1905 Midtown.
Different varieties of entertainments were scattered across the region between 47th and
14th streets, clinging to a more general North-South orientation along Broadway than to
any numbered street. While it may never be possible to recreate a full picture of Midtown
at the turn of the last century, this chapter encounters some of the sights, sounds, people,
theatres, streets, avenues, and music of mid-December 1905 moving through and towards
the cacophonous, multifaceted, varied, and entertaining world of popular song.
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This chapter begins with a brief orientation to the geography and development of
Midtown Manhattan as it was in 1905. From this understanding of the region, the origin
myth of Tin Pan Alley is revisited. Following a counter geography drawn from the
writings of novelist Theodore Dreiser, an alternate Tin Pan Alley is offered. We then
encounter entertainment in Midtown in 1905, the many options and offerings revealing
the dynamic interaction between acts, songs, and people indicative of a more
interconnected model of song performance and production in the region. Taken at the
street-level, I present multiple modes of being with song on the streets of New York; the
flow between different spaces, arrangements, or formations of song was not always
contained and, as such, we dip in and out of a variety of modes of analysis. This walkthrough of Midtown is loud and it is full, the dizzying pace of song in Midtown afforded
a great variety of options, sounds, levels of engagement. From this understanding, we’re
able to see how specific songs occupied and represented multiple spaces, using George
M. Cohan’s “Give My Regards to Broadway” as a tour guide and example.
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Figure 1.1: Neighborhoods of Midtown32

MIDTOWN, THE APEX
Historian David C. Hammack has written about the rise of Times Square at the
turn of the twentieth century as “the largest, brightest stage for the presentation and sale
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of commercial culture in the United States.”33 As agrarian-based nineteenth century
regional economies gave way to a nationalized, urban-centered, market-driven economy
of the early twentieth century, the manufacture of essential goods and materials left the
cities of the east coast and relocated farther inland. New York City became the prime
location, instead, for the production and display of luxury, “fashionable” goods and
services like music, theatre, tourism, and apparel.34 Within New York, continuous claims
for space, market, audience, and novelty drove the production and trade of such
fashionable goods northward up the island of Manhattan in the decades between the Civil
War and the turn of the century. By 1905, such expansion had placed Midtown as the
center of fashionable commerce and culture in New York and, by extension, the United
States. The move north did not happen all at once, however, and the shift of the
entertainment industry up to from lower Manhattan to Midtown mirrored an overall shift
of a city expanding northward. As such, districts and neighborhoods were not discrete;
while generally oriented around specific parks, intersections, and Squares, overlapping
between districts was common and indication the dynamic nature of industries and
individuals in motion. Mimicking the overall motion northward, the following traces the
expansion from Union to Times Squares in Midtown’s journey towards its seat as the
apex of Manhattan at the turn of the twentieth century.
From the early days of the New Amsterdam settlement at the southern tip of
Manhattan through the first third of the nineteenth century, the area around the Bowery in
33
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lower Manhattan was a thriving and respectable place. Prominent business owners and
citizens made their homes on the broad diagonally-oriented avenue and enjoyed a variety
of imported English and Continental productions at the Bowery Theatre. In 1830, a
change in management at the theatre brought a greater variety of local productions,
ushering in an increasingly working-class audience that quickly came to fill and redefine
the Bowery.35 By the mid-nineteenth century, the Bowery was home to a lively immigrant
community and equally active entertainment district full of theatres, saloons, and beer
halls.36 As this area developed, affluent New Yorkers relocated farther north along
Broadway, which sat just west of the Bowery. Prominent families now occupied lavish
brownstones along Broadway up through Union Square at 14th Street.
During the Civil War, retailers also began to push north to accommodate rich
patrons and also settled in and around Union Square at 14th Street and Broadway.
Several high-end department stores relocated to the area between 9th Street--where A.T.
Stewart established his store in 1862--to Madison Square at 23rd Street. As the wealthiest
families fled to Gramercy Park and Murray Hill to the east, smaller specialty retailers
moved in to their abandoned brownstones.37 Fashionable retailers were so ensconced in
the area from 9th to 23rd streets between Broadway and Sixth Avenue that it was known
as the Ladies’ Mile.38
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As retailers and their customers filled the area between Union Square and
Madison Square, purveyors of other entertainments also relocated in order to offer a
different sort of leisure to shoppers and clerks alike. In the 1870s, dozens of theatres
opened in the area, supported in part by both the increasingly dramatic tendencies of
retailers and equally operatic Tammany Hall, itself headquartered at 14th Street between
Third and Fourth Avenues.39 Two well-respected theatres flanked the new Tammany, the
Academy of Music to the west and vaudeville purveyor Tony Pastor’s 14th Street Theatre
to the east. This new entertainment district was known as the Rialto, named by its
inhabitants for its supposed resemblance to the Venetian marketplace. The name quickly
attached itself specifically to the entertainment and theatrical marketplace in Union
Square and would follow those amusements as they traveled farther north over time.40 In
the meantime, actors, producers, agents, brokers, boarding houses, trade papers, music
publishers, and restaurants filled the area up to 23rd street; Broadway became the hub for
business and clandestine meetings in offices and streets, cafes and hotels.
By the 1890s, a portion of Madison Square overlapped with the southern tip of the
Tenderloin district, a long stretch of Midtown from 23rd to 42nd streets known as the
mixing place of the legitimate and illegitimate entertainment and vice of a wide variety.
A seedy name and reputation for a very large and diverse region, the two broad avenues
that flanked the region were home to different sorts of entertainment. While lined with
respectable boutiques and retailers active during the day, Sixth Avenue became a
39
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different sort of Ladies’ Mile after dark, turning into a well-known walkway for
prostitutes.41 Theatrical amusements were again mostly centered along Broadway, known
in late nineteenth century as “The Line.” With the advent of the illuminated billboards
that lit the stretch between 24th and 34th streets in the 1890s, it quickly became known as
“the Great White Way.”42
Greeley and Herald Squares sat in the middle of the Tenderloin district where
Broadway crossed 33rd and 34th streets, respectively. One named for Horace Greeley,
editor of the New York Tribune, and the other The New York Herald more generally, both
originally marked the region as an emerging center of newspaper production in the
1840s.43 At the turn of the twentieth century, however, the blocks surrounding both
Squares were in the midst of a commercial reinvention that redefined the area. In 1902,
Macy’s relocated from 14th Street to its new flagship Herald Square headquarters. The
store, which quickly expanded to occupy a complete city-block, displaced a large part of
the red light district of the Tenderloin--now pushed farther west--and anchored the area
as a newly-open retail space.44 The repurposing of Herald Square also pushed theatres
farther north and west as impresarios and showpeople sought more space for larger and
more lavish spectacles and expanding businesses.
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Further up “The Line,” the area around 42nd street and Broadway was becoming
increasingly central to Midtown itself. By the turn of the century, the region referred to as
the Rialto by locals was no longer located in and around Union Square but, rather, had
attached itself specifically to the stretch of Broadway between 37th and 42nd streets.
Indeed, the wide swath of the central avenue was a veritable marketplace for the
entertainment business. Actors, musicians, producers, writers all lingered in the area;
their proximity facilitating casting, financing, and collaborating of a wide assortment.45
At 42nd and Broadway, Longacre Square sat at the northern edge of this new Rialto. In
1895, Oscar Hammerstein was among the first to establish a theatre in the area when he
built the massive and elaborate Olympia Theatre. While the theatre would close in 1898
due to mismanagement, Hammerstein’s bold move to the outskirts of the region before
the turn of the century proved that area was viable for new theatres.46 By 1905, the area
was home to dozens of theatres and a new name.
When Adolph Ochs took over the New York Times in 1896, the publication
quickly began to outgrow its home in Lower Manhattan on Park Row where it shared a
block with several other New York newspapers. Ochs took a gamble and built a new
facility directly in Longacre Square in 1904.47 While Ochs lobbied city officials to
officially rename the redeveloping area after the new Times headquarters, the first thing
to bear the Times Square name was the 42nd street stop on the brand new subterranean
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rapid transit system.48 The Interborough Transit Authority’s Subway line--known as the
IRT--opened in October 1904, four months before the Times moved into its new
building.49 This extensive network of twenty-eight stations and more than nine miles of
track allowed people in New York to travel throughout Manhattan.50 While rapid transit
had been available throughout the island as early as 1870, contemporary discourse about
the new subway line focused on the ease and comfort the new method afforded.51 For
Ochs and the Times, the timing was perfect. On New Year’s Eve of that year, the
intersection was officially re-christened with a huge Times-sponsored block party,
complete with a midnight fireworks display.52
As the growing commercial culture of the United States continued to assert and
depend upon fashionable New York, transportation networks that facilitated the sale and
exportation of goods from New York became increasingly important. After the Civil
War, a powerful group of downtown business owners had successfully lobbied to make it
illegal for steam locomotives to operate below 42nd Street for fear that the smoke and
fire pollution would damage their businesses and drive away customers.53 As a result,
Grand Central Station was built at 42nd and Park Avenue in 1871. The large regional
terminus connected New York to the national railway system through three different
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railroad networks all anchored from a burgeoning Midtown district.54 Significantly, the
station also connected to the new local rapid transit system; an IRT stop was also
established at Grand Central. 42nd Street was the only East-West street to have two IRT
stations, the two stations working in tandem to emphasize the commercial and cultural
significance of the neighborhood to Midtown, New York, and the nation at large.
Another transportation network was woven into the national, regional, and local
rail systems that connected Midtown to the rest of New York and the nation at large, one
that added another omnipresent layer of sound to the cacophony of Midtown Manhattan
that bled to and through Tin Pan Alley. From the 1870s to the late 1930s, Manhattan was
home to four elevated subway lines that ran longitudinally up Second, Third, Sixth, and
Ninth Avenues. Unlike the subterranean trains familiar to present-day visitors to
Manhattan, these elevated lines claimed large amounts of sonic space in addition to the
broad, towering structures erected directly over the avenues. Measuring anywhere from
14’ to 60’ tall, such structures made the avenues less attractive to and for leisure,
projecting riders outward through cross-streets and away from the continuous noise and
dust moving trains flung down upon the avenue below.55 While the elevated trains
facilitated travel throughout the island, the ease and distance was accompanied by the
shriek of metal wheels on metal tracks; of rhythmic rumbling forced through the wooden
54
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slats of the platforms, casting shadows down to the street below; of the sounds of the
commerce and conviviality of that street echoing off the large steel beams supporting the
entire system; and the imposition of such structures on unrestricted movement through
the space.

Figure 1.2: The Third Avenue Elevated Train along the Bowery, before 191556

The Third and Sixth Avenue elevated trains framed the many entertainment
districts of Midtown and lower Manhattan for more than sixty years. In 1875, the newly56
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established Board of Rapid Transit Commissioners approved plans to establish the four
elevated railway lines to facilitate northern travel up the island. The Sixth Avenue El was
the first to be approved and initial construction of the line was completed by June of
1878.57 A massive double-track system, the wide platform hovered over the center of the
avenue; trains quickly passed adjacent to one another.58 The Third Avenue El opened the
following December, a split track running up the Bowery with space for several trolley
streetcars to operate between the large posts supporting the structure.59 Ultimately, the
demand for rapid travel along the Bowery necessitated another set of tracks, filling the
gap and darkening much of the avenue in 1915.60 These two lines, in particular facilitated
travel through the various regions popular music occupied at the turn of the twentieth
century. As part of a larger transit network, songwriters, publishers, pluggers, performers,
and audiences were able to move freely through Midtown to the many different spaces
allotted for amusement.61 This freedom affected the sights, sounds, and, ultimately, the
lived experience of the city. The noisy, towering structures along Sixth Avenue may have
made travel easier, but it was ultimately unattractive to most amusements themselves;
while theatre-goers would use the trains to travel through the region, the noise and bustle
would surely bleed into the performance spaces themselves.62 Instead, the Sixth Avenue
57
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line apparently served as a central pivot point, a western border to amusements below
34th Street and an eastern border to those above. Significantly, the switch from west to
east occurs at Herald Square, the site where Broadway also crosses both Sixth Avenue
and 34th Street. It would be the closest Broadway would ever get to the elevated train
system in Midtown.
The Board of Rapid Transit Commissioners explicitly forbade elevated train
service from Broadway in 1875. While the reason was not explicitly published in the
Board’s report, several contemporary primary sources cite the alleviation of congestion
along Broadway as a primary reason for developing the Elevated train system along other
avenues in the first place. In the late nineteenth century, traffic was so congested that
crossing Broadway was deemed dangerous. Omnibuses, horse-drawn and electrified
streetcars all vied for space along the boulevard.63 Thousands of pounds of horse dung
bred disease. While electrified trolley service continued to operate along Broadway until
at least 1919, the Board of Rapid Transit Commissioners, under pressure from a variety
of other city and state organizations, sought to facilitate travel northerly travel throughout
Midtown in a way that would ease the traffic along Broadway. Ultimately, Broadways’
established reputation as a thoroughfare for high-end shopping and entertainment
potentially protected it from the addition of the distraction and unattractive structures.
Maintaining and preserving Broadway as an inherently walkable avenue for commerce
and enjoyment reified its position as a special space, a classed and valued means of
platform of the Sixth Avenue line, any sound cast from the train would be dwarfed by both the structure
and the 1000 performers on stage.
63
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traveling throughout Manhattan. The addition of the first subterranean railway system in
1904 provided further ease in transportation closer to Broadway; while sources at the
time emphasize ease of travel and a seemingly “new” way to travel to northward,
amusement seekers envisioned the new underground line as a cleaner, faster, more
comfortable and desirable means of travel.64 Clearing some of the congestion on
Broadway allowed leisurely movement throughout the expanded Midtown region; if
efficient travel from Union to Times Square was desired, the subway was available. If
one preferred to interact with the dynamic region at a different pace or had more time to
spare, Broadway, itself, was a more enjoyable and active route.

LOCATING TIN PAN ALLEY
Scholars generally cite the relocation of several small music publishing houses to
28th street in the 1880s as the formation of a single unified popular music industry to be
known later as Tin Pan Alley.65 The move itself was precipitated by an overall sea change
in the business practices of music publishers in the United States during the nineteenth
century that favored a more diverse and consumer-driven market.
An American music publishing industry has been present for as long as the
country, however. Music publishing flourished in the United States during the Federal
Era, when technology emerged that allowed engraved pewter plates to print sheet music,
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rather than costly and time-consuming movable-type production or hand-copied scores.
These plates allowed for both mass-production of music at minimal cost to the publisher
as well as the ability to store and reprint scores at a later date. While the first American
copyright law was included into the U.S. Constitution in 1787, it was not explicitly
extended to music until in 1831. In spite of the copyright law extension to music, music
publishers capitalized on a major loophole that excluded copyright protection on
compositions produced outside of the United States. As a result, publishers did not have
to pay any royalty fees for music composed in Europe. Publishers capitalized on and
competed over well-known compositions of European art music. As an unseen
consequence, music composed by American composers was marginalized for its
costliness to produce and, between 1800 and 1825, only ten percent of all music printed
in the United States was by an American composer. By 1900, the figure had only grown
to thirty percent.66
Monopolistic control of music publishing in the United States began as early as
1855, when several larger publishing firms created the Board of Music Trade. The initial
goal of the Board was to self-regulate the competition over the free-reign European art
music on the market. The Board was made up solely of the largest publishers, however,
effectively eliminating smaller firms from competition.67 The highly profitable art music
compositions, readily consumed by American middle and upper class consumers
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emulating the European parlor tradition, kept the larger music publishing firms successful
and focused on European art music. At the close of the nineteenth century, Oliver Ditson
& Co of Boston was clearly the most profitable company of its kind, and boasted a
catalogue of thousands of songs and over seven miles of printed music in stock at any one
time.68 Popular music was only a small fraction of Ditson’s overall catalogue. Focusing
mostly on piano, choral, psalmody, and instructional music, Ditson characterized the
traditional music publishing approach to popular music at the close of the nineteenth
century: piano-vocal scores were sold, but marginalized due to the company’s emphasis
on pedagogy and art music as edification.69 Following the emergence of the parlor music
tradition in Europe in the nineteenth century, Ditson catered mostly to a new class of rich
Americans emulating the European art tradition and repertoire with the goal of educating
their daughters in the genteel tradition.70 However, as the popularity of brief, simple and
sentimental songs--such as those by Stephen Foster--grew among all classes over the last
decades of the nineteenth century, several amateur songwriters saw new opportunities to
make money by focusing efforts directly upon popular song, rather than edification or art
repertoires.
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Figure 1.3: Historical “Tin Pan Alley”
Dissatisfied with the limited payment received for compositions that proved
increasingly profitable for their publishers, several performers and songwriters began to
go into business for themselves. These publishers originally chose the Union Square
“Rialto” district near 14th street to establish their businesses, the square itself acting as a
hub where theatre, music, and patrons of a wide variety co-mingled. As the 1890s
47

progressed, however, a handful of these of these small publishers relocated further up
“the line” to the area near to where 28th street was bisected by Broadway.71 In his
foundational source on American music, Yesterdays, Charles Hamm cites M. Witmark &
Sons as the first publishers to relocate to 28th street sometime after 1891. In 1900,
novelist and occasional journalist Theodore Dreiser wrote an oft-quoted account of the
energy and ethos of the music publishing business. Dreiser was afforded unusual access
to the community of songwriters, pluggers, and performers through his brother,
songwriter Paul Dresser, with whom he lived. In his description, he recounts another
district beyond the traditional 28th street boundary, that of “anywhere along Broadway
from Madison to Greeley Square.”72 While posited nearly in passing, the boundaries of
this alternate district greatly expand the region designated with song production. Given
the other stages and venues for popular song in Midtown Manhattan, Dreiser’s extended
Tin Pan Alley makes a lot of economic sense. A region now consisting of ten city blocks,
the Dreiser description affords a few critical functional revisions of Tin Pan Alley as a
space.
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Figure 1.4:

Locating Tin Pan Alley73

Firstly, by extending the region as far south as 23rd Street and as far north as 33rd
Street, Dreiser’s description effectively emplaces Tin Pan Alley as a connector; the
expanded Tin Pan Alley was situated between the commercial Ladies Mile District
around Madison Square and the growing Theatre District to the north. The two districts
73
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overlap in the alternatively outlined region, highlighting both the commercial and
performative aspects of Tin Pan Alley as industry and community. Secondly, the
description reorients the industry and its practices to Broadway. Dreiser’s description
shifts the flow of production from an East-West orientation restricted by horizontal
numbered streets to the North-South commercial and performative space that bisects
those numbered streets. This reorientation is significant in that it allows for a more
flexible and fluid flow of production and performance through the region, further
connecting the overlapping districts to the North and South. This reorientation along
Broadway is a productive one and connects to other narratives of Tin Pan Alley business
practices that necessitated motion throughout Midtown. Much has been made of the
practice of song plugging in Tin Pan Alley and, indeed, the practice, at its core, was
focused on getting songs into as many performance spaces as possible. Pluggers worked
doggedly to spread songs--often songs they had written themselves--throughout Midtown
and, eventually, throughout the United States via the vaudeville circuit.74 For pluggers
and publishers alike, performances of the song correlated directly to dollars; the greater
number of performances, the better. As such, pluggers circulated throughout Midtown on
a daily basis, easily traveling, singing, and selling their songs throughout the region.
Taken into account with Dreiser’s North-South description of Tin Pan Alley, it makes
sense that pluggers would travel along the avenues and along Broadway in particular,
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from the lavish department stores of the Ladies Mile to the variety of theatres near Herald
Square and beyond.
If an alternative conception of Tin Pan Alley oriented along Broadway frees the
industry and its agents from the more restrictive, tradition understanding of their
relationship to Midtown, in what other ways might primary and archival sources shed
light on popular music production and performance in Midtown? The following section
encounters popular music, theatre, and vaudeville production and performance in
Midtown during one particular weekend in December of 1905. Reconstructing many of
the sights, sounds, and experiences of and by performers captures the cacophony of
amusements in Midtown. Beyond the narratives that lock certain amusements to certain
districts, we might greet Midtown in 1905 as it operated. As the following vignette
indicates, the story of song in Midtown is the story of mobility. While this section maps
the terrain to show how interspersed and co-mingled amusements and amusers were, the
acts, people, and sounds of those locations reveal the links between them.

HEARING MIDTOWN
The large wood-framed doors of 144 W 37th Street only managed to slightly
muffle the sounds contained therein. The tall light-stone building that housed the M.
Witmark and Sons Company vibrated with music, with the sounds of its conception,
arrangement, production, and sale. The three young Witmark brothers and the dozens of
songwriters, arrangers, pluggers sang, played, and sold their way through the structure;
the din of their quick hands at pianos and typewriters, their voices ringing through
51

hallways and tinny through telephones filling each room and bleeding through the
building. Stepping out onto the concrete sidewalk, the cacophony of the large publishing
house met the sounds of the cold December afternoon: horse-drawn carts, street vendors
calling to patrons and to one another, and dozens of men and women walking between
destinations before the sun sank below the horizon of huddled buildings that lined the
street. The tallest by a full three stories, the Witmark building had been finished only two
years earlier, its six stories casting a long shadow over the neighbors, a series of short
two- and three-story dark brick mixed-use brownstones. From the beehive-shaped clocktower to cast-iron gate, it was far more ornate than those neighbors. Two cherubs guarded
the entrance from their perch just above two dark marble columns, each flanking a small
round window, their frozen movements signaling the nature of the business: a piper and a
scribe.
Walking eastward, the cacophony of the Witmark building met, matched, and
blended in with the building four doors down. On approach, the building was far more
narrow but equally loud, the large four-paned windows doing little to contain the sounds
radiating from a series of piano rooms on the second and third floors.75 A large roof
marquee announced to whom those sounds belonged: LEO FEIST, Music Publisher. Its
sign and sounds were quickly dwarfed by the oncoming sensory motley as one continued
along the sidewalk. Approaching the four-story Regal Shoes marquee on the corner, the
side street opened up to the broad avenue. The sounds of trolley cars, braying horses, cart
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wheels on concrete and brick met the motion and commerce of New Yorkers on the
move. Only a half-block away from Witmark and Feist, the intersection of W 37th street
and Broadway presented a plethora of sensory options for the creator or seeker of song;
whether north or south, the theatres, shops, restaurants, newspapers, piano warehouses,
and vaudeville agents of Broadway beckoned.

Greater Herald Square: 37th and Broadway

Figure 1.5:

Herald Square Region76

A: Macy’s Department Store
B: Billboard Magazine
C: Empire Theatre

76

F: Knickerbocker Theatre
G: Variety
H: Herald Sq. Theatre

K: Manhattan Theatre
L: New York Inquirer
M: Pirot and Grand

This map, and the remaining maps of this chapter, was drawn by the author.
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Figure 1.5 continued
D: Casino Theatre
E: Frank Melville

I: Garrick Theatre
J: Savoy Theatre

N: Leo Feist
O: M. Witmark & Co.
P: Theodore Morse

Though Charles Hamm and others have used the Witmark brothers as the initiator
of the move that emplaced Tin Pan Alley as an industry on 28th street, by 1905 the
company had moved even further uptown to W 37th street between Broadway and
Seventh Avenue.77 Other publishing powerhouse Leo Feist had moved his headquarters to
just a few doors down towards Broadway. While some publishers remained at the 28th
Street location, more than half a dozen of the largest and most successful publishing
firms had already left the neighborhood in a general move further up Broadway. This
trend would continue as the first two decades of the twentieth century progressed.78
From their new flagship location on W 37th , “Hello? All Right, Goodbye” was
just one of dozens of recently acquired songs the Witmarks plugged that December.79 To
encourage both performance and larger promotion and distribution outside of the
activities of their network of pluggers, the Witmarks utilized a number of Midtown trade
publications directed at different segments of the entertainment industry, including
Variety and Music Trade Review. One of the oldest music trade publications in Midtown,
Music Trade Review began publishing from its Union Square location on 14th street in
77
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1878. While the weekly publication was largely directed to and for piano manufacturers,
distributors, and sales people, by 1905 it regularly included short reports from the music
publishing and phonograph industries. The tone of those reports was largely commercial;
the articles contained therein were little more than formalized "plugs," informing the
piano industry of new songs that might aid in the sale of pianos and, in return, promote
the songs in the process. The "In the World of Music Publishing" section in the
December 16th edition included a short article titled “Timely Witmark Topics” heralding
the song’s wide appeal and demand after only a few weeks in print: “It is difficult to
recall a little novelty song which has had such a vogue so early in its career.”80 The article
was paired with a quarter-page advertisement on the following page that advertised
"Hello? All Right, Goodbye" and three-dozen other new Witmark songs in a more direct
fashion.
Variety published a different advertisement for “Hello? All Right, Goodbye” on
the same day. That December 16th publication was Variety's first ever; Sime Silverman
had only recently founded the weekly magazine from a small office in the Knickerbocker
Theatre at 1402 Broadway, one-block north of Witmark and Feist. Unlike the Music
Trade Review advertisement, the Variety ad just focused on "Hello? All Right, Goodbye"
highlighting

its

recent

performance

by

operatic

singer

Dorothy

Morton.81

Contemporaneously published sheet music featured Florence Bindley on its cover, a
former male impersonator and English Music Hall star who was appearing at the Bijou in
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Jersey City that December.82 While multiple covers would be produced to highlight
performance of the song in specific markets, Bindley's cover indicates that her
performance of "Hello? All Right, Goodbye" likely also circulated in the New York
market that winter. Despite the advertised performances by female singers Morton and
Bindley, the published sheet music featuring Bindley on the cover included a separate
sheet with alternate lyrics for a “female singer,” implying that the published version was
designed for a male singer.83
Four doors down from the Witmark building, Leo Feist’s team was plugging
“Can’t you See I’m Lonely?” by Harry Armstrong and Felix Feist the same week in
December.84 From its office one block north of Variety--and two blocks from Feist-Billboard ran a short piece lauding the recent and successful interpolation of this new
song into the latest revival of The Wizard of Oz when the show moved from the Academy
of Music in New York to Boston.85 Marion Stanley was singled out for her performance
of the song as Tryxie, insatiable girlfriend of the exiled king of Oz, in the new Boston
production.86 Though the song was made popular by Stanley and child soubrette “Baby
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Floss” prior to its interpolation into The Wizard of Oz, the song was recorded that month
by Harry Tally for Victor Talking Machine in Philadelphia and Columbia Records in
Midtown.87 In fact, at 57 W. 36th St, Columbia's New York recording studio was quite
close to Feist, Billboard, Witmark, and Variety, it's building abutting the Garrick Theatre
and a small number of other entertainment spaces in and around Herald Square.88
The theatres of greater Herald Square offered an assortment of options that
December. At the newly renovated Casino Theatre at 39th and Broadway, the Shubert’s
presented the wildly popular musical comedy The Earl and the Girl with Eddie Foy.
Originally produced in London in 1903, the Broadway production featured several
interpolated additions; nearly half of the songs in the production came directly from
external Tin Pan Alley compositions.89 Among them was “I Would Like to Marry You”
by Edward Laska which had previously been featured in Babes in the Woods, another
Americanized English musical that toured the east coast earlier that Fall.90 The Earl and
the Girl was not the only offering at the Casino in mid-December; in addition to at least
one Sunday evening vaudeville concert, the Casino also hosted a large-scale benefit show
to support sufferers of the Russian revolution featuring actress Sarah Bernhardt, writers
Mark Twain and Henry Miller, singer Kitty Cheatham, operatic contralto Katie Condon,
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and cellist Auguste von Biene.91 The Herald Square, Savoy, and Garrick Theatres offered
similarly dramatic fare, presenting the plays Carmen, Walls of Jericho, and The Marriage
of William Ashe, respectively.
As described previously, Herald Square was arguably the hub of commercial
culture in Midtown in 1905. The irregularly shaped open space, created by the
intersection of Broadway and Sixth Avenue between 34th and 35th streets was home to a
thriving retail district. Macy’s flagship occupied nearly the entire city block. In 1905,
Macy’s was also a major retail hub of Tin Pan Alley sheet music. Department stores like
Macy’s increasingly included sheet music counters, featuring song demonstrations by
staff. These counters were often positioned near the back of the store in an effort to lure
customers deeper into the store. When these patrons arrived, they were met with colorful
advertisements and a wide variety, as well as low prices.92 While some of these counters
were sponsored by specific publishers--featuring the sponsor’s music and limiting the
stock of competitors--in 1905, many were operated independently by the department
stores themselves.93 These stores were able to offer discounted prices on music,
maintaining a low profit margin that would be riskier for independent music retailers or
the publishers themselves. As a result, Macy’s and its competitors were able to sell a very
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high volume of pieces and at much cheaper prices than music publishers desired.94 Once
back out on the sidewalk, sheet music tucked in parcels among waistcoats, watches,
bibles, and teacups, customers scattered in multiple directions and by foot, carriage, or
rail; the Sixth Avenue IRT rattling noisily above the densely packed square below.

Figure 1.6

Looking North, Herald Square, 190595
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“The Great White Way”: Listening to 28th Street

Figure 1.7: Madison Square Region
A: Madison Square Garden
B: Wallack’s Theatre
C: Proctor’s 5th Ave Theatre
D: Princess Theatre
E: Weber’s Music Theatre
F: Daly’s Theatre
G: Bijou Theatre

H: Madison Sq. Theatre
I: Edward Markum
J: Jerome H Remick & Co.
K: Harry von Tilzer & Co.
L: National Music Co.
M: Helf & Hager Pub. Co.
N: Ed Rogers Music Co.

O: Albert von Tilzer & Co.
P: Gotham-Attucks Music Co.
Q: Bernstein, Levitt, Toube, Inc
R: St. James Building
S: William Morris Company
T: WL Lykens Vaudeville Agency

c1905. From Library of Congress: Prints and Photographs Division.
http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/det1994005835/PP/, Accessed 15 February 2014.
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Heading down “The Line” from Herald and Greeley Squares towards Madison,
the area around 28th street where cluster of music publishers that remained was home to
far more than just publishers. A half-dozen theatres lined Broadway between 31st and
28th streets with decidedly serious fare intermingled with the brownstones that contained
the publishers and their pluggers. The runaway hit of the season--of two seasons, really-was the David Belasco production of The Music Master performed nearly continuously
from September 1904 to September 1906. The play had an initial run at the Belasco
Theatre on 42nd but quickly shifted to the Bijou at Broadway and 31st, where it ran for
more than eighteen months before touring the United States for several years.96 David
Warfield starred as Anton von Barwig, a German composer closely fashioned after
Beethoven, the serious play featured a significant amount of music.97 Down the street,
Zira, the story of stolen identity and romance by Henry Miller and J. Hartley Manners,
played at the Shubert’s Princess Theatre and Toast of the Town, a reworking of Mistress
Betty from a decade earlier, occupied Daly’s Theatre a block away. These two serious
productions were intermingled with two other busy houses: Weber’s Music Hall at 29th
and Broadway, and Proctor’s Fifth Avenue Theatre on the corner of 28th and Broadway.
In Mid-December, Proctor’s Fifth Avenue Theatre featured repertory theatre
performances of well-known plays including Anna Karenina and Janice Meredith.98
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Among the publishers who did remain on or near 28th street: the Harry von Tilzer
Publishing Company, Albert von Tilzer’s York Music Company, F. A. Mills, Helf and
Hager Publishing Company, National Music Company, and Gotham-Attucks Music
Company. Significantly, Gotham-Attucks was one of the first song publishing companies
owned and operated by African American songwriters. In an effort to better control the
published image and version of their own songs, Will Marion Cook and Richard
McPhereson merged two smaller companies early in 1905. Rather than the stereotyped
minstrelsy characterizations on the covers and substitution of exaggerated “coon” speech
in the lyrics, Cook and McPherson were able to better control the image of the African
American composers, performers, and characters they created.99 Ernest Hogan, Bert
Williams and George Walker all worked at and for Gotham-Attucks during the six years
Cook and McPherson ran the firm.
Jerome H. Remick operated a block southwest on 27th between Broadway and
Fifth. That December, Remick’s pluggers worked hard to spread two songs around as far
and as often as possible. An article in Billboard that month indicated that “In Dear Old
Georgia” and “My Irish Molly O” were each “introduced” by more than a half dozen
different acts all over Manhattan and Brooklyn.100
A number of vaudeville agents also inhabited the few blocks around 28th St. and
Broadway. Bernstein, Levitt, Toube, Inc. operated directly across the street from Harry
von Tilzer’s publishing house. William Morris continued to grow his firm from an office
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one block east; having already adopted his iconic brand image, Morris had successfully
operated outside the Keith-Albee circuit and Theatrical Syndicate who together
dominated entertainment bookings across the U.S. He, instead, worked closely with
independent vaudeville theatres, including Hammerstein and Belasco, and the smaller
Proctor circuit, until forming an alliance with the dominant Thatrical Syndicate later in
the opening decade of the twentieth century.101
It was the St. James Building at 1133 Broadway, between 25th and 26th that truly
served as the hub of the business side of vaudeville and music in 1905. Completed in
1898, the sixteen-story beaux arts building was one of the earliest high-rises in the
neighborhood. Several members of the Vaudeville Managers Association also occupied
the building. By 1905, no fewer than seven vaudeville management agencies ran their
offices from the St. James, including Albert Sutherland (suite 510), Al Mayer (803), and
Alex Steiner (805). Most notably, Keith-Albee circuit booked out of a large suite on the
eighth floor of the St. James Building.102 That Keith and Albee would operate out of a
building with several vaudeville agents was unsurprising. Albee had begun working with
several members of the VMA in 1900 in order to standardize booking practices and
control booking fees. In 1906, the Keith-Albee would formally consolidate its booking
empire under the name of United Booking Office (UBO). The UBO would continue to
book out of the St. James until 1913, when the operation relocated to a grand facility out
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of the Palace Theatre on 42nd Street.103 For then, however, Keith maintained his business
in the St. James, keeping a separate office on the second floor while his staff worked on
the eighth. Keith was an odd character of the Tenderloin; the former circus sideshow
promoter insisted upon super clean acts in the circuit of small-time, continuous
vaudeville theatres he ran with Edward Albee. Keith-Albee contracts notably included a
code of conduct, insisted upon by Keith’s Catholic wife who ran a boarding house close
to the circuit’s flagship theatre in Union Square.104

The Old Time Throng: Union Square

Figure 1.8: Union Square Region
A: Joseph W. Sterns & Co.
E: Biddles Piano Co.
B: Edison Recording Studio (1906) F: Automatic Vaudeville
C: James & Holstrom Piano Co.
G: Keith’s Union Sq. Theatre
D: Wissner Piano Co.
H: Edison Business Office
103

I: Krakauer Piano Co.
J: Academy of Music
K: Tony Pastor’s 14th St Theatre
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Once the bustling throng of music publishing and variety businesses, the area
around Union Square maintained a lively music scene into the new century despite the
march up Broadway. From one end of 14th Street to the other, theatres, pianos,
phonographs, and publishers continued the tradition of the old Rialto, even as others
extended entertainments up into the mid-40s. The theatre war horses of the 1890s were
still going strong. Victor Herbert’s wildly popular operetta Babes in Toyland was playing
at the Academy of Music in its second revival in as many years. Tony Pastor’s 14th
Street Theatre still played to packed and loyal audiences. In mid-December, his show
featured a one-act play by DeWitt, Burns and Torrence that Variety called “suggestive”
of Herbert’s Babes in Toyland. The newest trade journal panned the majority of the
remaining bill, save instrumentalists Newell and Niblo on saxophone and xylophone, and
Kitty Hart who was praised for her enunciation which was thought better than her
singing.105
That winter, the Majestic Trio notably presented Cole and Johnson’s “Big Indian
Chief” all over the east coast, including stays at Hyde and Behman’s in Brooklyn and
Keith’s 14th Street Theatre in December.106 The “redface” piece told the story of a violent
Indian Chief in Arizona who went on a murderous rampage after his “Kikapoo maiden”
rejected him after a one night stand. Replete with a steady eighth-note “drum” pattern in
the left hand, the cover of the original publication featured a replication of the opening
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strains of the chorus with arrowheads replacing standard note-heads.107 “Big Indian
Chief” was published by Joseph W. Sterns & Co, located only four blocks northwest of
the Keith’s Union Square theatre where the Majestic Trio featured it. The trio was
comprised of three African-American performers, one woman and two men. While the
identity of the female member of the troupe is presently unknown, there is some evidence
that Harry Reed and Jim Towel were the two men; Reed began his career as a member of
African-American minstrel troupes in the late nineteenth century.108 Towel became
known more widely in the late 1920s with his recording of “I’ve Been Hoodooed.”109
Also featured at Keith’s that December was a large burlesque act called “The City
Girls.” The production featured Truly Shattuck, a nationally (in)famous singer and
actress who frequently moved between vaudeville and touring musical theatre
productions. Shattuck first became nationally famous a decade earlier when her mother
murdered Truly’s lover upon discovering the two had sex out of wedlock. Shattuck, who
was a chorus girl in her native San Francisco at the time, parlayed the notoriety into a
solid and long-standing career in the theatre after her mother was convicted.110 In
December 1905, Shattuck had most recently completed a run in George M. Cohan’s Little
Johnny Jones, originating the role of Florabelle Fly. Now returning to vaudeville,
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Billboard heralded her as “the possessors of one of the sweetest voices and most
remarkably pleasing personalities of any in the long list of talented American
entertainers.”111
On the south side of the square, Adolph Zuker’s Automatic Vaudeville occupied
48 East 14th Street. Often mentioned as one of the earliest and largest nickelodeons in
New York, Automatic Vaudeville was known for its rows and rows of single-viewer,
coin-operated silent film machines.112 It similarly offered opportunities to listen to the
latest phonographs, often stocked by record companies at the request of sheet music
publishers.113 In 1906, Automatic Vaudeville also offered sheet music of their
phonograph selections for purchase, having worked out a deal with Jerome H. Remick
Company and Helf and Hager to carry their songs exclusively. Just down the street from
the Automatic Vaudeville emporium of sights and sounds, the New York business office
of Edison’s National Phonograph Company were located close by on the eastern end of
Union Square. While no recordings were made at the business office, it sat in a prime
location to interact with singers and songwriters throughout the region. The recording
studio was also close, though; Edison was in the process of relocating its studio from 69
Fourth Avenue--four blocks south of Union Square--to a new facility on the top floor of
the Knickerbocker Building at 16th Street and Fifth Avenue.114
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By far, the largest musical presence on 14th street was that of several piano
showrooms and warehouses. The block of 14th street between Broadway and Fifth
Avenue housed so many piano companies that it was known as Manhattan’s “piano
row.”115 While most maintained factories in Harlem, Biddles, Wissner, James and
Holmstrom all operated warehouse, repair shops and showrooms on this one block of
14th street. Krakauer Pianos sat on the other side of the park four blocks to the east. In
May 1906, Krakauer would move into a new showroom at 17 E. 14th Street in the heart
of Piano Row. Though now among a noisy block of other piano shops, it’s new location
was a far cry from the noise of its previous home among the Academy of Music,
Tammany, the vaudeville theatres of Pastor and Keith, and the rattling, soot-covered, and
constant clatter of the Third Avenue El. The cacophony of this section of Midtown may
not have been avoidable but, for those who needed to travel north quickly and cleanly,
the new subway stop on the southeast corner of Union Square provided shelter and ease.
One of only five Express stations in all of Manhattan, riders only had to take the train one
stop north to arrive on the new Rialto.116
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“Times” Square: Taking 42nd Street

Figure 1.9: Times Square Region
A: Times Square
B: Grand Central Stn
C: Hippodrome
D: Empire Theatre
E: Broadway Theatre

F: Hudson Theatre
G: Lyceum Theatre
H: New York Theatre
I: Criterion Theatre
J: Victoria Theatre

K: Belasco Theatre
L: Lyric Theatre
M: American Theatre
N: Lew Field’s Theatre
O: Liberty Theatre

P: New Amsterdam Theatre
Q: New York Music Publishing
R: Gus Edwards Music Pub.
S: Shapiro, Bernstein and Co.

Though the Times had claimed the area, few locals called the region around
Broadway and 42nd Street Times Square in the first decade of the twentieth century.
Locals preferred to simply call the stretch between 37th and 52nd streets “Broadway,” a
label that would come to affix itself to the types of entertainment quickly emerging in the
rapidly changing region.117 Still, the area was discursively divided even further, residents
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and businessmen isolating a portion 42nd street, in particular, as the “Theatre Block.”118
In the relatively short block between Seventh and Eighth Avenues, the Theatre Block
housed seven of the largest, most opulent theatres in New York in 1905: Hammerstein’s
Victoria and Lew Fields Theatres, Klaw and Erlanger’s New Amsterdam and Liberty
Theatres, the Shubert’s Lyric Theatre, the constantly-changing-hands American Theatre,
and Belasco’s aptly-titled Belasco Theatre. The American Theatre was the first built,
opening in 1893 as a playhouse offering repertory theatre on the main stage and smalltime vaudeville on its roof garden. When the original owners lost the property in 1897,
small-time continuous vaudeville remained and, eventually, the theatre converted to a
big-time model on both stages by 1908.119 While the American was the first,
Hammerstein’s Victoria was the crown jewel of the block for more than a decade. The
theatre originally offered full-length dramas and musicals but Hammerstein shrewdly
switched the format to big-time vaudeville in 1904 when competition from Klaw and
Erlanger, Belasco, and the Shuberts had begun to affect his profits. Seen as a bit of a
gamble at the time, the switch made the Victoria the first, the largest, and in many
respects the most prestigious, vaudeville-exclusive theatre in the region.120
In 1905, local news and trade papers listed “Hammerstein’s Variety All-Stars” as
the perpetual bill. Indeed, acts that were successful at the Victoria became the all-stars of
the vaudeville stage. It was a star maker, the gold standard, and a tough room. In contrast
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to the Keith-Albee vaudeville shows, Hammerstein actively encouraged his acts to try
new material and his audiences to respond in kind. The rotating line-up at the Victoria
highlighted the newest and best that variety had to offer on any given day, from song and
dance to opera stars, from jugglers to animal acts, from strongmen and women to
infamous criminals and celebrity divorcées.121 In December of that year, the Victoria
offered a typically wide assortment of acts. Joseph Hart and his wife Carrie DeMar
headlined during the last half of the month. Former minstrels, the two were primarily
known in 1905 for their “Foxy Grandpa” song and dance act.122 The same bill offered the
Patty Brothers, who were infamous for their acrobatics and for “walking on [their]
head[s],” often juggling, singing, and playing the violin while doing so.123 The Patty
Brothers would occasionally make the news for other reasons; on more than one
occasion, eldest brother and chief head-walker Alexander would unexpectedly fly into a
rage while on stage and beat his younger brother Felix with whatever blunt object was
closest.124 While there was no report of such an incident at the Victoria, acrimony of a
different sort did periodically occur between acts. When Bert Williams and George
Walker appeared at the Victoria that December--in the midst of concurrent rumors of
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their split and preparations for the premiere of their full-length musical Abyssinia that
February--southern comedian Walter C. Kelly refused to appear with them.125
Hammerstein’s successes at the Victoria did not go unnoticed. He was actively
courted by the powerful Theatrical Syndicate as early as 1899. The Syndicate had formed
three years prior when seven of the most successful producers and theatre owners in the
country joined forces under the auspices of “rationalizing” the scattered process of
booking shows that originated in New York on tours of the United States. Ostensibly run
by the domineering self-labeled “Napoleon of Broadway” Abe Erlanger, the Syndicate
quickly grew to a network of 700 theatres that dictated rates and bookings throughout the
country, blacklisting any act, producer, manager, or theatre owner who failed to play
along. Wary of the monopoly, Hammerstein opted to operate independently of the group,
instead occasionally banding together with other independents like the bombastic David
Belasco. Belasco was a well-known playwright and impresario known for his
domineering attitude towards his many ingénues; he opened his theatre in 1902 after
leasing--then gutting--Hammerstein’s two year old Theatre Republic two doors down
from the Victoria. The success of the two independents directly led to a boom in theatrebuilding by the Syndicate and the Shubert brothers, who were taking a run at the
Syndicate after their early success prompted Erlanger’s personal attacks.126 Erlanger-with his partner Marcus Klaw--opened the massive New Amsterdam Theatre in 1902
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directly across the street from the Belasco; the Shuberts, in turn, opened their Lyric
Theatre across from the New Amsterdam and next door to the Belasco. To answer the
Lyric, Klaw and Erlanger opened the Liberty across the street. With the completion of
Hammerstein’s smaller Lew Fields Playhouse in 1904 and the subsequent shift of the
Victoria from playhouse to vaudeville, the Theatre Block was essentially complete.127
There was another significant ramification of the theatre wars of the first part of
the decade; as each producer and owner built their flagship theatre on the same block,
they moved their business offices--and sometimes personal residences--into the massive
structures. Hammerstein lived and worked from the Victoria, sleeping in a small pair of
bare rooms behind the Victoria marquee. Erlanger ran his own business and that of the
Syndicate largely from the ten-story New Amsterdam and could, likely, see Belasco and
the Shuberts operating their growing businesses from their front offices across the
street.128 On this one block of 42nd street, the most powerful producers and theatre
owners operated their empires, shaping what a large portion of American audiences
inside and outside the city would see and hear. Whether full-length productions or a
variety of variety, the shows and antics on the stages on 42nd street translated into songs
in theatres and, eventually, homes across the country. In their reach into big cities and
small towns throughout the United States, this powerful gang also influenced the reach of
particular songs. By landing a song with an act featured at the Victoria or convincing the
interpolation of another into a full-length production, independent Tin Pan Alley
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songwriters, pluggers, and publishers could bank on their increased sales. For ambitious
and charismatic actor/playwright/songwriters like Cohan, playing nice with both the
Syndicate, the Shuberts, and, occasionally, Hammerstein allowed him to navigate and
amplify his presence as he shifted from vaudevillian and impresario in his own right.
Earlier in December, Cohan’s Little Johnny Jones had just ended its second
revival in as many years at the New York Theatre on 44th Street and Broadway. Just a
year prior, Jones had ended a short run less than three blocks away at Klaw and Erlanger
Liberty Theatre after a lukewarm critical and commercial reception.129 Utilizing the
Theatrical Syndicate’s network, Cohan took the show on a tour of the Northeast and MidAtlantic, using it as a laboratory to tweak and tighten both plot and music. When he
returned to New York in April of 1905, the three-act farce about a misunderstood New
York jockey in London was a huge and instant hit.130 While Jones became a resounding
success at the New York Theatre, the next show to occupy the space was a decidedly
different fare. The Mayor of Tokio by Richard Carle and William Frederick Peters was
billed as a comic opera and operated somewhere between operetta and musical comedy.
In the increasingly popular “yellowface” idiom, the plot centers around a case of largescale mistaken identity: a comic-opera troupe, Kipper’s Konsolidated Komiques, is
mistaken for royalty while stranded in Tokyo. The mayor’s daughter then falls in love
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with the troupe’s leading man, played by Carle himself.131 Replete with pentatonic
melodies and over-simplified rhythms and textures, The Mayor of Tokio ensounded and
embodied contemporary perceptions of east Asians as dishonest, amoral, and exotic.132
The first words sung by Mayor Kow Kow, for example, are “For the mayor’s job and a
chance to rob I’ve always longed, you know,” set in a mostly step-wise, highly staccato,
eighth-note melody. A blend of large chorus numbers and stand-alone solos, the
production was not as successful as Jones December production. Despite a long run in
Chicago before it arrived on Broadway, The Mayor of Tokio closed after only fifty
performances.133
The Mayor of Tokio survived beyond its short Broadway run, however. M.
Witmark and Sons excerpted and sold fourteen numbers from the production; a
combination of solo songs, duets, and trios from the original production were repackaged
into simplified three-page versions, conforming to shorter traditional forms.134 For
example, the penultimate number “I Like You” was originally composed and performed
as an ensemble number. Kidder, the hero, sings two verses about his youthful experiences
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with “the fairer sex”--notably repeating the word “sex” several times--before a chorus
joins him in the refrain, alternately supporting his melody with homorhythmic
accompaniment and providing an echo effect at the end of phrases. In the Witmark
edition, the verses are completely rewritten into a third-party narrative of a boy and a coy
girl.135 The homorhythmic chorus is stripped from the refrain, creating a more sparse
harmonic texture. While the Witmark version includes a cover that explicitly references
the production to which it originally belonged, the song itself was stripped of contextual
particulars of The Mayor of Tokio.
While the Witmarks and Feist sat on 37th, they were far from being the
northernmost publishers in Midtown. Gus Edwards Music Publishing--the growing
business of well-known writer of stand-alone and show songs--sat across from the New
York Theatre at 44th and Broadway. New York Music Publishing House split the
difference between Edwards and Witmark/Feist from their office on Broadway near 41st.
Harry von Tilzer’s former firm Shapiro, Bernstein and Co. was located far north on W.
47th near Broadway. In the coming five years, more and more publishers would relocate
to the greater Times Square region. By 1910, the Tin Pan Alley of 1900--in either of the
two configurations offered by Dreiser--would continue to stretch out along Broadway,
connecting the original Rialto with the new one and beyond.
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Figure 1.10: Midtown, 1905
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Stepping back from these descriptions of the hyperlocal, a broader view of song
and theatre in Midtown emerges. Throughout the region between 14th and 59th streets,
activity is consistently clustered along Broadway with particular density around Union,
Herald, and the new Times Squares. While other theatres, retailers, trade papers, hotels
and restaurants lay outside of this radius, mapping these locations reveals both the
intermingling of various forms of song-related amusements in the area and the wider
reach of a Tin Pan Alley beyond 28th street.

“GIVE MY REGARDS...”
Cohan’s iconic chorus to “Give My Regards to Broadway” highlights the ways
in which a Broadway-oriented popular song network in Midtown around 1905 functioned
both as theatre and sound. On its surface, the song seems only to superficially call out to
various iconic New York locations. Within the framework of our remapped Midtown,
however, we are able to hear the ways in which Cohan’s geographical references
purposefully reinforce the terrain of entertainment in Midtown and, specifically, Cohan’s
place in it. Reference by reference, we can revisit the locations to which Cohan calls,
placing each within our modified understanding of Midtown.
“Give my regards to Broadway!” On the surface, this appears to be the most
straight-forward of the references. Cohan, through Johnny Jones, calls to the broad
avenue that extends nearly the entire length of Manhattan. Within the context of the
songs form, the verse lyrics that precede the chorus point to New York in the abstract;
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there are no specific references to geography. In this case, it would appear that Cohan is
mentioning Broadway as a stand-in for all of Manhattan.
“Remember me to Herald Square!” While Herald Square was a dynamic
commercial region, our investigation has uncovered how deeply interwoven theatres,
publishers, and industry trade publications were in the area. Herald Square also held
particular significance for Cohan in the creation of Little Johnny Jones. Cohan wrote the
first draft of the show from a small office in the Sheridan Building at Broadway and 35th
Street, located just across the street from the Herald Square Theatre.136 When Cohan first
drafted his call out to Herald Square, he was actually in it. In a self-referential style
typical for Cohan, he made Johnny Jones send along a greeting to Herald Square and all
who occupied it; Cohan effectively waved to himself.
“Tell all the gang at Forty-Second Street, that I will soon be there;” Cohan’s
reference to 42nd street is, perhaps, the most layered. In one regard, it was literal. Little
Johnny Jones would premiere on 42nd street at Klaw and Erlanger’s Liberty Theatre.
Yet, his reference isn’t just to the street nor the theatres on that street. Cohan, instead,
calls to the “gang.” Journalist Anthony Bianco has argued that this gang was not just the
many busy patrons and performers who moved along the famous street but rather the
powerful men who ran and occupied it. Cohan’s seemingly gentle message of his
impending arrival was actually one of conquest; in it, he asserts his desire to join in the
theatre empire business.137 Cohan’s bravado allowed him to write and then physically
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perform a successful identity of composer, American, icon, and producer and imbedded
this success into a tuneful, highly singable song.
“Whisper of how I'm yearning to mingle with the old time throng;” Cohan’s
desire to join the titans of 42nd street was largely fueled by his vaudeville past. Cohan
grew up in front of the footlights; as the youngest member of The Four Cohans, he
traveled throughout the United States performing with his family and selling copies of
popular songs from the shows on the circuit in the lobby after shows. At twenty-five,
Cohan had spent the last several years in Manhattan, selling popular songs to a variety of
publishing houses and writing comedy sketches for anyone who’d pay. He’d established
himself in and around the old Rialto, using Union Square his base of operations. In his
autobiography, Cohan frequently wrote of his time and interactions in the area as he
learned to write and market his songs and forged connections that would support the
remainder of his long, successful career. In 1904, satisfied that he’d conquered
Manhattan’s vaudeville, burlesque, and popular song arenas, Cohan set out to move to the
next stage of his career: “I murmured to myself: ‘Union Square is mine, now for
Broadway.’”138 In his mention of the old time throng, it is entirely possible that Cohan
referenced the group with whom he cut his teeth in Union Square around the turn of the
century. On the brink of an exciting and risky gamble of writing, directing, and starring in
a full-length show, Cohan reflected on his journey through New York over the past,
present, and future, embedding the geography of each into song: “Give my regards to old
Broadway and say that I'll be there ere long!”
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“Give My Regards to Broadway” performs a Midtown oriented around Broadway
as well as Cohan’s vision of himself within it. How might it--as a song from a larger
show--support and/or ensound our alternate understanding of the geography and
operation of Tin Pan Alley? “Give My Regards to Broadway” benefits the reoriented Tin
Pan Alley by highlighting both the contextual fluidity of songs throughout Midtown and
the contextual mobility of Cohan himself. One might remark that Cohan’s anthem,
composed as part of Little Johnny Jones, must be read in context of the show to which it
belonged. While understanding its context in the show and its composition is important,
we’ve seen in this chapter--on multiple occasions--that songs and shows were not so
tightly affixed to one another. Independently written songs were interpolated into shows
(“Can’t You See That I’m Lonely” into The Wizard of Oz), show songs lifted from one
show to another (Laska’s “I Would Like to Marry You” from Babes in the Woods to The
Earl and the Girl), and songs from shows changed character when marketed out on the
alley (Carle’s “I Like You”). The instances uncovered here are far from exceptional.
Rather, evidence strongly suggests that there was a fluidity to song in Midtown that
previous explorations of Tin Pan Alley, Broadway, and vaudeville have allowed. “Give
My Regards to Broadway” would go on beyond Little Johnny Jones into vaudeville and
sheet music replete with Cohan’s likeness on the cover; it would be recorded hundreds of
times, a dozen times in by tenor Billy Murray in 1905 alone. That “Give My Regards to
Broadway” has maintained its place in the American vernacular when Little Johnny
Jones--and to some extent, Cohan--have not is a testament to the ability of song to
successfully move into a great variety of spaces and scenarios.
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Secondly, that Cohan moved from vaudeville to Tin Pan Alley to Broadway and
back again was also not spectacularly unusual for an entertainer at the time. Just like
many others, Cohan moved between spaces, entertainments, stages, and business. While
he was ultimately his success in these multiple sites was atypical, the flow was not.139
In “Give My Regards to Broadway,” Cohan maps a portion of the terrain of
popular song between Herald Square and the emerging Times Square, locating
Broadway--thoroughfare, medium, and symbol--at the center of his longing. Given the
shifting active terrain of Midtown and Broadway around 1905, his orientation, like
Dreisers, makes sense. The connection between points on the map that he references-indeed, of any of the points visited in this chapter--is a dynamic one, a musical geography
in motion and now in sound. Such an account allows and celebrates the movement of a
variety of people whose daily lives took them beyond tinny side streets.
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Chapter Two: “The Head and the Heels”: Song on Records, 1906-1910

Billy Murray stood very still. From his stance on the seventeenth floor of the
Knickerbocker Building at 79 Fifth Avenue, he carefully restricted his movement as to
not block the sound barreling past him into the long, slender horn positioned just in front
of his jaw. At his back, a dozen men huddled into low chairs and wooden risers, their
seats carefully arranged to balance the volume of their brass and woodwind instruments
in relation to Murray, the horn, and each other. Eugene Jaudas conducted the group of
men from his perch just above Murray’s right shoulder.140 As the ensemble neared the
end of the brief, robust introduction, Jaudas signaled the dynamic shift to subito piano
and Murray finally sang:
There’s a song I would be singing
To the tune of bells a-ringing
Wedding bells, wedding bells.
Ringing out in all their glory,
Glad to tell the world a story,
They’ve been waiting, waiting, waiting,
Many, many moons to hear...
Murray’s crisp, straight tone projected through a broad smile made every word distinctly
audible. Though the rapid pattern of syllables created long phrases, Murray maintained
enough breath to add trill-like flourishes on the words “tune” and “world” in the middle
140
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of extended passages. As he continued on, the remaining members of the Haydn Quartet
quickly and quietly flanked Murray, joining him in close harmonies at the start of the
chorus:141
Oh--It’s--Tommy, Tommy take her by the hand,
She’s the nicest girl in all our native land.
See her lips and cheeks and eyes,
They’re the colors that we prize:
So red. So white. So blue…
Together, their carefully choreographed sounds and movements on that day in the late
Fall of 1906 produced a complete master recording of “When Tommy Atkins Marries
Dolly Gray,” a recent hit by Will D. Cobb and Gus Edwards.142 The song had been
successfully interpolated into the Shubert production “About Town” which was about
mid-way through a four-month engagement at the Herald Square Theatre. That night,
popular vaudevillian Jack Norworth would sing it on that stage twenty blocks north of the
Edison studio in the Knickerbocker. Sheet music bearing Norworth’s picture was already
available for purchase one block south of the theatre at the Macy’s flagship Herald
Square store.
Popularity of the song was based, in part, on its familiarity; both its chorus and its
overall premise were based on two well-known songs from the previous decade. The
141
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opening of the chorus quotes “Private Tommy Atkins,” a song by S. Potter and Henry
Hamilton from the 1893 English musical comedy A Gaiety Girl that caused a sensation
on Broadway the following year.143 The end of the chorus excerpts “Goodbye, Dolly
Gray,” a song sung from a soldier to his young love popular during the PhilippineAmerican War, a far longer and deadlier outgrowth of the Spanish-American War.144 The
premise of the new song posited the marriage of the British soldier Tommy Atkins and
the young American beauty, Dolly Gray. The master featuring Murray, members of the
Haydn Quartet, and the in-house Edison band would add to the popularity of the song by
emphasizing a third quote; sandwiched in between the final chorus and a final repetition
of the songs title, the bridal chorus "Treulich geführt" from Wagner’s Longerhin is
prominently featured by low brass in forte unison.145
As Jaudas signaled the final cutoff and the sound from the ensemble quickly
decayed, a stillness returned to the room. A technician disengaged the master cylinder
from the recording device and carefully ran it into the next room, where W. H. A.
Cronkhite waited. Official critic of the recording department, it was up to Cronkhite to
listen for errors or defects and decide whether or not the new master was worthy of the
Edison name. Renowned for working his musicians to the point of exhaustion, Cronkhite
signaled to his assistant. The team of nearly twenty men in that top-floor studio on the
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corner of Fifth Avenue and 16th street then reset to try again. As Jaudas raised his arms
to hush the ensemble, Billy Murray would be still once again.
Just over six weeks later, Frank Dyer stood before a joint hearing of the Senate
and House of Representatives Committees on Patents.
The decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States on the subject of
copyrights make it clear, I think, so far as they can, that this may be regarded as a
precise definition of the word "writings." "Writings," as construed by the Supreme
Court, mean a visible embodiment of an intellectual conception by which the
author's idea may be comprehended by sight.146
Dyer was in Washington to speak on behalf of the Edison Phonograph Works and
Edison’s National Phonograph Company during the second series of hearings concerning
copyright law that year. He was not present for the first round the previous June; indeed,
no one from Edison’s operation had participated in those hearings.147 Dyer wasted no
time asserting their positions--both legal and philosophical--on the matter.
The thing which the law protects is not the idea, but the embodiment of the idea.
A musical composition, if it is copyrighted at all, is copyrightable because it is a
"writing," and can be read by the skilled person to whom it is addressed. That is to
say, a collection of sounds or noises, the embodiment of music is not
copyrightable; but a writing, which is addressed to musical people, is a thing
which is copyrightable.
Dyer’s words came at the tail end of a long Monday afternoon on the third day of the
lively and adversarial hearing. The committee was charged with revising the current
copyright law by Theodore Roosevelt at the start of his second term in office. The current
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statutes were ill-equipped to account for the rapid technological change of the late
nineteenth century.148 By the Spring of 1906, a bill had been drafted by a powerful lobby
of music publishers and two prominent composers--John Philip Sousa and Victor
Herbert--to change the copyright law in the name of protecting the composer from
mechanical menace: sound recordings and piano rolls. The lobby’s bill demanded prior
authorization and payment for use of copyrighted compositions on recordings and rolls.
At stake for makers of recordings--and other mechanically reproduced music--was not
just royalties, but extinction. Fearing the creation of a bounded monopoly of publishers
that would inflate the royalty rate and restrict access to current music, Dyer argued that,
under the copyright provisions in Article 1, Section 8, Clause 8 of the Constitution,
recordings did not infringe upon copyrighted material in that recordings were not
“writings.”149
A phonograph record is not a writing, as I contend, because it can not be
read, not only because of its minuteness and its enormous complexity,
but because, as distinguished from the perforated rolls, of its variability.
That is to say, a phonograph record of a particular piece may be played
one day, and the next day the same piece may be played on the
phonograph and the two records will be absolutely dissimilar, not as to
the effect on the ear but as to the effect on the eye.
The effect on the ear and the effect on the eye laid at the heart of the copyright debates of
1906. As experts, attorneys, inventors, congressmen, and businessmen debated, their
discord navigated a series of self-interested, self-imposed, and conflicting binaries:
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between the visible and the aural, the original and the derivative, and--as Dyer put it--“the
head and the heels.”150 By positing this last binary, Dyer may have been alluding to the
common epigram "make his head save his heels," a nineteenth century equivalent to
“work smarter, not harder” that privileged the inherently invisible work of the intellect
over the laboring body. Like several other participants before him, Dyer’s testimony
frequently called upon language of embodiment arguing that aural sound recordings
could not infringe on copyright in that the intellectual, original ideas of songwriters were
not rendered visible; that is, they were not given a viewable, readable body. Instead,
recordings were the embodiment of sound, an evocation of the performance and labor of
their paid “talent.” This conflict--between music writing and music sounding, song
writing and sound writing--unintentionally placed the nature of song on trial. What were
songs exactly and where did they exist? When one is a songwriter, are they writing ideas
on paper or in sound? And, lastly, what role did performers play in the writing and
rendering of song? With Dyer, Edison, and representatives from Columbia and American
Gramophone Company on one side, and a slew of the most successful song publishers
supported by Sousa and Herbert on the other, the hearings on those cold, December days
in the Capitol widened the distance between two major creators and distributors of
popular song. This conflict within the body of song creators would engage several aspects
to the network of song in order to make a variety of arguments for and against copyright
reform.
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*****
The record industry in 1906 was, at once, a source of collaboration and
antagonism within the network of American popular song. The creative processes
employed in order to prepare, perform and produce records highlighted the role of
cooperation among individuals and businesses. At the same time, the processes
themselves were under debate, suspected of infringing on the rights of an overlapping
body of individuals and industries. Rather than viewing the record industry as a
contradiction or rupture, it is more productive to envision the creative and business
processes of songwriting and recording each as part of a larger network of song. Within
that larger network, the polarities of those previous binaries of music writing and music
sounding, song writing and sound writing not only coexist but, at times, overlap.
This chapter investigates the many points of contact between publishers and
record companies during the first decade of the twentieth century. At times, it is a story of
conflict and tension between creative and business forces. At others, it is a story of
collaboration and cross-promotion. Ultimately, this chapter uncovers how these industries
learned to work concurrently, and occasionally, together to create and perform song on
record before 1910.
The language and sounds of these moments of conflict and collaboration
contextualize how those on the song production and performance sides understood the
role of records within the larger network of song. The most combative moments of the
copyright debates frequently centered on the role of records and writings as embodied
sounds and ideas. Those arguments themselves were predicated on a divided
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understanding of the human body, a body divided by its processes of sight, sound,
intellect, and physical movement. Such a divisive understanding of the body mirrored a
more fractured understanding of the network of song, one in which publishers, theatre
producers, and record companies were at odds over corners of the entertainment market.
Other moments that highlighted collaboration and concurrence present in the creation of
records did not include such division within the body. Rather, the creation and
performance of song on records--logistically, musically, and conceptually--often centered
on reconciliation and integration of the body. A large group of writers, performers,
arrangers, and technicians came together for each record, bringing a massive network into
action each time a record was made, sold, and played.
What did it mean to create and perform a song on record? This chapter begins
with a discussion of the copyright debates, drawing attention to the ways in which both
sides of the debate asserted the role of records in the commercial music industry and legal
system. After highlighting the ways in which conflict and collaboration both contributed
to the creation of song on record, the logistics of putting songs on record will be
unpacked. This discussion will include consideration of what it meant to sing in the
recording studio, focusing on the ways in which singing on records required the
reconciliation of conflicting and integrative movements and practices. Lastly, the ways in
which recording companies utilized the network of song after the passage of the
Copyright Act of 1909 will be considered.
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“THE INJUSTICE OF THE THING”
The interests of the music publishing industry served as the foundation for the
proposed changes to copyright law in 1906. An eight-member committee from the Music
Publishers Association (MPA) served as more than two-thirds of all persons representing
music interests during the pre-hearing conferences that resulted in the first draft of the
bill. Formed in 1895, the MPA was a spin-off of the powerful Board of Music Trade,
which regulated and exploited the printing of foreign music in the United States before
the establishment of reciprocal international copyright. The Board dated back to 1855
when the largest music publishers formed a trust in the name of regulating competition
and effectively pushed out any small publishing houses.151 Unlike its parent organization,
the MPA was primarily concerned with the interests of domestic composers, though it-like the Board--often erred on the side of chamber music, piano works, and art song
rather than Tin Pan Alley fare.152 However, despite its roots as an organization that
exploited the labor and ideas of music with foreign copyrights, the membership of the
MPA largely agreed that domestic copyright needed to protect domestically produced
music. The 1905 and 1906 MPA copyright conference delegation was made up of: two
board members, president J.F. Bowers and Secretary/Treasurer Charles Bayly; two
affiliated attorneys, Nathan Burkan and Abram R. Serven; two representatives of the
organizations copyright committee, George Furniss and Walter Bacon; and two other
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powerful members of the association, Isidore Witmark and Leo Feist. The delegation was
joined by two lesser-known composers, Laura Sedgwick Collins, a composer of art song
and officer of the Manuscript Society of New York, and F. L. Sealy who appears to have
been known for and/or associated with organ music.153 The conferences also included R.
L. Thomae, a representative from Victor Talking Machine who, by Librarian of Congress
and conference coordinator Herbert Putnam’s account, never spoke.154 With such a
delegation, it is perhaps unsurprising that the drafted bill firmly the interests of the
publishing industry.
The first draft of the bill outlined protections for publicly performed copyrighted
music works in part or in whole and in any arrangement. The bill further restricted the
right to:
… make, sell, or let for hire any device, contrivance, or appliance
especially adapted in any manner whatsoever to reproduce to the ear the
whole or any material part of any work published and copyrighted after
this act...155
Directly aimed toward record companies and makers of piano rolls, this early draft of the
bill sought to limit the manner in which copyrighted music could be rendered audible,
either in public for live performances outside of the home, or in private on a device
153
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specifically created to mechanically reproduce a work. Infringement required that all
profits made be provided to the copyright holder and additional damages of $100 for the
first copy and $50 for every subsequence copy produced, not sold.
During the subsequent hearings in June and December of 1906, representatives of
the MPA were given additional time to elaborate and defend their draft, especially during
the latter series. Burkan was the most active during the June hearings, mostly in
defending or amending particular portions of the bill and, later, in defending the
substance of the bill in light of the accusations of monopoly building against several
publishers and the Aeolian Company.156 His most emphatic non-Aeolian argument came
near the end of the hearings where Burkan argued that unsanctioned recordings
distributed inadequate performances of composer’s works beyond their control. Using
hearing participant Victor Herbert as an example, Burkan argued that record companies:
“[represented records] as his, the composer's work, and Mr. Herbert's work is judged by
the reproduction of it by these mechanical devices. The public says, ‘That is Victor
Herbert's composition’."157 At stake was the public’s identification and judgment of the
work of a composer which may not have been rendered to that composer’s satisfaction.
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In December, Burkan responded to Dyer’s arguments that records and rolls were
not writings. He began by contextualizing the language of Article 1, Section 8, Clause 8
by evoking the intentions of framers. Burkan rooted his argument in a more or less
constructionist reading of the Constitution.158 Using quotes from James Madison and
previous case law, he argued that the framers intended writings to cover “intellectual
production” and not the written product:
The intent was to protect his writings — that is, the subject of the writings,
the intellectual conception embodied in that writing — and whatever form
that writing may take, as long as that writing is reduced to some tangible
form, as long as the idea, the intellectual production of the author is capable
of being identified, capable of being distinguished, then he has a right of
property, entitled to protection under that clause of the Constitution.159
Burkan further compared a perforated piano roll with a document written in Sanskrit;
neither would likely be understandable to most people. Add a translator, however, and
“then every idea embodied therein becomes visible.”160 It does not matter if that translator
is a person or a machine, he contended: “that perforated roll represents but one thing,
namely, that musical composition… and nothing else.” The process renders the content
readable, recognizable, and identifiable.161 Burkan argued that case law does not argue
that the object needs to be visible but, rather, that the idea become visible. As soon as a
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song becomes recognizable through reproduction, Burkan contended that it is visible and
therefore protected.162
The Congressional committee was not immediately convinced, however.
Questioning him directly about the application of his metaphor to records, Rep. Edwin
Webb from North Carolina questioned whether or not the record was the intellectual
embodiment of a composition, as Burkan contended:
WEBB. It is the air,163 is it not?
BURKAN. It is the sound.
WEBB. But one sound may be played on a steam piano and another on a
violin. It is the air, is it not?
BURKAN. Yes. Music is addressed to the sense of hearing; it appeals to
the ear. When a piece of music is performed it appeals to your ear. It is the
sound, the melody, the sound or combination of sounds, the succession of
collated sounds, a succession of harmonies, that constitute a musical
composition.
Further supported by Rep Robert Bonynge of Colorado, Burkan clarified that
literal visibility was not required. Rather, as Bonynge ultimately summarized: “it
is visible to the intellect.”164
Other MPA officers and pre-hearing conference attendees also testified and
submitted statements and letters to the Congressional committee. While then-President
Bowers restricted his statements to defending the association and himself against the
accusations of wrong-doing in the Aeolian matter, Furniss provided a lengthy statement
about the effects of musical piracy on publisher’s bottom line. Explaining that very few
of the pieces published actually make money, Furniss argued that pirates divide profits at
162
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the expense of the publisher’s cultivation of new material. He submitted an additional
statement he’d written for the Music Trade Review. In the article, he argued that
copyright protection was an incentive to further develop “the useful arts;” just as one
would not work in another skilled trade without remuneration, so too should those who
produce music receive appropriate compensation for their labor.165
In addition to letters and other supporting statements by Severn and Feist, other
members also submitted supporting materials to the hearings. MPA member J. L. Tindale
testified in December. Tindale presented himself on behalf of American composers and
appealed to the committee on moral grounds. By reproducing composer’s works without
payment or protection of the composer, the record industry caused grave ill to composers
as “persons of limited income.” Tindale further argued that Congress should be especially
concerned with protecting these composers in large part because “the fruit of man's brain
is property as truly as are the more tangible products of the mine, the field, or the
forest.”166 Echoing Burkan’s testimony from the previous June, Tindale also argued that
the arrangement of large-scale works by “inferior bands” on records effectively belittled
the composer, his reputation, and his works.167
Yet, speaking emphatically as a representative of American composers, Tindale
was not one. Rather, Tindale, who would go on to become the president of the MPA, was
a high-ranking employee of G. Schrimer, Inc., a massive New York-based publishing
house. Schrimer was primarily interested in the publication of eighteenth and nineteenth
165
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century art music. As a publisher, Tindale spoke for composers en masse, on the basis of
a moral imperative to protect art. David Suisman has also noted how publishers
advocated for the copyright reform through ventriloquism; by evoking the composer’s
moral right to the protection of their ideas, publishers were able to articulate their own
self-interests while speaking for or “in the interest of” composers.168
While the language used by these publishers on behalf of composers frequently
elided publishers rights with those of the composers, there were a handful of present and
vocal composers who participated in the hearings. Indeed, John Philip Sousa led the
charge during the June hearings and was the first to speak to the protections on
copyrighted music. An omnipresent source of humor and conviction throughout both
series, Sousa served as the official mouthpiece of the pro-copyright reform lobby during
the 1906 hearings. Unlike many other speakers, Sousa lingered throughout the hearings,
interjecting vitriol, jokes, and denials to the conversation at will. In his prepared
statements, he made two main points. Firstly, Sousa contended that record companies
made a significant amount of money trading on his name and his compositions but did
not pay him a dime for using his music. While record companies bought one complete
copy of his sheet music, Sousa explained that the companies then made hundreds of
copies in the form of cylinders and discs, claiming protection. Sousa was adamant that
payment for sheet music usage was not the same thing as producing recorded copies.
Sousa further echoed other arguments based on the materiality of records for the updated
copyright protection:
168
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They have to buy the brass that they make their funnels out of, and they
have to buy the wood that they make the box out of, and the material for
the disk: and that disk as it stands, without the composition of an
American composer on it, is not worth a penny. Put the composition of an
American composer on it and it is worth $1.50. What makes the
difference? The stuff that we write.169
Sousa’s second and oft-cited point was that the further proliferation of recording
machines would eventually disintegrate musical culture in the United States. Echoing an
article he’d written for Appleton’s Magazine in 1905 titled “The Menace of Mechanical
Music,” Sousa argued that a reliance on mechanically reproduced music would
discourage amateur music-making and concert attendance because listeners would be
able to listen to music without laboring to create it or even leaving the home.170 Patrick
Warfield has argued that Sousa’s concerns over the loss of amateur music culture was
based in a career spent cultivating a reciprocal relationship with actively-engaged
audiences. Newly passive audiences would threaten his by-then successful model for
audience engagement. In order to rouse support by the public, Sousa did what had proven
a successful tactic in the past; he wrote a series of articles on the subject that were then
published widely.171 The previous year Sousa had been instrumental in rousing public
support for British copyright reform. At the behest of British publisher Arthur Sullivan,
Sousa had written a series of articles in support of the international copyright law and the
British proposed reforms by appealing to national honor against theft. Sousa's appeals
169
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worked; the previously apathetic British subjects largely supported the changes.172 Taping
into an antimodernist sentiment, Sousa’s testimony and writings cast him as equal parts
curmudgeon and beacon during a time of rapid technological change.173
While it was apparent that the congressional committee took his arguments
seriously, it didn't stop them from making occasional jokes both with him and at his
expense. With the content largely supported, Sousa's tone became a rallying point behind
which the powerful ensemble of publishers stood in waiting. Sousa's arguments and
support effectively sanctioned the publishing industry to speak for composers at large,
creating the illusion that the interests of composers and publishers were identical.
While the exceptionally successful Sousa and Herbert spoke for composers, no
one on the pro-copyright reform side directly addressed the needs or rights of the many
composers of popular song. Indeed, the closest the publishers got was a series of brief
statements of support by Leo Feist and Joseph W. Stern & Co., two of the largest
publishers of popular song in New York. Though it appears that Feist attended several
days of the hearings, he opted not to testify, submitting instead a short letter in defense of
Herbert Putnam’s handling of the pre-hearing conferences. Dr. D.P. Lewandowski
submitted a formal letter on behalf of the Joseph W. Stern & Co publishing outfit during
the first round of open hearings in June. While his statements were similarly short,
Lewandowski expressed his outrage at record and piano roll companies:
Imagine the injustice of the thing. A composer writes a song or an opera.
A publisher buys at great expense the rights to the same and copyrights it.
172
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Along comes the phonographic companies and companies who cut music
rolls and deliberately steal the work of the brain of the composer and
publisher without any regard to the said publisher's or composer's rights.174
Lewandowski’s statement is telling for several reasons. Firstly, Lewandowski explicitly
outlines the relationship of composers and publishers vis a vis copyright: the composer
writes a piece of music and the publisher pays for and obtains the rights and copyright.
That it is a song or an opera does not matter from this perspective. The composer
produces and the publisher purchases. The injustice that Lewandowski’s expresses is that
of disregard of the dual purchases of the rights and copyrights. It is, on its face, less of an
intellectual theft and more of a financial one. In protecting copyright, Lewandowski
voices that the rights being protected are that of the publisher. Secondly, the statement
similarly elides the brains of composers and publishers. Lewandowski’s choice of words
conflates the fruits of the intellectual labor of composers and publishers. In this
statement, the two are equal so long as the copyright owned and maintained by the
publisher is upheld.
That these two publishing houses--Feist and Stern--were the two to speak for Tin
Pan Alley publishers is interesting. Feist was one of few publishers who himself never
wrote or performed music. Feist began his professional life as a corset salesman,
switching over to music shortly after the first Tin Pan Alley boom in the 1890s. While he
began his career as a salesman of neckties, Stern did write songs for a brief period with
his partner Edward B. Marks. They established their house on the success of their mega174
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hit “The Little Lost Child” but quickly segued from writing the sentimental ballads of the
early 1890s to producing and publishing dance music and ragtime. As early as the 1890s,
Stern employed a number of African-American songwriting teams and arrangers
including Williams and Walker, and Will Tyers.175 The shift in focus of the content of
their publications appears to coincide with Stern’s retirement from composing. By 1905,
it appears that Stern had completed his transition back to sales as the head of the business
end of his publishing house.176
The lack of popular song composers as part of the 1906 hearings was not entirely
lost on the committee. In the closing minutes of the December hearing, unaffiliated
attorney and judge Albert Walker lamented the absence of composers in the process of
drafting and defending the proposed bill. Walker further pointed out the exceptionality of
Sousa and Herbert as composers, warning that they perhaps should not be understood as
speaking for all composers:
… they are men of great wealth, and men upon whom the American
people are loading money, and not content with the great wealth they are
getting from the American people, which wealth has been largely
augmented by the aid of the automatic instrument manufacturers, yet they
are bent on ruining the business of these manufacturers, in order that they
may amass still more wealth.177
Regardless of his critique, popular song composers were not included when the
committee reconvened in March of 1908.
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In all, representatives of the publishing industry effectively painted a picture of
injustice and exploitation, evoking a narrative of conflict and unilateral theft in which
publishers and composers were united. Yet, in all of their evocations of intellectual theft,
of visible and material intellect rendered and stolen in sound, the particular sounds and
voices of popular song were absent. Advocates of the record companies would first evoke
them late on the same Monday afternoon as Dyer’s testimony, pairing the shouted
narratives of conflict and theft with another concurrent narrative. This second story spoke
to the interaction between publishers, performers, composers, and record companies from
an alternate stance, one rooted in the technology and day to day practices within the
record companies offices. In it, we are afforded a glimpse into those interactions outside
of Congress. In order to hear this alternate story, the nature and development of song on
record is helpful. The following section outlines how songs first came to be recorded as
the technology developed in the three decades preceding the congressional hearings. The
process by which songs ended up on records was a largely collaborative one that, at times
included some of the very dame voices of protest from these debates.

“RECORD SUGGESTIONS GLADLY RECEIVED”
Initially conceived as a practical companion to the typewriter and telephone,
Thomas A. Edison invented the first phonograph recorder based upon a manually-rotated
tin foil cylinder in 1877. Given the impracticality of the earliest model, Edison viewed
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the initial result as little more than a “scientific toy.”178 Temporarily abandoning his
creation to work on the incandescent light bulb, Edison inadvertently opened the door to
other amateur inventors to improve his initial creation. Among those inventors, Emile
Berliner modified Edison’s concept in 1888, instead using flat resin discs rather than tin
foil and then wax cylinders.179 As a result of the competition over the development of the
technology, Edison returned to his phonograph in the 1890s, continuing to develop the
cylinder-based model.180
The quintessential inventor-businessman, Edison was the first to see the
phonograph as a mass-produced, inexpensive consumer good. Edison created a full line
of phonographs, ranging in price from $10 portable versions to ornate $400 displays.
Upon the unexpected success of the coin-operated phonograph machines in cities
throughout the country, it became apparent that the “amusement phonograph” cylinders
of music and comedy sketches that were intended for purely demonstrational purposes
held economic viability on their own.181 Though reluctant to privilege the content of the
recordings over the quality of the technology, Edison eventually focused energy into
diversifying and mass producing his catalogue of cylinder recordings to capitalize on
consumer demand, formally creating the National Phonograph Company. Eldridge
Johnson was the first to mass produce discs based upon Berliner’s invention, founding
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the Victor Talking Machine Co. in 1901.182 Rounding out the “Big Three” recording
company in the early twentieth century was Columbia Records, a Washington D.C.
company that produced both cylinders and discs.183
Regardless of final cylinder or disc product, the recording process was essentially
the same throughout the first two decades of the twentieth century. The process was an
acoustic one; more durable, chemically-engineered materials replaced the original foil
and resin versions and battery operated motors were installed, but the overall process of
recording the master copy remained similar to the earliest phonograph. Acoustic
technology registrally and timbrally restricted the content of the recordings: music too
high in pitch or bright in tone created too narrow and compact grooves for the needle to
interpret and reproduce; the grooves for bass notes tended to exceed the physical
boundary of the cylinders shape.184 Despite the similar process and limitations, a lack of
standardization between the disc technology and materials meant that discs created by
Victor could not be played on Columbia phonographs and vice versa. When a consumer
purchased a phonograph, they were effectively buying into the brand and their catalog
alone.185 Each company had its own record department tasked with filling that catalog
with a sufficiently large and varied selection to woo consumers to their product. The
manners in which those songs were selected were as varied as the catalogs themselves.
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For the first two decades of the twentieth century, Calvin D. Childs was the
official head of the recording department over at Philadelphia-based Victor. That
company’s focus on the development of their elite Red Seal catalog of opera and
orchestral musics occupied the bulk of Childs time. For their popular non-art selections,
Childs leaned on a different sort of expert. John S. Macdonald had been a widely popular
recording artist for both Victor and Edison since the late 1890s under the name of Harry
Macdonough. Sometime around 1901, Macdonald quietly began working for the Victor
recording division in an official administrative capacity as studio manager. By 1910,
Macdonald was officially Childs’ assistant before replacing him in the mid-1910s when
Childs’ health began to fade.186 A 1920 article in Talking Machine World confirmed that
Mcdonald had long served the department in selecting songs via a “thorough
understanding of the status of popular music of the day, as well as of retail trade
conditions.”187
At Edison’s National Phonograph Works, the record department was largely
housed in New York City, having moved to the Fifth Avenue studio from a smaller one
on Fourth Avenue in February 1906.188 Walter H. Miller managed the department for the
first two decades of the early twentieth century, communicating directly with Edison and
Dyer in the interest of the catalog and its offerings. As head of the department, it would
be largely Miller’s task to manage the recording department but it was W. H. A.
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Cronkhite, the “able, careful, and painstaking… trained musician,” who actually selected
compositions and approved final recordings.189 Cronkhite’s team appeared to be open to
suggestion, however. The January 1904 issue of Edison Phonograph Monthly included a
short article titled “Record Suggestions Gladly Received” that described that some
dealers and jobbers had submitted song suggestions directly to the department in the past
several months. The article was designed to encourage further submissions and to
reassure dealers and jobbers that their opinions would be considered.190
Edison himself maintained varying levels of control over the catalog for quite a
while. While he was less concerned with the prestige of the catalog as Victor had been,
there is some evidence that Edison’s opinions about quality music did occasionally get in
the way. In his 2009 Perfecting Sound Forever: An Aural History of Recorded Music,
Greg Milner recounts one occasion in 1921 where Edison’s intervention was “unsound”:
“Last year, when you were the only picker of tunes, you refused to let us record the four
biggest successes of the year.”191
Despite the ire and exasperation of the publishing industry during the copyright
hearings, there is evidence that the record companies were offered songs--and
arrangements--directly from publishers, even before the conferences and hearings. An
article in the Spring of 1904--a year before Sousa’s “mechanical menace” article or even
his involvement in the British copyright debate--in the Edison Phonograph Monthly
asserted that relations between music publishers and the record company had already
189
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completed its transition from antagonistic to “cordial.” The author offers anecdotal
evidence of a relationship with a prominent but unnamed publisher who provided the
Edison studio advance copies and arrangements for use in the recording process. The
release of the record was timed with the release of the sheet music to the satisfaction of
the publisher who “at once began to get orders for the sheet music of the song from all
parts of the country, proving beyond a doubt that it had been caused by the sale of our
Record.”192 While undoubtedly containing a soupçon of spin, the article indicates that,
even in the midst of alleged exploitation, some publishers and record companies had
forged a cursory system for producing and promoting song.
It was to this cursory system that another prominent figure from the recording
industry referred during his testimony before the Congressional committee in the early
evening of December 10th. While Paul Cromelin, Vice President of Columbia Records,
had testified briefly at the June hearings, his remarks had been limited to only fifteen
minutes by the committee. That Monday night in December, Cromelin began his remarks
by addressing the statements of Stern and Lewandowski. After reading the Lewandowski
and Stern June letters aloud for the record, Cromelin asked the committee to hear another
letter from Stern, dated December 1905 and to “judge for [themselves] whether we have
deliberately stolen the work of the brain of the composer and trampled upon the rights of
the publisher.”193 What followed was a brief solicitation from Sterns to Columbia:
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GENTLEMEN: We beg leave to call your attention to our new big ballad
success entitled, "In the Golden Autumn Time, My Sweet Elaine;" also
our new instrumental hit, "Priscilla," a Colonial intermezzo and two-step.
The ballad is written by the authors of " When the Harvest Moon is
Shining on the River" and "Sweet Adeline," and you will find it as near
perfection as any rustic ballad could be.
We mail you two professional and one regular piano copy of the song, also
a vocal orchestration and a dance orchestration…
Kindly look these two numbers over carefully, and, if possible, make
record of same at the very earliest possible moment. We are pushing these
two pieces very hard and you will undoubtedly have numerous calls for
them...194
Cromelin followed this letter with several others from Stern to the head of Columbia’s
record department V. Emerson, all sent between September 1905 and April 1906. Each
letter contained either song sheets and multiple arrangements or song lists with a standing
offer to furnish the department with copies of any desired songs. Cromelin then provided
letters documenting complementary arrangements from Feist manager Abe Holzmann,
offered two weeks before the first June hearing. He continued on in this vein, offering
similar letters from the Jerome Remick Company, the Harris Music Publishing Company,
and the Barren and Thompson Company. A letter directly from Gus Edwards asked
Emerson where he might obtain a recording apparatus for himself. Cromelin presented
letters from music publishers in Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Pennsylvania, and
Washington state. He read a letter from one of his own employees who had been offered
“pecuniary compensation” from a publisher to record songs from their catalog.195
Together, Cromelin’s letters demonstrated a pattern of communication and exchange
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between publishers and Columbia, one in which the performance of song on record
proved beneficial for both.
After nearly an hour of further testimony on the effects of similar copyright laws
internationally and on the danger of the Aeolian contract, Cromelin exposed another
point of contact between music publishers and record companies. Frequently the store
fronts of larger publishing houses also sold phonographs and gramophones. Cromelin
reminded the committee that Bowers, the president of the MPA, was a representative of
massive Lyon & Healy, who also were official distributors of Pianola and Victor in New
York City. Furniss’s Oliver Ditson Company were the distributors for Victor in and
around Boston. Cromelin named other MPA members throughout the U.S. who similarly
worked with and for Victor as distributors of their machines and catalogs. In their
capacity as large publishing houses, Lyon & Healy and Ditson both effectively operated
as music hubs: as sources of song and music in multiple formats for dealers and
performers, listeners and consumers.196 Cromelin’s long testimony on that Monday
evening ensounded relationships and connections at work within the contested space
between publisher and record company. Through constant objections from Burkan and
other MPA representatives, Cromelin’s testimony serves as a performance of the dynamic
and overlapping contestation and collaboration present among the producers of song in
1906.
External to the hearings, there is evidence that content flowed between publishers
and record companies regarding songs on records in the other direction as well. In his
196
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biography, Edward B. Marks fills nearly a chapter about the early foray that his company
with Stern had into recording. Even before the letters Cromelin exposed had been written,
Stern and Marks opened their own record studio in 1897 with the intent to specifically
plug their publications.197 Operating under the name Universal Phonograph Company,
Stern and Marks bought barrels of blank Edison cylinders and recorded them on Edison’s
own sound-writing technology. They similarly “borrowed” a closely-guarded
reproduction method from Columbia’s engineers to mass-produce copies. Beyond the
publicity garnered through the copies of their songs, their operation began exporting
copies to the United Kingdom through a non-Edison-affiliated company called Edisonia,
Ltd.198 Their enterprise was put to a stop when the Edison company became suspicious of
the company’s jump in orders from a ten barrels of blank cylinders at a time to a few
hundred. Rather than taking legal action, Edison’s company simply stopped fulfilling
orders or provided smaller quantities than was useful to the operation, effectively wiping
the Marks and Stern business out.199
While record companies and publishers exchanged and disputed the content of
records, there is some evidence to suggest that songs were selected and recorded at the
singer’s prerogative. In 1903, Murray arrived in New York with the Al G Field Minstrels
of which he was a relatively minor player. By the time he arrived early that summer,
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Murray already had a history as a successful recording artist. He’d made his first record
in 1897 while laboring away on the small-time West coast vaudeville circuit. Due to the
high demand and limited inventory of phonograph distributors on the west coast, several
larger operations began to make their own off-catalog recordings using blank cylinders.
The Bacigalupi Brothers, the local distributors of Edison Phonograph products of San
Francisco were one such distributor.200 After a test-session with friend Matt Keefe proved
profitable, the Bacigalupi Brothers had Murray record dozens of songs on cylinder that
were distributed to Edison dealers through the west coast, Hawaii, China, and Japan.
While these recordings were not technically part of the Edison catalog, it appears Murray
was well-known by consumers throughout the west in the years before 1900.201
Almost immediately after his arrival in New York, Murray began to solicit every
recording company with an office in the city armed with letters from the west coast
distributors and copies of old cylinders. His efforts paid off and by the fall of 1903,
Murray recorded several songs for Edison, Victor, and Columbia, as well as several
smaller companies. Significantly, Murray often recorded the same songs for multiple
companies within several weeks of one another. For example, Murray’s earliest Edison
records were “I’m Thinking of You All the While” and “Alec Busby, Don’t Go Away,”
both released in August of 1903. On September 2nd of that year, he recorded the same
200
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two songs plus three others for Victor. In November 1903, Murray recorded “Under a
Panama” for Columbia, Edison, and Victor, all of which were in direct competition with
one another.202 His rendition of “When Tommy Atkins Marries Dolly Gray” was
similarly recorded by Columbia, Edison, and Victor within a six-week period in the fall
of 1906; the arrangements of the latter two were nearly identical, from orchestral
flourishes to backing barbershop harmonies. The similarity among these early recordings
done by the same singer for varied labels all within a limited amount of time indicates
that it was likely the Murray was the one who brought the song--and his particular
performance of it--to the various record companies. While it is possible that each
company asked him to sing the same current “hit,” the frequency with which these
multiple recordings existed when taken with the several other capable tenors who also
recorded regularly seems to indicate that Murray offered his performance to each record
company.
As Murray’s success grew, another method of song selection for Murray records
emerged. Sometime between January and March of 1905, Murray successfully recorded
Cohan’s “Yankee Doodle Boy” for Columbia. He’d go on to record the song a total of
twenty-four times for twenty different record companies in 1905 alone. That year, he’d
also record “Give My Regards to Broadway” a dozen times for nine companies.203 While
it was common for Murray to make multiple records for multiple labels, it was rare for
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him to make more than ten versions, three to six being the apparent average.204 Yet
Murray recorded many Cohan songs multiple times to great acclaim.205 So much so that
Murray became, by 1906, widely accepted as the “foremost” interpreter of Cohan’s
songs.206 Significantly, Murray’s most popular Cohan performances were of songs Cohan
had originally written for himself as Johnny Jones, George Belgrave from George
Washington, Jr., or Percy Springer from The Yankee Prince. Cohan’s song and dance was
quickly attached to Billy, a point that record companies were quick to realize, capitalize,
and market. In its promotion of Murray’s Cohan recordings, the copy featured in Edison
Phonograph Monthly often remarked on the fact that the song was performed by Cohan
himself in person and Murray for their record.207 By 1905, the trade paper called
Murray’s rendition of such songs as “proverbial,” further linking the popularity and the
ubiquity of Cohan qua Murray in the recording world. As such, when it came time to
record a new Cohan song in the last half of the first decade of the twentieth century,
Murray had become the obvious choice; record companies would expect success with his
interpretations and Murray would expect to record them. In such a case, the decision of
content was informed by the context and the people involved.
Other freelance recording artists, especially those who spent the majority of their
time out on the vaudeville circuit, often brought their own stage repertoire into the studio.
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Some performers brought their repertoire and their own compositions into the studio from
off the road. In 1901, Bert Williams recorded a combination of his own songs and those
from his act with George Walker for Victor and Edison.208 Nora Bayes and Jack
Norworth frequently recorded their own songs during their marriage, even if they were
infrequently the first artists to do so. Their biggest hit was “Shine On, Harvest Moon”
and in March of 1910, they recorded it and several other of their compositions for Victor
including “Come Along My Mandy” and “Young America”; all three had been
previously recorded and successful for both Edison and Victor.209
Putting those songs of and by vaudevillians on records was not as easy as
performing the staged act in front of the horn, however. Song on records necessitated
change in performance both practically and artistically for singers. The eye and the ear,
the mind and the body, the head and the heels all factored into the physical and musical
rendering of song on record, ensounding new ways of understanding and relating to song
in which the body and its movements were essential in order render the sounds. Beyond
the contested and collaborative ways that songs were selected for records, the actual
process by which songs were put on those records in the first decade of the twentieth
century required specialized skills that called upon the whole body to produce and
sustain. These skills were often passed down through a combination of trial and error and
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collaboration with other skilled practioners. If it worked and could be taught, performers
put it into action and onto records.

******
As Billy Murray and Matt Keefe walked down Market Street, the sensory bustle
of San Francisco’s busiest avenue provided ample soundtrack and entertainment for the
two young men. Approaching the Baldwin Hotel and Theatre on the corner of Market and
Powell, the shuffle of electric powered cable cars, braying horse-cars, shouts and smiles
of street merchants and pedestrians swirled among them. Peter Bacigalupi waited for the
two in his shop on the first floor of the Baldwin where he sold an assortment of Edison
products to customers and other Edison jobbers throughout the western states and
territories. Murray and Keefe arrived soon after, ready to test their rendition of “The
County Mayo” from the act they’d performed in a number of honky tonks, medicine
shows, and small-time vaudeville houses throughout the same region. As they nervously
entered the portion of the Bacigalupi offices designated as a recording area, Murray and
Keefe were met with the sights and sounds of vaudeville star Edward M Favor perched
before a phonograph with eight cylinder mechanisms, filling the previously blank wax
cylinders on each with a high lilting voice befitting the famous Irish tenor. One of the
most recognizable names in 1890s entertainment, Favor was known equally for his many
popular records and staged performances throughout the United States.210 As the two
small-time, unknown singers watched the star, Murray noted that Favor curiously sang
210
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with his hands cupped around his ears. When asked, Favor indicated that this helped him
determine if his voice was hitting the horn properly. Murray would emulate this
technique for the duration of his career.
When Favor finished, it was Murray and Keefe’s turn. The two sang “The County
Mayo” over and over until they were hoarse. Murray later joked that they’d sung it so
many times that the song was probably still “hanging around the Golden Gate” even
twenty years later.211 But it was that afternoon, in the small shop in the hotel that would
tragically burn to the ground the following year that Murray first heard himself through
the phonograph horn.212 He liked what he heard.

SINGING ON RECORDS

The creation and performance of song in a variety of circumstances--both on and
off record--called upon processes that were as visual as they were aural. Amateur
performers at home would translate visual stimuli of sheet music or lyric sheets into
movement and sound. Performers on a variety of stages were aware of the image their
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physical production of sound “looked.”213 As such, song in its other known contexts was
steeped in an experience of the production of the performance that occupied more than
just the ear. Rather, the presence of laboring bodies actively producing musical
performances engaged the bodily senses of audiences and performers in ways that were
not easily reducible or divisible.
Putting song on records was a precisely choreographed endeavor, a ballet of
movement and sound. As mentioned earlier, several individuals worked together in the
recording process, from the musicians, singers, and conductors to the technicians who
operated the recording mechanism and the official critics who decided whether or not a
master was passable. The in-studio process itself required dozens of individuals to
coordinate movements, sounds, and ideas, navigating a shared physical and temporal
space. Jonathan Sterne has pointed out that sound recording was never a matter of
harnessing sounds that already existed in a theatrical setting and placing them on records.
Rather, the recording process did not seek to “capture reality as it was; it aimed to capture
reality suitable for reproduction.”214 In order to do so, the process of placing song on
records conjured forth an active and complex network of people, technology, practices,
and sounds, all carefully planned and coordinated. The “conceptual and practical labor”
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exerted in this process made recording in the acoustic era as much of a studio art as
scholars of later production methods have claimed.215
Significant coordination and planning was necessary to create a master recording
in the first decade of the twentieth century. Capturing the optimal sound balance required
that technicians know and navigate the space of the studio in advance. Musicians and
their instruments were carefully arranged in the studio by volume and timbre. Instruments
were often modified to facilitate this process; traditional violins were swapped for Stroh
versions that substituted the hollow wooden body for an extended neck with a small brass
horns that amplified the sound.216 As such, volume of each individual instrument was a
chief concern. Every instrument had to reach the precise location of the horn’s recording
mechanism at a balanced volume and maintain that balance consistently. During the
recording itself, hand signals were used to communicate across the studio as any
additional movements or audible cues would disrupt the path of the sound to the horn.217
All movements and sounds were carefully crafted as to what the horn would “hear”; the
presence of the official departmental critic during the process allowed for further finetuning of the specific ensemble, studio, and song in order to produce the best results. This
was often at the expense of the comfort and experience of the performers, who, in
contorting themselves at the mercy of the space and acoustics, were not always able to
hear each other or themselves.218
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The specifics of the studio and the recording processes itself altered not only the
ways in which the community of musicians and technicians creating each record
performed and interacted, but also the physical process of singing popular song. Beyond
the coordination and planning of individuals and sounds in the studio, the physical and
mental demands on singers during the recording process required further coordination
and planning of and within the singer, making the performance of song on record
different and, at times, more demanding than a staged performance for a live audience.
The production and performance of popular voices in the first two decades of the
twentieth century required far more than showing up and wagging ones jaw through the
choreography of the recording department ballet. Without microphones and mixing
boards, singers had to negotiate the volume of the sound produced by their bodies in
relation to the space and the sound produced by the orchestra at their backs.219 While
singers on a variety of stages also did this, the limited “hearing” of the phonograph
recording horn placed balance above dynamic variation.

Maintaining that balance

required considerable physical contortions as singers used their own bodies to regulate
volume. Contemporary accounts by singers and journalists frequently remarked the
physical strangeness of singing on records:
Now he [the singer] throws back his head, now thrusts it forward, now
poises it this way and now that. All this would look ridiculous to an
audience, but is necessary before the Phonograph. The force of the note
must be accommodated to the machine.220
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At the behest of the technology and its technicians, singers were in a nearly constant state
of motion, bobbing their heads back and forth as they sang.221 Further motion and
coordination was required with the addition of other melodic lines from the ensemble
behind them or additional soloists, adding a combination of squatting, standing very still,
and/or silently shuffling around their space to the movement of their heads. When singing
duets or quartets, singers often pressed their faces together and intertwined their arms,
torsos, and bodies in order to create navigate their small stage before the horn.222
The physical stress of the combination of precise motion and stillness alone would
have been tiring over the multiple takes required to produce one master recording. The
external movements of singers through the recording process were layered atop the
already physically demanding and conceptually abstract process of singing, however.
Successful vocal performance--as evident by consistent and clear tone, timbre, and
diction--required the further internal coordination within the singer’s body. Regardless of
whether singers had formal or professional vocal training, recording sessions required
flexibility and stamina in order to record take after take. Singers who developed the skills
and support necessary for sustained sessions over much longer periods of time than
staged performances were the most successful recording artists. As such, stars of
vaudeville and Broadway stages didn’t necessarily make the best recording artists either
because of time required of the process or the physical stamina. Some knowledge of
vocal health--either taught or learned on the job--served the most popular singers well
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and allowed them to produce prolific catalogs where others would tire and or burn their
voices out.223 Specifically, physical strength with proper breath support and clarity of tone
and diction were most valued by, and expected of, singers during the acoustic era.
In her work on the cultural significance of male “crooners” of the late 1920s and
early 1930s, Allison McCracken has outlined the ways in which shifting conceptions of
singing in the earlier decades of the twentieth century affected the perception of singing
and singers. Mirroring a similar shift that elided physical fitness with morality and
masculinity, singing became a valuable means to controlling and refining one’s physical
and emotional well-being at the turn of the twentieth century. Singing allowed for the
controlled released and expression of ones emotions in a socially safe manner. Singing
manuals touted the benefits of building strong muscles through practice, akin to
participation in sports.224 As such, the inclusion of singing into school and civic curricula
reaffirmed that physically strong singers were physically, emotionally, and spiritually
strong men.225
In the studio, singers applied those principles of strength and control to their
breath in order to maintain the physical stamina and coordination necessary for extended
recording sessions. Beginning in the late nineteenth century, control of one’s breath was
understood as the source and foundation of vocal production. Singing manuals began
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with exercises aimed at expanding breath capacity and the methodical control of each
exhalation, before any sound was generated.226 The discourse of emotional control were
mirrored by discussion of breath control: “it is of the utmost importance that, the breath
once taken, the singer should obtain complete control over its emission.”227 This was not
done with the throat or vocal chords, but through a process of slow, methodical tension in
the lower torso.228 Coordination of muscles and breath allowed the singer to release the
smallest amount of air necessary to produce a given pitch and retain the rest for
upcoming pitches.229 Frequently, un-skilled singers tired their voices quickly by releasing
too much air too quickly.
Breath support and stamina ultimately provided the foundation for clear and
consistent vocal tone. From that foundation, singers employed a number of techniques to
manipulate the sounds their bodies created, from tongue placement and mouth shape to
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manipulation of the epiglottis.230 Regardless of the techniques of production, listening is
the most essential tool used by singers to regulate and shape their sounds. As physical as
it was conceptual, singers used an active, informed listening practice to assess their vocal
production and adjust it in real time. Indeed, skilled musicians of various instruments
adjust the pitch, timbre, and intonation of the sounds they produce through the subtle
adjustment of hands or lips. For singers, production and manipulation of vocal tone and
timbre take place entirely within the body and involve another layer of kinesthetic
coordination to affect the result. As autolaryngologist Alfred Tomatis wrote: “We sing
with our ears.”231 Indeed, bodies may be trained to gain strength and breath capacity that
caused early twentieth century proponents of singing to liken it to sport; singing itself
involves the coordination of that trained body through one’s senses, specifically active
listening as mediated by the ear.
Listening while singing, as researched and outlined by Tomatis and his colleague
Paul Madaule, involves a two-step audio vocal loop. The voice is felt before heard: after
the singer initiates a vocal sound, the vibrations of the air passing through the larynx are
transmitted throughout the body through bone conduction from the spine. Reaching the
inner ear through these vibrations of the bone structure, this first audio vocal loop triggers
a larger “kinesthetic awareness,” or aural perception, of the singers own voice.232 In other
words, listening begins when singers hear and feel their voice from within. The second
230
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loop takes place when the singer hears their own voice from without; sound reaches and
returns to the singers inner ear through air conduction after it has left the body.233
Together, these two loops harness multiple sensory experiences of singing and listening
provide the singer the information, experience, and ability to regulate and adjust the
sounds produced in the process.
The act of singing further integrates the senses and the body by activating
multiple physiological systems based in the ear. The inner ear is home to both the
cochlear and vestibular systems. The cochlear system mediates the singers perception of
their own voice, helping the singer modify and adjust the sounds produced and perceived
in the negotiation of the two audio-vocal sound loops. The vestibular system regulates
balance and spatial orientation, providing a basis for understanding relative and
interconnected body movement as well as movement through and in space. Singing and
listening simultaneously activates and requires the coordination of both systems which, in
turn, engages the full body of the singer to produce sound.234
Making records during the acoustic era actively disrupted the processes of
listening and singing for singers by obstructing the second audio-vocal loop. The precise
arrangement of the ensemble at the behest of what the recording horn “heard” made it
quite difficult for the singers positioned directly in front of that horn to hear themselves.
Singers on stage would have usually been separated from their accompaniment enough to
process both their own sounds and the sounds of the ensemble through air conduction.
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However, the physical proximity and high volume of the ensemble in the studio made it
difficult to hear one’s own voice and regulate it accordingly. In this context, cupping ones
ears as Favor and Murray did had a direct effect on their ability to sing clearly and
confidently in such an environment. Cupping ones hands around the ears assisted the
two-step vocal loop. By shielding the air around the ears from the sounds produced
behind the body, the singer effectively muted some of those sounds and directed the ears
to focus on the sounds produced in front of the ears, i. e. the voice of the singer. When
Favor and Murray cupped their ears, they were better able to hear and perceive their own
sounds as the recording horn “heard” it; the use of their hands, arms, shoulders, and
abdominal muscles--indeed, their bodies--afforded singers like Favor and Murray to
successfully perform in an environment that demanded different skills than song
performed on stage.
Beyond discussions of bodies divided by ears, eyes, minds, and laboring bodies,
the process of singing, itself, is integrative, not divisible. The process of recording song
on record in the early decades of the twentieth century required the coordination of
people, spaces, and internal physiological systems of the people in those spaces. Dyer’s
testimony on that Monday in December 1906 argued that recordings were the
embodiment of sound through the evocation of performances of paid “talent” and were,
as a result, not protected. Extending his language, songs on records were the embodiment
of a collection of bodies in sound. Rather than reducing the sounds to a material
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understanding of commercial products, records embody the collaborative and coordinated
processes of both recording and singing.235

“A GOOD THING OUTRIGHT”
Ultimately, the debates of 1906 and 1908 produced the Copyright Act of 1909,
finally passed and signed in March of that year. The final bill imposed a two cent royalty
be paid to the copyright holder for every record or roll made, not sold. Changes were
made to the original draft, however, in light of the potential Aeolian monopoly. A
compulsory license system was put in place to prevent such a monopoly; once a
copyright holder permitted one recording, piano roll, or public performance, that work
was fair game for others to use without permission so long as the royalty was paid. This
process, referred to as licensing, meant that record companies could have access to
current songs without restriction, as long as payment has been remitted for the copies
made.236
In the days leading up to and following the passage of the new law, record
companies, publishers, and composers worked to renegotiate their interactions with each
other. Internal Edison memos from the first half of 1909 indicate self-conscious attempts
to navigate and, at times, circumvent the new law. In a January memo, Dyer--now
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president of the National Phonograph Co--appeared encouraged by new fellowship and
professional camaraderie between his company and Victor. Dyer and Johnson met several
times in Philadelphia and New York that Spring, coming to an agreement about sharing
information, tactics, and talent as well as working together to “push out Columbia.”237
Victor even allowed an Edison representative to tour its plant in Camden, NJ to view its
operation and conditions; they did not, however, allow access to their recording
department.238 The two had a parting of minds by the summer, however, when Dyer’s
desire to strong-arm publishers into practices outside of the new law were met with
Johnson’s desire to operate within it. The major concern of the new law was the potential
for a publishing monopoly; the compulsory licensing clause had assuaged any of
Johnson’s lingering concerns.
That summer, Edison officially hired C. E. Goodwin as his new Manager of
Salesmen. While his official purview to be to train and manager “jobbers” as they
marketed Edison products throughout the U.S., it was likely that Goodwin’s prior
business connections made him a desirable addition to the Edison brand. Goodwin was
previously the head of the “talking machine department” at Bower’s Lyon & Healy
publishing house. What his duties were there are unclear but it appears that a major
responsibility was to liaise with record companies with an aim to promote Lyon & Healy
publications.239 On at least one occasion, Dyer called on Goodwin to do just that; in an
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internal memo dated July 2nd of that year, Dyer wrote of Goodwin’s continued
negotiations with publishers to circumvent some of the harsher provisions of the new law.
Goodwin had apparently convinced a few publishers to accept royalties on records sold
not produced, and a provision to hold back ten percent of royalties for a year to allow for
adjustments.240 The existence of a talking machine department in a major publishing
house further supports Cromelin’s assertions towards a degree of collegiality and cross
promotion was present between publishers and record companies during the years of
debate over rights. While memos and letters exchanged between Dyer and Johnson
indicate that Goodwin negotiations between Edison and publishers began in the Spring, it
was likely not a coincidence that his first official day at Edison was July 1st, the same
day that the new law went into effect.241
Despite the discord between Johnson and Dyer on the topic, it appears that
operations were similar over at Victor. A 1920 article in Talking Machine World hailed
Mcdonald as the central figure in the New York recording department for over a decade,
serving as point person for both the popular talent who recorded there and publishers. In
order to do so, the article claimed that Mcdonald have been “a close student of the
copyright laws and [had] carried on negotiations for the Victor Co. with the music
publishers.”242
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Another way in which the record companies navigated the post copyright act
landscape was by renegotiating its relationships with songwriters. While record
companies had worked with composers in the past--in producing early Sousa recordings
with his permission before he feared the “menace”, for example--companies now took an
eye to relating to composers in new ways. Specifically, Dyer was interested in forging
commercial relationships directly with songwriters, potentially purchasing the rights to
songs and copyrighting them before a publisher could restrict the process. While he was
wary of soliciting composers for their works and damaging negotiations with publishers,
Dyer advised Miller to let him know if composers approached him with songs that he
should try them out, “as it might pay us to buy a good thing outright and copyright it
ourselves.”243 While there isn’t any documentary evidence to suggest that this occurred in
the Edison house at this point, Columbia did copyright a handful of songs in throughout
1908 and 1909. Specifically, Columbia registered several compositions by Will T.
Pierson and W. A. Boyd in 1908 and Robert G. Irby throughout the Spring of 1909,
though there is no evidence that any of the songs were ever recorded or released.244
Composers did approach the record companies in other ways and for other
reasons in 1909. In March, Dyer wrote to Edison with an update on what the new law
would mean for their operation. Dyer attempted to reassure Edison that they would not
have trouble finding material to record and, in passing related an important piece of
information about the company’s dealings with another important participant in the
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copyright debates. In 1908, Herbert was in talks to become an official “music critic” for
the Edison company, curating a series and “pass on their technique and quality” for a
one-cent royalty per copy. Herbert stood to amass a small fortune from the enterprise but
ended negotiations when he, according to Dyer, feared that such an alliance would
“embarrass him in connection with the copyright issue.”245 After the copyright act passed
on March 4th, Herbert approached Dyer in order to restart their negotiations.
One could certainly raise an eyebrow of skepticism at the seemingly contradictory
alliances and negotiations throughout the copyright debates of the first decade of the
twentieth century. In between accusations of theft and collusion, relationships and
records flourished among a variety of players in the publishing and recording worlds.
Rather than reduce the complicated series of interactions as an example of capitalism
gone awry, the many collaborative and contested examples each serve as points of
contact between songs, people, sounds, and spaces at a time of dynamic development.
Such a reduction to cynicism and capitalistic critique would also collapse all of the
intricacies of the content of those fought-over records. Just as the language used by those
in the copyright debates speaks to the intricate set of relations between constituent parts
of the larger network of song production, so too do the records speak to the intricate set
of relations between performers and producers of song. The processes of record-making-of “sound writing” from which the name phonograph is derived--engaged and exchanged
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eyes, ears, minds, and bodies in the production of sounds that appealed equally to the
head and the heals.
The moments of conflict within the network of song surrounding records evoke
similar narratives of conflict within the body. Players in the copyright debates of 1906
forced divisions within the body between the eyes and the ears, the intellect housed in the
head and the mindlessly laboring body as a means of arguing over ownership of the fruits
of that body. While that conflict did exist and was real and felt for those participating in
those debates, the larger network of song, just as the body of the individual, was dynamic
and intricate enough to contain them all. Sight, sound, intellect, and labor all operated
together and at times in opposition to experience and create song in a variety of contexts.
It wasn’t that one party--the pro-copyright lobby or the record companies--was right and
the other was wrong. Rather, the debate over copyright in the first decade of the twentieth
century is more indicative of the complexity of the network of song in which both parties
were equally invested.
Returning to Dyer’s arguments on that cold December Monday, songs on record
did provide a viewable, readable body, just not one in material grooves of a record, not
one of the intentions of the composer. Rather, the readable bodies of records were the
many bodies involved in the production of song on records: the singing, playing,
procuring, producing, judging, duplicating, marketing, and negotiating bodies moving
together through the network of song.
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DA CAPO
Back on the seventeenth floor of the Knickerbocker, “When Tommy Atkins
Marries Dolly Gray” wed more than two fictional symbols of nation-states that day in
October 1906. The two came together in Murray movements as he listened, bobbed,
cupped, sang. and smiled; as he watched the ballet of Jaudas and the other musicians and
technicians move through the room and heard the rush of the other instruments surround
him, the laboring bodies where their sounds were produced and his own body granting
him support, air, and stamina. They came together in Cronkhite’s judgment of each take,
as he looked at and listened to the tangible and ephemeral fruit of the labor of the men in
the next room.
Ultimately, “When Tommy Atkins Marries Dolly Gray” on record embodied far
more than a single musical idea in material form. Records and the performers on them
were instruments by which the sounds were rendered, both complex in construction and
comprised of far more than what is visible and even audible; neither instrument actually
containing the song, but both embodying it.
Finally, just as Tommy and Dolly are unified in the chorus of the song, the song is
the marriage of other songs: “Private Tommy Atkins,” “Goodbye, Dolly Gray,” and a
melody from Longerhin. This recording of this new song called upon the active network
of song from sheet music, theatre productions, and opera in order to add a level of
memorability to performers and listeners. By calling forth this broader network of songs,
songwriters, producers, and performers were also able to layer in potential political and
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social messages to an audience to decode them. As Tommy and Dolly, Murray and
Jaudas, Dyer and Johnson and Burkan and Cromelin entered the larger world of song, so
too did consumers as they began to make sense of the British soldier courting the “nicest
girl in all our native land… the colors that we prize: so red, so white, so blue.”
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Chapter Three: “Let Us Be Americans, Nothing Else”: Nationalism and
Song, 1916-1917

In the years leading up to and including the United States’ involvement in World
War I, patriotic language and evocation of collective “Americanness” pervaded literature,
music, advertising and political addresses. Yet, on the eve of America’s declaration of
war, the terms of that Americanness were not so clear. The continued influx of European
immigrants into major US cities in the 1920s resulted in a strong and lively discourse
over the terms of inclusion into a collective American identity. One way in which the
problematic ambiguity of “Americanness” was mediated was through the concept of
social uplift. During the first decades of the twentieth century, politicians, reformers and
intellectuals believed that culturally, morally and intellectually improving of the masses
would benefit the nation as a whole through an elevation in national character. The
project of uplift partially necessitated a narrative of the successful assimilation of
working-class European immigrant populations in order to project a fully-unified—and
white—representation of American identity. Cultural products provided both a path and a
model for many new Americans to engage with and perform permissible "Americaness."
Uplift is also audible in the popular song of this era, specifically in an emerging sub-style
of patriotic battle cry songs, the texts and music of which were particularly aimed at these
immigrants. Through the conflation of patriotism, military action and “legitimate”
Americanness within multiple popular and mass-disseminated media, songwriters wrote
elements of the discourse of assimilation into their songs. Both as musical performances
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and as commercial products, these songs issued an underlying call to assimilation and a
potential avenue to achieve it.
This chapter explores the discourse of assimilation and uplift as it interacted with
the network of popular song in the 1910s. As commercial products and the results of
aesthetic and aural collaboration, popular song afforded a variety of opportunities to
engage with messages of nationalism. In this chapter, we'll investigate songs directed
towards new and "hyphenated" Americans in the years leading up to U.S. involvement in
World War I, exploring the ways these songs in different contexts and media formats join
larger conversations of uplift, patriotism, and the war effort. After a discussion of a
pervasive discourse of "one people nationalism" that presented a call and recourse to
assimilation through commercial capitalism, this chapter evaluates songs on record.
Multiple recordings of the 1917 song “Let’s All Be Americans Now” by Irving Berlin,
Edgar Leslie and George Meyer are analyzed against one another in order to show how
the variation between multiple recorded versions of one song ensound different aspects of
the discourse of uplift and assimilation. Understanding the fluid and overlapping nature
of multiple recorded versions of popular songs allows for the greater understanding of
both the many ways audiences came into contact with songs. Despite the benefits of such
a discussion to both disciplines, neither musical nor historical scholarship has yet to
interrogate the musical content of acoustic-era recordings and their relationship to one
another. Listening to these recordings in relation to one another brings to life a more
active performance and consumption history silenced by reliance on sheet music accounts
of these songs alone. Ultimately, these analyses function as a lens by which we may view
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greater negotiations of the individual within the larger national identity, specifically
within the context of patriotism, assimilation, and uplift.

“IT’S UP TO YOU! WHAT WILL YOU DO?” UPLIFT AND THE CONSUMPTION OF
AMERICAN IDENTITY
During the first decades of the twentieth century, politicians, reformers and
intellectuals struggled to contextualize and solve the perceived rampant issues of poverty,
immigration, and education through a wide-sweeping series of reforms. The constant
negotiations of military action, “Americanness” and assimilation presented in the two
versions of “Let’s All Be Americans Now” highlight the many ways in which these
issues permeated public consciousness in 1917. Concerns about patriotism, Americanism
and assimilation were a pervasive underlying current throughout the reformation process,
often cast as social uplift. Believing that the overall national character of America could
be elevated through reformation of the lower classes, reformers and politicians—such as
John Dewey, Jane Addams, and Woodrow Wilson—directed their programs towards
culturally, morally and intellectually improving the uneducated and poor masses. This
improved definition of national character was shaped by the deeply-coded rhetoric which
articulated both the ideals and methods behind acceptable demonstration of American
identity and behavior. Language that privileged both individuality and collectivity shaped
articulations of uplift to the masses from above, reinforced by participation of the masses
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communicating support for these values.246 Three of the methods in which this rhetoric
was articulated, consumed and supported include: concepts of self-determination and
self-realization, which focus on the individual’s ability and obligation to improve
themselves and their status; a “one people nationalism” that created and depicted a
desirable, homogeneous manifestation of American identity; and consumer capitalism,
which gave individuals the ability to publicly demonstrate their engagement and support
of these ideals through their purchasing power.
The concepts of self-determination and self-realization were two sides of the same
individualist coin.247 Emphasis was placed on the individual’s right and obligation to live
up to his or her own maximal potential, which included an idealized American identity.
In a historic address delivered at the Columbian Exposition of the Chicago World’s Fair
in 1893, historian Frederick Jackson Turner famously defined common traits of
Americans at the close of the nineteenth century as:
“coarseness and strength combined with acuteness and inquisitiveness; that
practical, inventive turn of mind,… that masterful grasp of material things,… that
restless, nervous energy; that dominant individualism, working for good and for
evil, and withal that buoyancy and exuberance.”248
In his evaluation of Turner’s comments and the larger implication for new
immigrants, Native Americans, and descendants of earlier European settlers, historian
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Alan Trachtenberg highlights the ways in which these traits were not perceived to be
naturally engrained. Rather, for Turner and other reformers of the period, American
identity rested in the acquisition of these traits. On one hand, this belief system helped
the descendants of earlier European settlers rationalize their oppression over indigenous
populations.249 On the other, it established the perception that American identity could
also be acquired for new immigrants. Self-realization and self-determination were viewed
as both possible and potentially obligatory routes to achieve this identity.
Additionally, reformers believed that the refocus from group identity to that of the
“self” inherent in these notions of self-realization and self-determination would
ultimately unite all Americans. The shift from “group” to “self” de-emphasized group
allegiances along lines of race, class, and ethnicity, resulting in a reconstitution of a
wholly “American” unit or group. In a speech given to newly naturalized American
citizens in 1915,250 President Woodrow Wilson contextualized the loyalty pledged by his
audience within a greater narrative of “e pluribus unum”251 and the resulting erasure of
group ties. Wilson framed steady immigration as unique to America, a positive source of
constant renewal of American ideals and, significantly, humanity. Central to these
American ideals is the language and importance of self-realization and an unequivocal
unity: “for America was created to unite mankind by those passions which lift and not by
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the passions which separate and debase.”252 Wilson explicated the negotiation between
this individualized self-realization and a collective unity born out of American ideals as
an essential component of an unambiguous American identity:
You cannot dedicate yourself to America unless you become in every respect and
with every purpose of your will thorough Americans. You cannot be Americans if
you think of yourself in groups. America does not consist of groups. A man who
thinks of himself as belonging to a particular national group has not yet become
American, and the man who goes among you to trade upon your nationality is no
worthy son to live under the stars and stripes.253
Less than a year later, former president Theodore Roosevelt further articulated the drive
toward erasure of the hyphens that separated Americans into different groups:
I stand for straight Americanism unconditioned and unqualified, and I stand
against every form of hyphenated Americanism… Americanism is not a matter
of creed, birthplace or national descent, but of the soul and of the spirit. If the
American has the right stuff in him, I care not a snap of my fingers whether he is
Jew or Gentile, Catholic or Protestant. I care not a snap of my fingers whether
his ancestors came over in the Mayflower, or whether he was born, or his parents
were born, in Germany, Ireland, France, England, Scandinavia, Russia or Italy or
any other country. All I ask of the immigrant is that he shall be physically and
intellectually fit, of sound character, and eager in good faith to become an
American citizen. If the immigrant is of the right kind I am for him, and if the
native American is of the wrong kind I am against him. But unless the immigrant
becomes in good faith an American and nothing else, then he is out of place in
this country, and the sooner he leaves it the better.254
In the widely-circulated print version of the speech, Roosevelt followed the preceding
statement with the section heading “Let Us Be Americans, Nothing Else.” Stemming
from this section heading, Roosevelt discussed the dangers of maintaining allegiance to
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“Old World nationalities.” If these nationalities “remain separated from one another
instead of being assimilated to the new and larger American life,” he argued, the citizenry
of the United States would remain divided, breeding “a spirit of bitterness and prejudice
and dislike between great bodies of our citizens.” For Roosevelt, it was essential that all
Americans, not just “new” ones to see themselves within a larger unified American body.
Political scientist Desmond King has termed this rhetoric of patriotism, uplift and
assimilation a “’one people’ nationalism,” one in which boundaries of ethnicity, race and
class were erased for the purpose of assimilation.255 Through evocation of selective
images that reinforced messages of collectivity, “one people nationalism” rhetorically
reinforced specific associations beneficial to the project of uplift. The above Wilson
quote highlights one of these significant correlations: the connection of American identity
with the imagery of the American flag.
Complicating the issue of a singular American identity born from the erasure of
group ties, however, was the constant negotiation of membership: exactly who was
allowed to be assimilated into the collective constantly changed and shifted. In the
process of drawing boundaries of inclusion and exclusion, the “hyphenated” Americans
that the process engendered were undoubtedly marked by their perceived inauthenticity
and skepticism about their loyalty to American ideals. As a result, the process of forced
assimilation essentially marked both the undesired, excluded groups and the assimilated
group.256 Further, this shifting rhetoric was only aimed towards European immigrants: the
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German, French, British, Scandanavian, Russian, and Italians of Roosevelt’s speech.
Racialized others—African Americans and Asian Americans in particular—were
excluded from this shifting unified American collective.257
If the rhetoric and ideology were clear, how were new Americans expected to
achieve this self-realized American ideal? Consumer capitalism offered a powerful
avenue. The rhetoric of individuality, allegiance and collectivity was closely linked to the
goals and ideals of uplift, engagement with consumer capitalism was one effective and
profound way of visibly demonstrating those goals and ideals. Cultural products offered
visible ways in which individuals within newly assimilated groups were able to consume,
represent and project their allegiance. As an extension of the rhetoric of self-realization,
individuals were encouraged to make purchases to publically display and articulate their
individual “self.”258 This type of participation in consumer capitalism was the extension
of changing conceptions of the notion of desire as a democratic principle. The ability to
desire the same goods and luxuries as others, regardless of age, race or gender, was
viewed as personal and attainable, unlike wealth or power.259 Engagement with consumer
capitalism through the purchase of cultural goods reflected this strong new concept of the
democratization of desire; this engagement was also understood as a patriotic gesture that
reflected the democratic ideals upon which the country was founded. Paradoxically,
participation and production of these goods in consumer capitalism is inherently
undemocratic; the production of goods is controlled by an elite and small group of
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corporations for the consumption by the masses.260 When viewed in context of the
concepts of self-determination and self-realization, this powerful conflation of capitalism
with democracy created the illusion that American identity is attainable through the
patriotic process of purchase. The rhetoric of uplift and assimilation visible through the
purchase and display of goods as a display of American identity is also audible in the
popular musical culture of Tin Pan Alley and early recording technology.

“WAR IS TALKED OF EVERYWHERE:” SONG GOES TO WAR
By January 1917, the network of song had already begun to anticipate United
States involvement in World War I. Reacting to growing country-wide debate over U.S.
involvement, songwriters had begun to incorporate themes from the foreign war as
elements of novelty as early as 1914. Songs were published on both sides of the debate,
including the emphatic and emotional “I Didn’t Raise My Boy to be a Soldier” by in
Alfred Bryan and Al Piantadosi in 1915 and “Wake Up, America” by Jack Glogau and
George Graff in 1916.261 The formal Declaration of War in April 1917, however,
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heralded a dramatic shift in the quantity and tone of war-related songs. These songs
capitalized on a number of musical tropes: patriotic themes, both narrative and musical,
pervaded all areas of the style with martial rhythms, soldier protagonists, and quotations
and allusions to popular patriotic songs such as “Yankee Doodle” and “Dixie.” No aspect
of this musical life was left untouched by the war.
Many of these musical tropes were rooted in the wildly popular band music of the
late nineteenth century by John Philip Sousa. Based on the military band tradition and
comprised of entirely of reed and brass instruments with percussion, Sousa’s band toured
the United States extensively during the last two decades of the nineteenth century, firmly
establishing both the style and repertoire. Sousa wrote and performed over 130 marches
during his career, most of which were composed around patriotic and/or military themes
and frequently invoked images of the American flag.262 This widely circulated exposure
to band arrangement and Sousa’s sonic conflation of patriotism and the military
established a strong, and still present, association between martial rhythms, the American
flag, and band music as a signifier of a unique, collective American musical identity.
In addition to these themes and musical gestures, an entirely new sub-style
emerged. Songs concerning “new” and “hyphenated” Americans appeared as an
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extension of patriotic songs. As previously discussed, concerns regarding increased
immigration had increased since the turn of the twentieth century, ranging in responses
from the general nostalgia for an imaginary, idealized homogeneous past to outright
xenophobia. These concerns generally manifested themselves in song as parodic ethnic
novelty songs that sought to musically and culturally define immigrants as not “pure”
Americans through amplification of perceived stereotypes.263 With the beginning of the
war, however, this nervousness expressed via novelty recast itself as an anxiety over
misplaced allegiance of new American citizens;264 it became critical to properly and
musically define one’s commitment to the United States in order to identify the
potentially dangerous internal “others” as enemies.265 Shifting from a tone that exploited
the musical novelty of ethnic groups to forceful inclusion, this anxiety over assimilation
dressed itself up in patriotic clothing. Using many of the same musical gestures of other
patriotic songs at the time, songs like “What Kind of an American Are You?”, “For Your
Country and My Country,” "Don't Bite the Hand That's Feeding You," and “Let’s All Be
Americans Now” capitalized on martial rhythms, fanfare figures, and textual evocation of
the American Revolutionary and Civil Wars.266
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Beyond initial mention of the text, musical gestures, and patriotic content of the
sheet music scores within this sub-style, the multiple recordings of each song on
phonograph cylinders and discs also prove enlightening. While fine scholarship exists
from a variety of disciplinary and theoretical perspectives concerning both early
recording technology and Tin Pan Alley, there is a visible absence of any scholarly
engagement with the actual musical content of these recordings. Musicological inquiry
has historically interrogated the notated and marketed sheet music; scholarship from the
historical perspective has prioritized either the commercial aspects of the sheet music and
phonograph industries or the technical specifics of the technology itself.267 Frequently,
Edison biographers and recording technology scholars provide an often-fleeting nod to
the musical content of recordings used in early coin-operated phonograph machines (a
precursor the jukebox) as the unexpected realization of the potential of the phonograph.
Yet, the dominant focus of these discussions tends to either be highly technical, focusing
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on the actual mechanics of such a machine, or the consumer capitalistic implications.268
The content of the jukebox is regarded as important in that it was pleasing and sought out
by consumers, but the actual music is not described, evaluated or even discussed.
In his 1995 book, America on Record: A History of Recorded Sound, historian
Andre Millard theorizes the interaction between the content and social history of these
recordings. Millard asserts that, while the technology was still emerging and developing
at this time, the recordings themselves act as an archive of a shared mass popular culture;
each recording preserves and presents a specific moment in the musical history of the
song and how it was presented to audiences at that moment.269 Yet, in his entire chapter
devoted to “the music” of early recordings, Millard does not engage the content of the
recordings at all. Instead, he opts for descriptions of these preserved archived moments
by timbre, title and style; the relationship between the musical content of the recording
and creative processes employed in the composition, performance, and recording of each
recording is absent.
In the introduction of his 1999 book Recorded Music in American Life: The
Phonograph and Popular Memory 1890-1945, William Howland Kenney asserts that
scholarship has also failed to address the significance of the interaction between the
actual musical content of these recordings and the social history surrounding their
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creation and consumption.270 Kenney focuses primarily on the communities created out
of common phonograph consumption patterns, asserting that consumers/listeners were
able to articulate important dimensions of their personal lives through the complex
reciprocal relationship with the recording industry their consumption helped to shape.
From this perspective, Kenney takes issue with Millard and other scholar’s fetishization
of the technological aspects of the phonograph over the content. In order to remedy the
disconnect created by scholarship that over-state the relevance of art music over popular
music or focus too heavily on technology, Kenney evaluates three inter-related processes
by which recorded music engender meaning in society. The first is an examination of the
political economy of culture, which evaluates the process by which the commercial goals
of the phonograph industry shaped the type of music recorded and distributed. The
second process utilizes the reading of patterns of audience reception; Kenney argues that
the phonograph industry did not wholly impose its tastes upon the public, but rather
reflected the values and preferences of the public. In this approach, meaning arises out of
the relationship between specific records or a collection of records in a style or genre,
“the musical and cultural gestures to which they refer, and the reactions of the
listeners.”271 In his framing of the third process--the musical inscriptions produced by the
recording companies--Kenney recognizes the importance of the musical and cultural
meanings activated in the music. He, however, goes on to argue against the analysis of
specific recordings. Analysis of individual recordings, he argues, contains the potential
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pitfall of isolation; Kenney, instead, chooses to read gestures across several recordings
linked by common producers or performers. While I do not generally disagree with
Kenney’s desire to emphasize the role of the specific producers and artists, Kenney nests
this notion of the dangerous pitfalls of musical analysis of specific recordings in a
discussion of authenticity versus inauthenticity, a debate itself riddled with potential
pitfalls. Rather than shy away from detailed analysis or attempt to characterize musical
behavior of a still largely anonymous body of producers and musicians, a comparative
analysis of recordings recognized to be both the same--containing a shared identity (title,
words, melody and, usually, harmony)--and different--as intentionally and often
dramatically varied--provides a comparative basis by which these musical and cultural
gestures may be read and situated into a larger social history. 272
Following and extending the scholarship of Alban Zak III, I analyze these
recordings as separate, yet related, compositions. While focused on popular recordings
from the 1960s onward, Zak argues in his 2001 book The Poetics of Rock: Cutting
Tracks, Making Records for the importance of evaluating Rock recordings for their
compositional value. Zak places Rock recordings into the compositional realm by
specifically engaging in the process of record making, as differentiated from the ‘acoustic
presentation’ of a previous written text.273 Technology plays an essential role in this
argument; the ability to divide, manipulate and mix instrumental tracks allows producers
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to begin "composing" with tracks in ways that cannot or need not be replicated live.
However, while the ability to separate and manipulate tracks in the 1960s is certainly
important to the development of popular music composition, surely the decision-making
of the producer(s) plays a role in the outcome. Could not this argument be drawn further
backward to encompass all recording?
In addition to the many techniques to differentiate recorded versions of songs
discussed in the introduction to this chapter, acoustic era recording processes necessitated
a delicate balance of techniques and practices to ensure the capture of optimal clarity and,
to some extent, fidelity. As discussed in Chapter Two, capturing a balanced and
comprehensible acoustic-era recording required a fair amount of effort, awareness, and
choreography on the part of the technicians overseeing the process. In addition to highlytrained recording technicians, phonograph companies continually sought to improve the
sound quality of their machines over that of their competitors with a race to the best
materials and technologies. While more durable, chemically-engineered materials
replaced the original foil and resin versions and battery operated motors were installed,
the overall process of recording the master copy remained registrally and timbrally
restricted: music too high in pitch or bright in tone created too narrow and compact
grooves for the needle to interpret and reproduce; the grooves for bass notes tended to
exceed the physical boundary of the cylinders or discs shape.274 Despite the similar
processes and limitations, a lack of standardization between the disc technology and
materials meant that discs created by Victor could not be played on Columbia
274
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phonographs and vice versa. When a consumer purchased a phonograph, they were
effectively buying into the brand and their catalog alone.275 As a result, each of the “Big
Three” recording companies—Edison’s North American, Victor, and Columbia--would
often record different versions of their competitor’s profitable songs. This practice was
done in part to profit from the popularity of the song but also to differentiate the
perceived superiority of one company’s phonograph technology and potentially convert
consumers over to their product. As a result, technicians individualized recordings
through a number of "compositional" decisions in order to make recordings stand out
among the--often overlapping--output of other labels. These techniques included:
additional instrumental sections that highlighted the skill of studio musicians; the
inclusion of barbershop quartets, generally lead by the most famous vaudeville tenor on
their label; Sousa-esque band arrangement which made the most of the timbral restraints
of the acoustic recording process; and, most notably, formal interruptions of predictable
song forms with musical allusion to or direct quotation of popular patriotic songs. Given
the distinct and deliberate decisions made in the recording processes, these varied
recordings each constitute a new, though related, compositional text despite their reliance
on an acoustic process. Foucault’s analysis and dismissal of the notion of the “work” is
also useful in critiquing previous conceptions of sheet music as text and recordings as
performance of that text. Outlining the notion of the “work” and the analysis of its
internal structural elements, Foucault interrogates the notion that its internal relationships
alone might uncover meaning. Foucault further argues that the notion of the work implies
275
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a false unity, one that is derived from the name of the author and his or her other work.276
Similarly, Foucault argues that both history and musical works are smoothed into unified
wholes by discursive formations that privilege continuity.277 By focusing on moments of
discontinutity, including the interruptions heard in these recordings, we can reject these
totalizing notions of internal and external (or contextual) musical unity. Doing so allows
us to hear new information--new possibilities--silenced by focus on written texts.
This argument and the questions it raises are particularly evident in a song like
“Let's All Be Americans Now.” Where should one locate the work? Is it the score? Is it
the home performance from that score? Is it the recording? Which recording? As we can
see, this idea of a unity becomes highly problematic. While each of these things may
have a shared identity, they are by no means one. Treating each recording as one possible
text, a thorough evaluation of multiple versions of one song highlights the ways in which
compositional choices made in each recording process—and the variations these choices
produce—may also occur in dialogue with the larger historical context of the song in this
time period.
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“Then we’ll rally ‘round the flag, boys. We’ll rally once again”: Victor’s American
Quartet
The Victor release of “Let’s All Be Americans Now” featuring the American
Quartet is, very likely, the first recording of the song. Recorded on February 28, 1917,278
this version features many standard elements of Tin Pan Alley popular song in the late
1910s. The main melody of the song is featured in the chorus which contains two distinct
motives: a slow, half and quarter note motive that ascends up a forth; and a syncopated
eighth-note gesture that includes that suspension over the bar-line into an off-beat
articulation of text which shifts the accent on to the and of one and two. The mostly
diatonic melody showcases frequent repetition and tonal sequencing which assures
memorization and allows for the clear articulation of the text. Additionally, the song
remains in a single key, Bb major, throughout the piece.
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Figure 3.1: The melody of the chorus to “Let’s All Be Americans Now”

The lyrics of the song are positioned as a dialogue between a collective, plural
first person speaking to an unnamed, yet very specific external person or group. In its
assertion that no one truly wants to go to an apparently imminent war, the first verse
establishes the context for the song, directly reflecting the political climate of the U.S. in
the last months before the formal declaration of war. The second verse also serves a
scene-painting function: in its evocation of former American presidents known for either
their military
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Verse 1 (A)

Peace has always been our pray'r
Now there's trouble in the air
War is talked of ev'rywhere
Still in God we trust
We're not looking for any kind of war
But if fight we must

Chorus (B)
It's up to you!
What will you do?
England or France may have your sympathy
Or Germany
But you'll agree that
Now is the time
To fall in line
You swore that you would so be true to your vow
Let's all be Americans now!
Verse 2 (A’)

Lincoln, Grant and Washington
They were peaceful men each one
Still they took the sword and gun
When real trouble came
And I feel somehow, they are wond'ring now
If we'll do the same

Chorus (B)

It's up to you!
What will you do?
England or France may have your sympathy
Or Germany
But you'll agree that
Now is the time
To fall in line
You swore that you would so be true to your vow
Let's all be Americans now!

Table 3.1:

Published Lyrics of “Let’s All Be American Now”
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service or wartime presidency, it seeks to establish both sympathy and legitimatizing
precedence for action through conflation of this war with the American Revolutionary
and Civil Wars. Alternately, the text of the chorus turns away from the narrative function
to directly engage the listener, entreating a call to action while creating an oppositional
binary by which inaction is conflated with un-Americanness. The alternation of the scene
painting verses with the call to action in the chorus functions within the Tin Pan Alley
standards discussed earlier.
There are two primary aspects to this version that make it stand out from other
recordings: the use of extended instrumental and vocal arrangement, and formal
interruptions of traditional song form with direct quotations of songs from the American
Civil War. This recording features a brass arrangement with additional support from
piccolo, flute and clarinet. With the timbral restraints of the acoustic recording process,
the timbre or full range of the piano did not translate well to these early recordings. It was
common practice to use brass arrangements in recordings of all kinds at the time.
According to Millard, the “clear strident sound” of the trumpet, tuba and trombone most
suited recording, in large part because they could be placed further away from the
recording horn but still remain unambiguous and maintain their sonic character.279 Apart
from its practical recording purposes, this arrangement also reflects patriotic song as
modeled by Sousa. In both his arrangements of opera overtures and tone poems and his
own compositions, Sousa frequently divided his band into two parts: the trumpets,
trombone, euphonium and clarinets would alternate carrying the melody while the rest of
279
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the band (the saxophone, French horn, tuba and percussion) would fill in the texture.280
Due to the muddy quality of this version, it is often difficult to differentiate the quantity
or specific brass instruments. However, one can make out a tuba playing the bass line,
maintaining the even emphasis on one and two while the remainder of the brass section
homophonically fills in the harmonic content. Additionally, the flute and clarinet often
mirror the melodic content of the vocal parts and provide them support.
In this recording, the trumpet holds an elevated position in the arrangement.
Sometimes used to mirror the melodic content of the voice, the trumpet often punctuates
the end of vocal lines. This fanfare itself is a sonic representation of the military and war.
Fanfare, short, rhythmic brass motives based on the harmonic series, has long functioned
as a military signal. In a practical sense, the military used fanfares during wartime in
either an official capacity, to announce the entrance of an important figure or in a
practical capacity, as communication on the battlefield. In both cases, the tone color of
the trumpet cuts through dense sonic textures, both musical and battle, to call the
attention of the majority. By the end of the nineteenth century, the use of fanfare during
battle had become obsolete.281 However, fanfares continue to signify the military for
listeners in the United States, continuing to occur in symphonic repertoire, popular band
music and ﬁlm music. Within context of this version, however, the fanfare replaces the
signaling function of the off-beat accentuation in the sheet music version, a gesture that
this recording’s arrangement deemphasizes. Similarly, this recording features a piccolo
280
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mimicking a fife-call, scalar sixteenth-note scalar passages featuring dotted rhythms. The
fife, a small cylindrical flute in Bb, was widely used as a signaling device in British and
American military practices in the late eighteenth century, particularly during the
American Revolutionary War. By the mid-nineteenth century, the fife and the signals had
become outdated in military practice.282 However, the emergence of band music at the
end of the nineteenth century, and specifically Sousa’s compositions and arrangements,
recast fife-like signals into fast ornamental figures for the piccolo. Thus, the use of the
piccolo at key moments in this recording serves as another significant assignment of
military meaning, as well as reference to America’s musical past, to its content.
Another significant component of this version is the use of a barbershop quartet as
opposed to a more-common solo voice. Barbershop quartets were extremely popular and
frequently recorded in the earliest days of phonograph technology. Records by
barbershop quartets accounted for approximately 20 percent of all hit records between
1900 and 1920. This was partially for practical reasons: due to the registral restrictions of
acoustic recording process, mid-range vocals and close harmonies sung directly into the
horn of the phonograph recorder translated particularly well to the early wax and resin
media.283 The American Quartet was one of the most prolific and popular barbershop
quartets of the early twentieth century. Centered around Billy Murray, the group formed
in 1909 and remained exclusive to the Edison and Victor label until 1918, when Murray’s
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contract with Victor ended.284 In his 2003 book about the social history of barbershop in
North America, Gage Averill implicates barbershop in “the production of an American
national imaginary formed in the crucible of conflicts over class, race, gender and
ethnicity.” The close harmonies and collective participation were seen in context of a
nostalgic gaze backward towards small-town, rural life in America, in contrast to the
realities of the rapid industrialization and urbanization of the early twentieth century.285
In this recording, as with many recordings of this period, the quartet maintains close
harmonies throughout but does not conform to strict barbershop arrangement models.
"True" barbershop is a cappella; here, barbershop expresses collectivity and harkens back
to an innocent past through its combination with the band arrangement.
At the formal level, this recording varies from traditional song form. Overall,
traditional Tin Pan Alley song form generally adhered to a standard ABB’ABB’ structure
(where A represents a twenty-four measure verse and B represents a thirty-two measure
chorus), with an 8-measure introduction based on the thematic and harmonic material
from the chorus followed by a repeatable 4-measure “vamp” that acts as a transition
between that material and the verse. A repetition of the chorus was optional; whereas
notated pieces generally indicated an immediate repetition, recorded songs would often
omit repetition of the chorus after the first verse and, occasionally, after the second verse
as well. In this American Quartet recording, there are two additional sections added to the
overall form of the song, providing a notable interruption of the original text as well as an
284
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Time Marker Formal Structure

Lyrical Content

00:01 – 00:06

Introduction

(Instrumental)

00:07 – 00:14

Vamp

(Instrumental)

00:15 – 00:36

Verse 1

Peace has always been our pray'r
Now there's trouble in the air
War is talked of ev'rywhere
Still in God we trust
We're not looking for any kind of war
But if fight we must

00:37 – 01:06

Chorus 1

01:07 – 01:13

Interruption: “Dixie”

It's up to you!
What will you do?
England or France may have your sympathy
Or Germany
But you'll agree that
Now is the time
To fall in line
You swore that you would so be true to your vow
Let's all be Americans now!
(instrumental)

01:14 – 01:21

Vamp

(instrumental)

01:21 – 01:43

Verse 2

Lincoln, Grant and Washington
They were peaceful men each one
Still they took the sword and gun
When real trouble came
And I feel somehow, they are wond'ring now
If we'll do the same

01:44 – 02:10

First 28 bars of Chorus 2

It's up to you!
What will you do?
England or France may have your sympathy
Or Germany
But you'll agree that
Now is the time
To fall in line
You swore that you would so be true to your vow

02:10 – 02:15

02:16 – 02:19

Interruption: “Battle Cry”
Completion of Chorus 2

Then we’ll rally ‘round the flag, boys
we’ll rally once again,
Shouting the battle cry –
Let’s All Be Americans Now!

Table 3.2 continued on next page
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02:20 – 02:34

Chorus 3a

(instrumental)

02:35 – 02:49

Chorus 3b

You swore that you would so be true to your
vow
Let’s All Be Americans Now!

02:50- 02:59

Introduction (as outro

(instrumental)

Table 3.2:

American Quartet recording of “Let’s All Be Americans Now”

aural reference to both America’s military past and present. Table 3.2 provides a diagram
of the formal sections and lyrics for this version. The first interruption occurs just after
the first full pronouncement of the chorus, but before the restatement of the vamp
material into the second verse. At this moment, the majority of the band cuts off; only the
piccolo continues aided by the entrance of a snare drum for the first time. This choice of
arrangement is another specific reference to military gestures, functioning as a
replacement for the traditional fife and drum music, as discussed above.
More significant than this symbolic pronouncement of war is the actual musical
content of the interruption. In a break from both melodic and harmonic material of “Let’s
All Be Americans Now,” the piccolo directly quotes the opening melody of Daniel
Emmett’s “Dixie (I Wish I Was in Dixie).”286 Dating back to the first years of the
American Civil Way, “Dixie” is one of the most widely known examples of minstrelsy in
American song. The lyrics invoke a sense of nostalgia for “the Old South,” a constructed
and artificial time and space before the beginning of the war, in which slavery in which
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was both acceptable and satisfying. This quotation initially seems out of place; the Civil
War was long since over and the then-impending battle in Europe had little resemblance
to the issues and language of that war. In its fife and drum arrangement, "Dixie" would
have been recognizable as being directly associated with a very specific moment in
military history of a differently-divided American nation. Moreover, the minstrelsy
tradition continued to play a predominant role in Tin Pan Alley song of the day. In this
context, the melody to “Dixie,” with its scalar sixteenth-note patterns and dotted leaps,
lend particularly well to fife conventions. Together, these sonic representations present
another construction of “Americanness” in context of both military action and American
racial history.
The second formal interruption also stems from the American Civil War. Just
before the arrival of the title lyric at the end of the second chorus, the four-part
barbershop vocal harmony slows to a fermata, using the final chord on “vow” as a pivot
into an 8-measure solo unison section. The dramatic change in texture from band
arrangement with four voices to solo unison also functions as another point of emphasis;
this moment is a dramatic change, bringing the attention of the listener to the lyrical
content. The content of this unison passage is another direct quote from a prominent song
from the American Civil War, “The Battle Cry of Freedom.” Today, this tune is lesser
known than its counterpart “Battle Hymn of the Republic.” However, the chorus quoted
here in “Let’s All Be Americans Now” was still widely recognizable and popular during
the early twentieth century. Significantly, the quoted portion is the literal “battle cry,”
rallying the troops around the flag for the purpose of military service. The location and
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unison articulation of this quotation serves as another recognizable musical indicator of
specific military history, fused together with a signaling call to action, conflating past
military service with the then-current battle.

Star Spangled Tuba: Adolph J. Hahl and Edison Blue Amberol287
As was common practice at the time, Edison’s record company also released
another contemporary recording of “Let’s All Be Americans Now” in 1917. While
Edison’s version also utilizes a traditional band arrangement, this recording varies from
the Victor version in several ways. First, it closely conforms to the formal outline of
traditional Tin Pan Alley song: there are no formal interruptions of the standard
ABB'ABB' form with additional material. Second, the arrangement is far more
conservative in its support of the vocal line. Instead of weaving additional melodic
support in the trumpet, flute and clarinet, the arrangement serves a traditional function of
filling in the harmonic material around vocal line. The only exception to this is the flute
part, which adds embellishments in the style of contemporary piccolo interpretation of
fife signals. Third, the tempo is much slower and more varied because of the greater
rhythmic freedom of the vocal line. In each repetition of the chorus, the tempo slows
dramatically just before the delivery of the title text. Rather than emphasizing the off-beat
syncopated figure of the chorus melody—as the bottom-heavy timbre of the arrangement
287
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buries the figure—the slowing down of the line provides the same level of emphasis on
the title text.
Another significant remarkable aspect of this recording is the vocalist and the
properties of his voice. Rather than utilizing a barbershop quartet, this version is sung by
classically-trained vocalist, Adolph J. Hahl who retains traces of his classical technique in
the vocal delivery. This timbral and textual differences change the position of the
singer/narrator from that of a collective with nostalgic links to rural, agrarian past to that
of the European high-art tradition.
The last and perhaps most remarkable variation in this recording also involves a
direct quotation from widely known song. In the final repetition of the chorus after the
second verse, the low brass break from their previous accompaniment gesture eightmeasures in; instead, the accompaniment dramatically shifts to a direct, unison quotation
of “The Star Spangled Banner.” In a striking juxtaposition, Hahl and the reeds continue
the chorus melody and accompaniment above this quotation. The result is a literal
conflation of the call to “Americanness” through assimilation (as articulated by the lyrics
“England or France may have your sympathy, or Germany, but you’ll agree that now is
the time to fall in line”) and the music of an established patriotic song.288
In the two discussed recordings of “Let’s All Be Americans Now” we can hear a
dialogue between this Tin Pan Alley song and the social history of the United States just
before World War I, a conversation that includes patriotism, military action, assimilation,
288
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and the rhetoric of uplift. Specifically, the texts and musical gestures of the emerging
sub-style of patriotic battle cry songs were aimed at both assimilated and unassimilated
groups of immigrants by appealing equally to individual self-determination and vows—
by way of purchases—of allegiance to their adopted country. “Let’s All Be Americans
Now” highlights the many ways in which the concepts of uplift and assimilation are
clearly audible in the Tin Pan Alley song of this era, through allegorical representation of
the flag, military past and individualism. In the American Quartet recording, added
musical quotations perform a cultural memory of the American Civil War, allowing new
Americans to similarly perform both the knowledge and the memory of a defining
American moment preceding their arrival. In hearing and decoding the obscured content
of these two Civil War songs, new Americans demonstrated their "improved"
understanding of the intellectual and cultural cues important to an emerging collective
American identity. The collectivity heard in the barbershop voices similarly elicit a "onepeople nationalism"; presented as a collective of singers, the arrangement of these voices
mask the individuality of those singers, erasing their individual identities for the benefit
of the message of unity. Similarly, the evocation of the American flag in lyrics and
imagery--as well as a literal "rally[ing] around the flag" at a crucial moment in the overall
form--provide a rallying point for new Americans to the assimilationist message.
In mapping the musical representation of the early American flag in “The Star
Spangled Banner” directly onto a pointed call to this war, the Hahl version furthered
association of a collective military past with a contemporary American identity during
World War I. The jarring effect of the overlapped messages of flag and allegiance
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provide a startling moment of discontinuity, one that mimics the conflicting discourse of
the possibility of assimilation for immigrants and the impossibility of ever fully shedding
their "hyphenated" status.
In evaluating the specific moments that differentiate multiple related texts sharing
a common overall identity, it is possible to see how these sounds contribute to the song as
it was interpreted, altered and reflected to a mass audience through the cultural consumer
products in sheet music, cylinder and disc form. The moments of discontinuity present in
each recording interrupt our perception of sheet music as text, of a unity of any particular
"song." Hearing these moments of interstice in both composition and performance of
song at the beginning of World War I provide a way into larger conversations of identity.
Each quotation simultaneously interrupts and interpolates, creating a conversation
between all related versions, in a world where all coexist on equal footing. Listening to
this conversation provides a far richer picture of the world in which these sounds were
possible, probable, and relevant.
Less certain, however, is the agency of the immigrant populations themselves in
these musical and commercial negotiations. Kenney reads meaning in the process of
audience reception by which consumers shape the content of future recordings through
their reaction to the musical and cultural gestures in the recordings they purchase. In
contrast, Theodor Adorno’s earlier writings on music and mass culture have theorized the
irreparable impact of commodity culture on the music itself. Adorno argues that
commodification affects the music itself by distancing the listener from the artistic
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subject and flattening the artistic expression into entertainment.289 The dual nature of Tin
Pan Alley and recording technology, as both commercial industries and artistic products
reflective of that industry, facilitated and necessitated compositional choices that varied
each text. At the same time, both depended upon a recognizably shared identity as a point
of comparison for the sake of a competitive and commercially successful product. While
commodification clearly shaped the text, it is not the only influential force upon music;
the larger negotiations of uplift and assimilation actively affecting society at the time also
shaped the content of the recordings. While the role of the consumer of these products
and the immigrants to which the text speak is not clear, the musical gestures themselves
reflect larger debates and values present in the social history of this time period.
Overall, these different sounds, familiarly coded with historical and military
imagery demonstrate the multiple ways in which a belief in one specific, authentic
American identity, was conflated with demonstrated support for the war. Defining
Americanness as agreement with the United States military involvement in World War I,
as this evaluation of “Let’s All Be Americans Now” demonstrates, shows a greater
negotiation of political and social tension mediated through music, tension that
potentially "othered" immigrants, demanding that they assimilate into a society that
would nonetheless continue to musically mark them as different. Through the conflation
of patriotism, military action and “legitimate” Americanness within multiple popular and
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mass-disseminated media, these songs issued an underlying call to assimilation and a
perceived recourse to achieve it.
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Chapter Four: “From Over There, ‘Way Over Here”: Connecting To
and Through the Cohan Revue of 1918

Just before midnight on New Year’s Eve 1917, the very large cast of George M
Cohan’s newest Revue show filed onto the stage of the New Amsterdam Theatre. As
workers braved sub-zero temperatures to finalize last minute preparations for the final
countdown to the Times Square Ball drop only 200 feet away, the Revue’s premiere
audience watched patiently as the all-star show crested towards its finale. So far, there
had been no trace of Cohan’s famous hit “Over There” that had solidified his status as
patriotic songwriter extraordinaire in the seven months prior. As the audience anticipated
a rousing finale, surely Nora Bayes, who’d just completed singing several other
selections, would sing the song that she had helped make famous. A solid, cheerful,
repetitive, call to arms “Over There” would be an entirely suitable and expected way to
end Cohan’s year and call forth an equally successful 1918.
Yet, this was not to happen. Instead, Cohan upended audience expectations,
presenting an intertextual musical mash-up of “Give My Regards to Broadway” and
“Over There,” in the form of a new song called “Their Hearts are Over Here.” A musical
and rhetorical play-on-words, this new song looped Cohan’s famous anthem backward,
evoking an imagined narrative of the boys “over there,” looking--and singing--back to an
idealized America and, specifically, to a Broadway audience. The imagined emotional
and literal sonic nostalgia reverberated particularly well in the context of the revue show,
itself a carefully-crafted hearkening of the previous Broadway season. Taken together,
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“Their Hearts are Over Here” and the show to which it belonged operated within complex
networks of popular amusements, simultaneously expecting audiences to recall other
Broadway shows, Vaudeville acts, Tin Pan Alley, and recordings in order for it to be
comprehensible.
This particular moment of anticipation and spectacle in the Cohan Revue of 1918
illustrates the intersections of a variety of performances, spaces, and media within the
active and complex network of popular song. “Their Hearts are Over Here” also spoke to
the experiences of Americans at home at the beginning of 1918. Using recently
uncovered archival materials and musical analysis, this chapter argues that “Their Hearts
are Over Here” presented a model of active listening and participatory memory through
which Americans at home could perform their support for the war. Cohan’s bait-andswitch--from cheerful call-to-arms against an ambiguous evil in “Over There” to a more
reflective, reflexive, and potentially heartbreaking sentimentality--helped listeners and
consumers create a place for themselves in the war through popular song. Additionally,
other performance and commercial contexts of “Their Hearts are Over Here”-specifically, the touring show and commercial sheet music--afforded audiences,
performers, and consumers different opportunities to engage with fluid and varied
messages of hope, of home, of theatre-going, and of memory.
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THE COHAN REVUE OF 1918
The Revue of 1918 was the third of three revue shows Cohan and his partner Sam
Harris produced in the 1910s. The first titled Hello, Broadway! premiered on Christmas
Day 1914 at the Astor Theatre, which was managed by Cohan and Harris. Running for
just over 120 performances, Hello, Broadway! was well received by audiences and critics
at the time.290 The New York Times endorsed the production as “vastly amusing,” and
indicated that Cohan’s production was different from other revues in that it contained far
more burlesque parody of the previous Broadway season than other popular productions.
Revue shows had emerged on Broadway a decade earlier, as what author Lee Davis has
called a blending of minstrelsy, burlesque and a variety aesthetic.291 Made particularly
famous by Florenz Ziegfeld, revue shows borrowed a rapid fire succession of acts from
the vaudeville idiom, a “reliance on mass-oriented comedy” and the form of thinly-bound
variety from minstrelsy, and, perhaps most notably, satire and female bodies on display
from burlesque. The svelte, leggy chorus girls of the Ziegfeld Follies became
synonymous with the revue show of the 1910s, becoming more and more of the
attraction.292 In his shows, Cohan instead amplified the burlesque satire and reflexivity of
the idiom, while throwing his own notorious personality in the mix. Billed as “a musical
crazy quilt,” Hello, Broadway! operated as a series of musical theatre burlesque vignettes
290
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satirizing the Broadway plays and musicals of the previous season. Cohan starred in the
show, appearing in most scenes, and creating a new genre called the “personality revue;”
the disparate vignettes were threaded together by sheer force of Cohan’s persona.293
Reviews of Cohan’s revues highlighted the active role of the audience in decoding the
puzzles and enjoying the show:
The appeal of much of the humor is made directly to those who have their being
in and about the theatrical world of New York. Many of it’s jokes would be lost
on the man from home or the gentleman from Mississippi. But they are all
immensely funny to Broadway...It is really the crazy dream of a confirmed
theatre-goer. It is a jumble of stage memories seen a bit madly through the
looking glass, and the looking glass is a dramatic mirror.294
The reflexive experience of decoding the references as they came was largely the appeal
for audiences who sought out these revues at the time, offering a public and pleasurable
way for them to perform their own knowledge of theatre and theatre-going.
Cohan and Harris further invited their audience into the world of the revue by
providing an opportunity to actively participate. During a memorable scene, one of the
production songs “Down by the Erie Canal”295 was sung multiple times within the scene:
first by leading lady Louise Dresser, alone; secondly, by Dresser and a large chorus;
again, by an old man in a box seat; again, by another chorus on stage; and, finally, by
Cohan himself as he played a violin. Throughout the scene, a large placard with the lyrics
was dropped from above the stage, inviting the audience to sing along with each passing
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repetition. Several of the songs from the show--including “Down by the Erie Canal”-were excerpted and printed by Cohan and Harris’ publishing company and exclusively
sold through the retail operation of Irving Berlin’s publishing company.296 This was
perhaps unsurprising as Hello, Broadway! included an entire scene centered around a
song called “Those Irving Berlin Melodies,” a veritable love-letter to a handful of Berlin
songs.
“With more stars than were on the flag that made Betsy Ross famous,” the Cohan
Revue of 1916 was even more successful, running for nearly six months at the Astor in
the Spring of 1916.297 New York critics again remarked on the insider nature of Cohan’s
production:
The new Cohan revue, like the one which preceded it last season, has been
concocted to the end that the amusement of Broadway, by Broadway and for
Broadway should not perish from the stage. Like “Hello Broadway” it is a
distinctly Rialto entertainment, making its strongest appeal to the folks who have
their being within a brief stroll from the George M Cohan Theatre… the mere fact
that it would not greatly amuse the playgoers of Akron, Sioux City, and points
west, does not matter much in the case of a vaudeville made for Broadway and
never intended to stray very far there-from.298
While the insider-content of the show was certainly a draw for Broadway-based
audiences, there was one aspect on which the above critic was somewhat wrong; the
Cohan Revue of 1916 toured widely and successfully throughout large U.S. cities for the
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remainder of that year.299 The tour fell apart, however, by the Fall of 1917 when west
coast audiences found the work incomprehensible due to “a slipshod production and an
unfamiliarity on the part of the populace with the plays which were being burlesqued.”300
The distance, both physical and chronological, from the source material proved too large
a gap for audiences to participate in the reflexivity of the patchwork show.
While fashioned in much the same way as his earlier “personality revue,” there
was one notable difference: Cohan elected not to star in this show. Falling during one of
his short but emphatic “retirements” from the stage, Cohan cast veteran playwright,
producer, songwriter, actor, and song-and-dance man Richard Carle as his leading man.
Like Cohan, Carle began his Broadway career around 1904 by writing, directing,
producing, and starring in a string of moderately successful shows including The Maid
and The Mummy (1904), The Mayor of Tokio (1905), The Spring Chicken (1906) and
Mary’s Lamb (1908). Carle was more than capable to provide the large and boisterous
persona needed to glue the disparate scenes together into a fast-paced crazy quilt.
Audiences and critics agreed; the Philadelphia Inquirer remarked: “Richard Carle, as
hairless as ever, richer in worldly goods, histrionism and avoirdupois returns, giving in
‘The Cohan Revue 1916’ what is said to be the best performance of his vivid career.”301
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Despite the success of the previous two revue shows, Cohan indicated in his 1924
biography that he had no intention of writing a third as he was deeply involved with his
other responsibilities as a successful impresario. Cohan writes that he ultimately gave in
to the continued pleading of/by his fans and went to work.302 There are conflicting
secondary source accounts of when preparations for the Cohan Revue of 1918 actually
began. A brief story in the “Gossip of the Rialto” section of the New York Times in early
July 1917 painted a picture of an apathetic Cohan; the article quotes him as being willing
to put forth another show only if the Fall stage offerings were sufficient to justify the
expense of such a production.303 Two other articles published in July present the 1918
revue as a done-deal, one indicating that Ziegfeld was to co-produce a Cohan-penned
revue opening in October and another indicating that the show would open after
Christmas, around the same time as another Cohan & Harris produced show by Berlin.304
A New York Times article the following January revealed that the show went into
rehearsals at the end of November with only one scene and one song written.305 Archival
material appears to confirm the January New York Times story; while undated, Cohan’s
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handwritten script includes several notes to his assistant asking her to have typed copies
ready for specific rehearsal times, often with very little turnaround time.306
For this revue, Cohan turned to Berlin to split composition duties. It is unknown
exactly how the collaboration began. In his biography of Cohan, John McCabe indicates
that Cohan’s inclusion of Berlin was a nod from a more established composer to a
“newcomer.”307 While it appears that Cohan wrote the entirety of the script himself,
Berlin contributed several songs to the show. An article from Variety at the end of
November indicates that Berlin delivered seven complete “numbers” to Cohan on the
Monday before rehearsals began. The typed manuscript indicated a total of five Berlin
compositions: “A Man is Only a Man,” “The King of Broadway,” “The Wedding of
Words and Music,” “A Bad Chinaman from Shanghai,” and “Down Where the Great Big
Pumpkins Grow”. The printed program from the week of January 7 1918 lists six with the
addition of “Show Me the Way.” Both indicate that Cohan and Berlin co-wrote the show
opener, “Pretty Polly.”308 Regardless of the number of songs, Cohan then interpolated
Berlin’s melodies into the cacophony of intertextuality that comprised the revue show
idiom.
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The Cohan Revue of 1918 certainly utilized aspects of Cohan’s earlier quilt-like
productions, yet this production was threaded together by a somewhat linear storyline;
the plot focused on the front office of impresario David Belasco, the real and larger-thanlife producer of variety and legitimate entertainment in Midtown who successfully
snubbed his nose at the large Schubert and Klaw and Erlanger vaudeville syndicates.309
The show was organized around the presentation of a variety of acts paraded before
Belasco, each based upon a successful Broadway show from the previous season,
including “The Eyes of Youth,” “Polly with a Past,” “Chu Chin Chow,” and “A TailorMade Man.” Nearing the end of the second act, the Belasco plot broke down and Nora
Bayes was given a platform and her choice of songs to fill scene 14. There is some
evidence that the song selections rotated at Bayes’ discretion; a program for the week of
January 7, 1918 lists “The Old Maid Blues” and “Who Do You Love?” as the program,
while published sheet music in the Cohan files and elsewhere indicate that other songs
were introduced by Bayes as part of the show.310 Bayes’ discretionary selections
hearkened to a previous model where singers would receive payment from publishers to
present their catalogs. She stood to make significant money from publishers for the use of
her talent and her well-known name.
As scene fourteen opened to reveal a drop depicting Belasco’s front office, the
plot of the Belasco travesty did not advance. Instead, Bayes presented her songs directly
to the audience without pretext. While in other revues acts were occasionally presented
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Undated Typed Manuscript

Program for week of January 7 1918

1.
2.
3.
4.

“Pretty Polly” - Cohan and Berlin
“Show Me the Way” - Cohan
Ensemble - Cohan
“When Ziegfeld Follies Hit the Town”
- Cohan
5. “Our Acrobatic Melodramatic Home”
- Cohan
6. “Spanish” - Cohan
7. “The Eyes of Youth See the Truth” Cohan
8. “All Dressed Up in a Tailor-Made” Cohan
9. “The Potash and the Perlmutter Ball” Cohan
10. “A Man is Only a May” - Berlin
11. “I’m King of Broadway” - Berlin
12. “The Pipes of Pan”
13. “The Wedding of Words and Music” Berlin
14. “The Gathering of the Slaves”
15. “The Slave Dance”
16. “A Bad Chinaman from Shanghai” Berlin
17. “Down Where the Big Pumpkins
Grow” - Berlin
18. “Songs by Nora Bayes”
19. “Their Hearts Are Over Here” Cohan
20. Finale - Berlin & Cohan

Table 4.1:

1.
2.
3.
4.

“Pretty Polly” - Cohan and Berlin
“Show Me the Way” - Berlin
“Ensemble” - Cohan
“When Ziegfeld Follies Hit the Town”
- Cohan
5. “Our Acrobatic Melodramatic Home”
- Cohan
6. “Spanish” - Cohan
7. “The Eyes of Youth See the Truth” Cohan
8. “All Dressed Up in a Tailor-Made” Cohan
9. “The Potash and the Perlmutter Ball” Cohan
10. “A Man is Only a May” - Berlin
11. “I’m King of Broadway” - Berlin
12. Pipes of Pan Dance
13. “The Wedding of Words and Music” Berlin
14. The Gathering of the Slaves
15. The Slave Dance
16. “A Bad Chinaman from Shanghai” Berlin
17. “Down Where the Big Pumpkins
Grow” - Berlin
18. Songs by Nora Bayes
“The Old Maid Blues” and “Who Do
You Love?”
19. “Their Hearts Are Over Here” Cohan
20. Finale.

List of Songs with Composer name from Cohan Revue of 1918
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without connection to previous scenes, it was unusual for Cohan to break from the
“hodge-podge”311 and/or story for an unintegrated wholesale variety act. While Cohan’s
earlier shows did not have a linear plot, each scene was predicated on a parody of another
show, event, or person. In this moment, Bayes simply performed. Perhaps as an homage
to her star status--or to fill time in a somewhat hastily constructed show--Cohan made an
exception for and of Bayes; he banked on her talent, humor, and notoriety to give life to a
revue show previously dominated and unified by Cohan’s--or his spectre, in the form of
Carle--personality. The critical response was a positive one. Nearly every known review
of the show praised Bayes’ energy and presence as central to the success of the
production, closely linking her with the production and vice versa. This was the second
highly successful, deeply significant Cohan-Bayes pairing of that year, one that would
historically and discursively cement the link between the two.

“OVER THERE”
The story of how “Over There” came to be is/was nearly as omnipresent as the
famous chorus. Cohan wrote few stand-alone songs after 1904--songs not specifically
written for or tied to shows--as he had primarily made a name for himself as the writer,
composer, actor, director, and producer of full-length stage shows. How and why Cohan
would go back to an older Tin Pan Alley model has been at the center of conflicting
origin myths.

311
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Cohan’s first biographer, Ward Morehouse, devotes three pages to the
composition of “Over There” in his oft-cited 1943 book. Morehouse claims that, on the
day after Congress declared war with Germany, Cohan read the news “with puckered
brow.”312 As he prepared to travel from his residence on Long Island to his office in
Manhattan, Cohan scribbled down the chorus--both words and melody--to “Over There”
on a spare sheet of paper on his way out the door. By the time he had arrived at his office
in Midtown, the song was complete. Morehouse goes on to quote Cohan as saying:
I read those war headlines and I got to thinking and to humming to myself... I was
all finished with both the chorus and the verse by the time I got to town and I also
had a title. I tried the thing first on my friend Joe Humphreys (famous ring
announcer of Madison Square Garden) and Joe liked it and he never was a fellow
for lying. Joe really said he was crazy about it and he said, ‘George, you’ve got a
song.’ And it seems I had.313
Morehouse goes on to explain how the notes and lyrics Cohan had scribbled down that
morning were misplaced and then found when he leant his overcoat to an employee. The
employee was so overjoyed to have discovered the papers in the pocket, that Cohan
allegedly autographed them and told him to keep them, along with the coat.314
McCabe’s 1980 Cohan biography tells a different story, one based on accounts
from Cohan’s daughter, Mary. McCabe argues that Morehouse had only repeated the
account of a previous (uncited) press release. Instead, Cohan had written the song in his
Manhattan apartment the following evening after a long Saturday spent in his office. The
next morning, Cohan assembled his family and sang it for them whilst marching around
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the room with a tin pan on his head and a broom as a gun. The song delighted and
horrified his young children, who thought it meant Cohan himself was going to go to
war.315
In his own writings, Cohan did not provide much detail on the subject. In fact, he
never mentions the title of “Over There” in the entirety of his 264-page 1924
autobiography. He makes just one allusion, done entirely in passing, in context of his
desire to be accepted as a songwriter by other songwriters. After describing how he’d
stopped writing music and had drifted away from musical comedy almost entirely, Cohan
recalls that he almost never found himself at the keyboard of his piano.
The day we declared war on Germany, however, I fooled around on the F Sharp
chords long enough to turn out a little war song, and a few months later the
songwriters said for the first time ‘That guy Cohan certainly can write a song.’ I’d
waited a long time to hear them say this, but it took an upheaval of civilization to
bring the thing about.316
Cohan doesn’t directly confirm either Morehouse or McCabe’s stories, but does appear to
date the composition to the formal declaration of war in April 1917.
Archival materials reveal that, in truth, at least some of the melodic content of
“Over There” was written some time in 1915 and appeared in song titled “Young
America” for the Cohan Revue of 1916. “Young America” was a burlesque of a play of
the same name by Fred Ballard and produced by Cohan & Harris. The play tells the story
of a young vagabond boy caught stealing chickens from a married couple. Rather than
sending the child to a reform school where he would either improve his lot or sink deeper
315
316
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into criminality, a judge orders the married couple to take the child: “this boy represents
Young America. The discipline of a reformatory might make him better and again it
might make him infinitely worse. But if he is taken into a home where kindness
prevails… this is the golden opportunity of that boy’s life…”317 When the husband of the
married couple sees how much the young boy loves his dog, Jasper, he commits to
raising the boy as his own. In the Cohan Revue of 1916, actor Little Billy stars as a
personified Young America, singing a song about teaching all of young America to
become good soldiers via the Boy Scouts.318 The song includes a call and response
between Young America and a chorus of Boy (and Girl) Scouts behind him:
Chorus:
Billy:
Chorus:
Billy:
Chorus:
Billy:

Johnny get your gun, get your gun, get your gun,
Just hear those Yankees singing,
Johnny get your gun, get your gun, get your gun,
Just hear that warning ringing
Johnny get your gun, get your gun, get your gun,
Yankee through and through...

While the phrase “Johnny get your gun” had appeared in other popular songs--most
notably Monroe H. Rosenfeld’s 1886 “coon” song of that name319--the melody to
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Cohan’s “Johnny get your gun” in “Young America” is nearly identical to that of “Over
There.”

Figure 4.1: mm 11-12 of published piano-vocal reduction of “Young America”320

Figure 4.2: mm 9-12 of “Over There”321
The only significant differences between these passages in “Young America” and “Over
There” appear to be key and speed of the declamation. The orchestral parts for the Cohan
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Revue of 1916 indicate that “Young America” was performed in E major and included an
extended fife-and-drum introduction. “Young America” also includes a passing quote
from one of Cohan’s most famous songs, “Yankee Doodle Dandy” from his 1904 show
Little Johnny Jones. In the context of “Young America,” the call to arms is aimed at
children--or to the parents of those children--in order to support the ideals of discipline,
preparedness, and citizenship espoused by the Boys Scouts. It is significant that one of
the ways in which the character Young America seeks to prepare the youth of America is
through singing; by knowing proper songs to sing and how to sing them well, the young
men of the country would be able to properly perform acceptable citizenship.
In the context of “Over There,” the call to arms is aimed at young men slightly
older than the previous Boy Scouts. While both songs use martial rhythms, “Over There”
also employed a blend of musical tactics that were common to other contemporary war
songs in order to shift the tone from play-soldier to probable-soldier. The use of
repetition and rhyme in the text, as well as the use and manipulation of extremely small
motivic units lent to the memorability and accessibility of vocal melody. The chorus was
modeled after military bugle calls, which feature short, disjunct and repetitive melodies
using only pitches in one overtone series. Highly repetitive, even more so than most Tin
Pan Alley songs of the time, both the verse and chorus melodies were recognizable upon
a single hearing. Moreover, the tone of song is cheerful--thrilling, as Winston Churchill
described it.322 In its confidence and swagger, “Over There” pronounces American
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success even before American soldiers had deployed. In a time of fear and uncertainty in
the early summer months of 1917, “Over There” provided a promise and a sense of duty
that audiences across the United States rallied around. The Yanks were coming and, even
after they arrived, the enthusiasm and optimism imparted by the joyful, repetitive buglecall melody and the ambiguous unnamed enemy on ambiguous unnamed battlefields
provided a rallying call-to-arms that mirrored the burgeoning American home front. This
was possible in large part because of how quickly the song spread through various spaces
and media.
It appears that Bayes introduced the song sometime between May 13th--when a
New York Times article quoted her as looking for additional material for her show at the
39th Street Theatre—and a May 25th Variety advertisement. By early July, both the New
York Times and Variety had published follow-up articles and advertisements that

Figure 4.3: May 25, 1917 advertisement for “Over There” in Variety Magazine
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acknowledged the success of the song, and of Bayes’ performance of it.323 It was
originally published by the Jerome Publishing Corporation, a Cohan-backed business
started by lyricist William Jerome. The first edition of the sheet music featured Nora
Bayes dressed in red, white, and blue, complete with tricorne hat. The cover also includes
her name in lettering as large as Cohan’s, further cementing the link between the song,
the songwriter, and the star.
“Over There” proved to be so successful that Leo Feist purchased the rights to the
song away from the Jerome Publishing Corp later in 1917 for the unprecedented sum of
$25,000. Feist then had his team plug the song in every imaginable way until it sold more
than two million copies in the next two years.324 Feist published multiple editions: one
featuring a chorus-line of soldiers seemingly dancing and waving; and another, nowfamous Norman Rockwell illustration featuring four soldiers singing around a campfire
One edition came with lyrics in English and French, advertising that it was also available
in arrangements for band, orchestra, male quartet, and “may also be had for your Talking
Machine or Player Piano.” And, indeed, it could. Bayes would record the song for Victor
in mid-July of 1917;325 other recordings by Enrico Caruso (for Victor, July 1918), the
Marconi Brothers accordion trio (for Columbia, October 1917),326 two by Billy Murray
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(for Edison, unspecified 1917), and Murray’s American Quartet (for Edison, unspecified
1917) would widely circulate before the end of 1918.

Figure 4.4: “Over There” covers published by Jerome Publishing Corporation and Leo
Feist, Inc. in 1917 and 1918
Audiences also heard the song in a number of other voices and contexts. A fullpage ad in the July 13th 1917 edition of Variety listed several other prominent performers
and spaces the song had occupied in two the short months since the initial advertisement.
It also included a full reduction of the score. While other publishers occasionally included
portions of the chorus in ads, it was rare to include the whole song in an advertisement
for the sheet music. Presumably, anyone could take the version printed in the ad and play
it at home for themselves. The implication was, however, than purchasing a copy of the
song was worth the expense, either for a performer who may seek to perform it on other
stages,327 or for those who may want to display it as part of their collection.
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Variety was and is directly aimed at people involved in the entertainment industry.
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Figure 4.5: Advertisement in the July 13, 1917 edition of Variety
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Popularity of the song was not restricted to the physical boundaries of the United
States. As the July 13 Variety advertisement indicates: it was “the song the soldiers are
singing OVER THERE and OVER HERE.” Indeed, the statement wasn’t hyperbole.
“Over There” had an active life in the Army: on the lips of soldiers in trenches, on
phonographs tucked away in bunkers, and arrangements for regimental bands. Letters
home from soldiers, American and otherwise, often referenced the song and the
sentiments behind it. “Over There” found itself at the center of a newly-created military
initiative that saw the value of music--more specifically, of singing--in the training of
effective soldiers.
During the first meeting of the Commission on Training Camp Activities in late
April 1917, organized singing was announced as one of the proposed activities designed
to prepare soldiers for battle. While initially many involved thought that the singing
would be recreational,
experimentation on the part of official song-leaders and army officers quickly resulted in
the addition of dedicated community singing as part of the daily training schedule. “‘A
singing army is a fighting army’” quoted the inscription of the official report of the
commission on music in the camps; the author, Frances F. Brundage, used efficient but
poetic language to depict the significance of singing for both the soldier and Americans at
home:
What the doughboy sang troubled him little, the joy of singing possessed him. His
part in the war was impersonal and altruistic, an unpleasant a job to be done as
quickly as possible in the name of humanity… He knew instinctively that his
singing voice had been released along with his other powers to be used against the
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need of the hour, and he left it for the people at home to discover that the quality
was in the spirit of singing, and not in the song.328
Despite Brundage’s initial insistence that the choice of song did not matter, the report
provides much anecdotal evidence that “Over There” was frequently used to rally and
reform soldiers during training. In one such account, song leader Eric Dudley reported
the role the song had in motivating a specific group of otherwise unenthused new
soldiers. In July of 1918, Dudley stood before 1700 newly drafted young men from New
York City in the auditorium at Camp Upton on Long Island. “An evil-looking lot, sullen,
resentful, and ugly,” the new draftees were so unruly that the officers had been as of yet
unable to persuade them into uniform, even after a week at the camp. Dudley decided to
sing a few Tin Pan Alley songs for the crowd to break the ice. Noticing that several began
to hum and sing along, he invited them to join him. After about a half-hour of playing
and singing through several other popular non-war songs, Dudley said:
“I don’t suppose you fellows would sing Over There.”
“Sure!” some shouted.
“Righto!” I said. And then we went to it and miracle of miracles, these men
who were resentful at being drafted into the Army were singing their heads off
about what they were going to do to the Kaiser and the whole German outfit.329
“Over There” had provided the army a way to harness the resentment of poor, drafted,
urban youth into compliance. Singing allowed the young men a way to partially accept
their conscription on their own terms.
Even when it was not sung, the joyful enthusiasm of “Over There” was a
particularly effective tool to support and motivate soldiers, both in training and in
328
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trenches. Coxswain Eldred Trezise received his training at the Great Lakes Naval
Training Station, a massive 30,000-person naval facility about forty miles north of
Chicago. Under the direction of John Philip Sousa, the camp’s “Bluejacket Band”
boasted over 300 members.330 In a letter home just before he deployed, Trezise wrote:
“We don’t know where we are going, but the band plays ‘Over There’ every day, and
they can’t send us any too soon.”331 The ambiguity of the “there” in “Over There” was
particularly effective in that it was broad enough to encapsulate many “theres" that
comprised the complex war. Fused together, the musical and rhetorical unification of
these many actual “theres” helped create a sense of unity for the many soldiers and
seamen dispersed across the US and Europe.
Others found resonance in the song at the end of the war. John H. Taber was with
the 168 Infantry in Briquenay when they received word from a chaplain that the war was
over:
Now the band, silent for weeks, and out of practice--for at the front where silence
was something more than golden, there wasn’t much opportunity for practice--got
out its instruments and blared forth ‘Over There.’ ‘We won’t come back till it’s
over, over there’ didn’t seem like an empty boast any longer. The long fight had
been won, and now we would see our homes once more.332
In that moment at the end of it all, the regimental band chose “Over There” to mark, not
only the victory, but the other end of the initial promise; the American soldiers would get
to go home.
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The resonance of “Over There” was not just restricted to American soldiers.
Canadian Coningsby Dawson described the omnipresence of “Over There” in the
trenches before American soldiers even arrived:
Along all the roads of France, in all the trenches, in every gunpit you can hear one
song being sung by the poilus and Tommies.333 They sing it while they load their
guns, they whistle it as they march up the line, they hum it while they munch their
bully-beef and hardtack. You hear it on the regimental bands and grinding out
from gramophones in hidden dugouts:
Over There. Over There.
Send the Word, send the word over there,
That the Yanks are coming334
The song--and the promise that it imparted to the European soldiers waiting on the front
lines--became a focal point for the optimism and significance of the American entry into
the war. “Over There” helped American soldiers--as it had for citizens at home-understand the significance of their presence in the war, even in the most broad and
ambiguous way. As the advertisement on the top of the famous Norman Rockwell
painted cover explained: “Over There” was “Your Song -- My Song -- Our Boys Song!”
It had created a space for citizens to sing their support, soldiers to sing their promise, and
poilus and Tommies to sing their appreciation. Through the many forms through and by
which people encountered it, “Over There” was participatory, in ways further and farther
reaching than buying a bond or conserving food.335
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“THEIR HEARTS ARE OVER HERE”
Beyond the script previously discussed, archival materials for the Revue include
several manuscripts for “Their Hearts are Over Here,” including a conductor’s score,
individual instrumental parts, and a separate vocal score without text.336 As is common in
the Cohan archive, the instrumental parts nor the conductor’s score contained the vocal
melody or lyrics. The existence of a separate, fully notated vocal melody was uncommon
to the Cohan archive but provides an interesting starting point for analysis of the song.
The overall contour and construction of the melody in both the verse and chorus evokes
comparison to “Over There” through the use of disjunct alternation of fourths and fifths.
“Over Here” isn’t as insistent upon the bugle-call identity of the melody; rather, the
allusion to the static and disjunct melody of “Over There” in the main motivic figure of
“Over Here” appears to be enough.

Figure 4.6: The vocal melody of “Over There” at the start of the chorus

consumers and listeners consciously and unconsciously “opt-in” to an imagined space, identity, or
experience. Even then, performance of that imagined collectivity was not uniform. Benedict Anderson,
Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (London: Verso, 1991).
336
Herein, “Over Here.”
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Figure 4.7: The vocal melody of “Over Here” at the start of the first verse

The opening lyrics of the first verse invite the audience to listen for an echo of
another melody. Initially, the echo implied is that of “Over There”; Cohan uses the phrase
“over there” twice in the first four phrases to describe the melody the singer (and
audience) hears. By pairing melodic and textual allusions to “Over There,” the opening
clearly evokes an aural memory of the well-known hit. Beyond the allusions, the opening
uses the concept of an “over there” to firmly emplace the audience hearing the new song
in relation to the echoing melody and its source. From their seat in the luxe Broadway
theatre, the listener can ascertain that the “over there” in “Over Here” is the same
ambiguous battlefield from the confident, boisterous world of “Over There.” The singer
demonstrates for and invites the audience into the role of the active listener by hearing
beyond the confines of that physical theatre seat and across into an open, constructed
space somewhere “over there.”
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Verse 1:

I hear an echo clear
From over there, 'way over here
A song is in the air
'way over there and yet it's near
I can hear that old melody
Like a message over the sea
Listen, you will hear it too
If your fancy carries with me
“Give My Regards to Broadway”
I can hear it as plain as can be

Chorus:

The boys are over there
But their hearts are over here
For they left them behind
When they softly whispered “Good-Bye, Dear”
A song is in the air
Like a pray'r that has a tear
“Give my regards to Broadway”
I can hear them sing Over Here

Table 4.2:

The first verse and chorus of “Over Here”

As the singer explicitly invites the audience to share in the act of hearing the old
melody, it’s hard to imagine that melody as anything other than “Over There.” But it is at
this moment that Cohan chooses to (re)introduce another melody, demanding his
audience listen past not only distance, but also time. Cohan extends his reach back, not to
the hit of the summer, nor to the previous Broadway season, but to 1904 and his own
Little Johnny Jones. The quotation he pulls is the first four bars of the iconic chorus from
“Give My Regards to Broadway,” a song that with “Yankee Doodle Dandy” had been
closely associated with Cohan as his first “hit” song from his first “hit” show. In its
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context in Little Johnny Jones, the title character, an American jockey stuck in London
after being falsely accused of throwing a race, sings the melody in the midst of personal
and professional turmoil on a London dock. The joyful regards of the chorus project the
hope and resilience of Johnny Jones, an articulation that he will be vindicated and return
to his home in victory. The reflection of the chorus to “Give My Regards” in context of
“Over Here” takes on both similar and different resonances thirteen years later.
Cohan uses the allusions to “Over There” in order to place “Give My Regards”
into the mouths of imagined soldiers “over there.” While it is certainly possible that some
soldiers sung “Give My Regards,” personal narratives and secondary sources indicate that
“Over There” would have been far more likely, more current, and more immediately
relevant. Using the allusions to “Over There,” however, allows the listener to imagine
conceivably-singing soldiers. Switching the quotation to “Give My Regards” instead,
allows Cohan to amplify the role of the echo--for both the audience and the imagined
soldiers--from active listening to active memory. In the world of “Over Here,” Cohan
uses the quotation as a gateway for these imagined soldiers to articulate their musical
memories of and longing for home, in ways similar to Johnny Jones. Singing to
Broadway in the abstract is a hopeful act, one in which soldiers might return home with
the same vibrancy and vindication as Jones.
Outside of the explicit world of the song, however, Cohan also invites the
audience to hear the echo and experience the memory. For his Broadway premiere
audience, the memory is not the shared desire for home and victory of Johnny Jones from
that London dock but, rather, of hearing Johnny Jones at another time as a piece of
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music. Whether or not they had attended a performance of the original production of
Little Johnny Jones or one of the three revivals of the show in the subsequent thirteen
years, the revue show audience would have been ready and willing to make the jump to
an earlier theatre-going experience; they had done so for the previous fourteen scenes that
evening. As such, it is conceivable that audiences would have been able to reconcile the
longing of the imagined soldiers mapped onto Jones. Audiences familiar with the original
show would have the context needed to travel the echoing spaces between “Over Here,”
“Over There,” and Jones on that London dock. By using the language of Broadway as a
stand-in for home, these imagined soldiers also articulate a longing for the Broadway
audience experiencing the overlap of “Over Here” and “Give My Regards” for the first
time. The imagined soldiers are able to specify a focal point of their contemporary hope
and, in recognizing the language of that hope, audiences are able to hear themselves in it.
The symbiotic relationship of the two are amplified through the shared act of active
listening and memory.
After this shared but fleeting moment of hope and home, the chorus returns to the
“Over There” allusion, this time supported by the text which uses a play on words to
present alternate spellings and meanings of the word “there” as “their” and “they’re.”
Nearing the end of the section, Cohan makes his remembered melody more assertive. The
chorus closes with another quotation of “Give My Regards” followed by the lyric: “I can
hear them sing Over Here.” While in the verse Cohan places the quotation in the mouths
of the proposed soldiers, in the chorus he emphatically places the quotation in the ears of
his audience. Now that “Give My Regards” has already been revealed as the resounding
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melody, the audience’s recall of that melody would be quicker and, as such, more easily
“heard” with the singer. Rather than depending on an analogy of a delayed echo, the
audience and the singer are sharing the memory, the melody, and the experience of
supporting the soldiers they had conjured together through active listening.
The second verse recycles much of the same lyrical content as the first: there’s an
echo of a plain old melody that we can hear if we try. However, the melody presented at
the end of the verse offers a very different type of regards. In the manuscript, we see a
melody with the words “break the news to mother” written in below “Give my regards Broadway.” In the second verse, Cohan asks listeners to remember back even farther,
beyond Little Johnny Jones and 1904. On the surface, this quotation is less immediately
recognizable to modern audiences. For audiences on the cusp of 1918, however, the
distance is far, but not entirely forgotten. Published in 1897, “Break the News to Mother”
was a Tin Pan Alley song by Charles K Harris, author of the well-known, proto-Tin Pan
Alley “After the Ball.”337
Fashioned in an older, sentimental style, Harris carved “Break the News to
Mother” from an earlier song he’d written and published in 1891 called “The Brave
Fireman.”338 “The Brave Fireman" told the story of a fireman who, after saving the life of
a small child, asks his comrades to tell his mother how he perished so that she may be
proud.339 In 1897, Harris recycled the melody and accompaniment to “The Brave
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Fireman,” keeping the opening line to the chorus the same but using the line as the title
and new inspiration. The premise of “Break the News to Mother” was largely the same in
its new version substituting a soldier for the fireman and the American flag for the child.
In its new form, the song quickly gained popularity, as Americans at home experienced
the very real consequences of the Spanish-American War: young sons, brothers, and
fathers bravely serving and not returning home. The song was recorded several times--as
early as 1899--and was featured by several popular variety acts at the time, including
Elsie Janis, who performed it on multiple occasions for President McKinley.340
Though composed and popularized twenty years earlier, “Break the News to
Mother” did not quickly slip from collective musical memory. The phrase and melody
lingered through the first two decades of the twentieth century. At the beginning of the
war, there was a resurgence in popularity of the old melody. In July of 1917, Victor
released a version of the song performed by the Shannon Four; Cohan’s “You’re a Grand
Old Flag” from Little Johnny Jones performed by Billy Murray and the American Quartet
was it’s B-side.341
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Verse 1:

While the shot and shell were screaming
Upon the battlefield
The boys in blue were fighting
Their noble flag to shield
Came a cry from their brave captain
'Look boys, our flag is down
Who'll volunteer to save it from disgrace?'
'I will,' a young voice shouted
'I'll bring it back or die'
Then sprang into the thickest of the fray
Saved the flag, but gave his young life
All for his country's sake
They brought him back and softly heard him say.

Chorus:

Just break the news to Mother
She knows how dear I love her
And tell her not to wait for me
For I'm not coming home
Just say there is no other
Can take the place of Mother
Then kiss her dear sweet lips for me
And break the news to her.'

Verse 2:

From afar a noted gen'ral
Had witnessed this brave deed
'Who saved our flag? Speak up lads
T'was noble, brave, indeed!'
'There he lies , Sir' said the captain
'He's sinking very fast'
Then slowly turned away to hide a tear
The general in a moment
Knelt down beside the boy
Then gave a cry that touched all hearts that day
'It's my son, my brave young hero
I thought you safe at home.'
'Forgive me, Father, for I ran away.'

Table 4.3:

The lyrics of “Break the News to Mother”
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The chorus, which Cohan excerpts, posits the young man’s final words as a plea
to let his mother at home know he died bravely. The sentimentality of the lyrics and the
lilting melody indicates that it is not a message for and by soldiers, but rather, is directed
outward to comfort audiences at home. The dramatic turn at the end of the song--that
he’d served under his father without the father’s knowledge until his fatal heroic act--was
effective in that it articulated a sense of helplessness for loved ones of soldiers. In “Over
Here,” the “Break The News To Mother” quote quickly and effectively rearticulates the
same sentimentality and helplessness. This is partially accomplished through changes in
arrangement and orchestration that imbue the moment with additional drama.

The

otherwise dense sound palette of the verse suddenly drops to a quiet string tremolo in
order to present the quote unobstructed. The sung quotation is mirrored by the horns and
cellos in a medium register.
The sudden change in texture and timbre demand audience attention, placing the
quotation at a distance from the densely orchestrated sound world of the verses and
choruses.342 The emphasis invites listeners to decode the reference as they would have
with the many earlier references throughout the show. This particular quotation demands
that audiences take the reference a step further, however, reconciling the content of the
new reference of the old song within the contemporary world of the Great War. In other
words, beyond passing reference to imagined soldiers and Broadway audiences, this
moment in “Over Here” actively acknowledges consequences of war unarticulated in
342
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“Over There.” Further, the use of “Break the News to Mother” in “Over Here” pushes
past the reflexivity of the revue show idiom and into the world inhabited by the soldiers
over there, who are, themselves, confronting the very real possibility of not returning
home.
In this context, the two quotations interpolated into “Over Here” successfully
conform to expectations of the revue show idiom, while simultaneously surprising and
upending the expectation of “Over There.” In its overall context of the Cohan Revue of
1918, “Over Here” extends the reflexivity of the revue show idiom beyond reference to
recent shows and into a reflections and remembrances of past theatre-going, of past
musical experiences, of past wars. Cohan ultimately used the role of memory inherent to
revues to remind audiences of life and sound outside of the Broadway theatre by using
the language of that theatre to do so. Both the context of the song within the show and the
quotations within the song created a sense of play fitting to audience expectations while
using those very expectations to heighten the anticipation of the show’s final moments.
By foregrounding and emphasizing the significance of listening, singing, and actively
remembering, the two unexpected external quotations extended the anticipation built into
the expectation of “Over There.”
The nested contexts of the quotations within the song, the song within the revue,
and the revue within a larger Broadway culture highlight the fluid and active intersections
between various forms of performance, space, and media within and through popular
song. Yet, “Over Here” did not exist solely within this one set of nested contexts. In the
Spring of 1918, the revue travelled to Boston, Washington D.C. and Chicago as the song
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was printed and distributed as sheet music. In both scenarios, elements and messages of
the original nested context shift, changing the ways in which audiences, performers, and
consumers engaged with the song.
Removed from the context of the show and placed on paper, “Over Here” was
sold and distributed through the Waterson, Berlin & Snyder publishing house. Cohan
donated all proceeds from the sale of the sheet music to the Red Cross, a fact that was
widely advertised as the show travelled through its brief tour. The busy, active sound
palette of the orchestral show version was reduced to a standard piano-vocal sheet music.
In the process, many of the quick sixteenth-note flourishes and fills were cut. Beyond the
reduction of timbral and textural density, the sheet music version of “Over Here”
contained one other significant absence. As the end of the second verse approaches, the
singer references “another old melody” that is about to become audible. In the staged
performance, the second old melody was “Break the News to Mother.” In this version,
however, we are not given another melody, but “Give My Regards” a second time. This
change was likely a practical one. The format of Tin Pan Alley sheet music would have
necessitated additional pages in order to separately notate a melodic change.
The loss of “Break the News” alters “Over Here” significantly. Not only does the
invitation to hear another melody make less sense, the sentimentality transferred from the
Harris song to the Cohan is lost. With it, the dramatic arrangement of tremolo and horns
is also absent; instead, the piano provides homorhythmic support to the Give My Regards
syncopated melody. Without it, the listener and home performer is not encouraged to
listen beyond the confines of “Over There” and “Give My Regards.” Indeed, without the
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context of the rest of the reflexive revue show, the significance of active memory on the
part of the listener is weakened. The reflexive loop required is tightened; Cohan, himself,
is the only referent required.
After closing at the New Amsterdam on March 23rd, the Cohan Revue of 1918
went on to travel to Boston, Washington D.C., and Chicago. It was relatively successful
and “Over Here” was mentioned in several of the promotional reviews and articles. While
the show did fairly well in each city, removed from the context of midtown--of
entertainment freely traveling up, down, and through Broadway--the transient nature of
the travelling show made it a passing fancy. While the reflexive play imparted by the
revue show idiom is maintained, the showmanship of the New Year’s Eve premiere is
lost. Building upon the anticipatory tension of New Year’s Eve, Cohan expertly and
lovingly timed the finale to coincide with a rapidly approaching midnight. The two
quotes and the work they did together heightened the significance of the moment, of the
experience of the audience and performers in that very room on that very night.
This carefully-crafted moment orchestrated by Cohan and his team was one of
many negotiations of manys and ones in the network of song at the turn of the century.
The stories contained in this dissertation have highlighted various multiplicities contained
in a single entity, whether it was Cohan’s moment, Berlin, Leslie, and Meyer’s “Let’s All
Be American’s Now!”, the choreographed and integrative practice of putting song on
records, or the dynamic flow of song through Midtown Manhattan. We’ve seen and heard
the broader network of popular song connected to and beyond music publishing after
1900 through a variety of points of connection, collaboration, and confrontation in
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performance, motion and sound. This chapter explored ways in which a single moment
could be constructed from a vast collection of points in the network of popular song; the
various intermingled lines of collaboration, connection, referentiality, identity,
performance, space, and sounds forming and mirroring a dynamic and referential
network. Chapter Three uncovered the connections between multiple and purposelydifferentiated recordings sharing an identity and discourses of inclusion and exclusion in
American identity, highlighting the ways in which songs as products and as sounds
presented means to and messages of citizenship during a moment of [inter]national crisis.
Chapter Two listened to moments of collaboration and contestation that generated
recordings and debates about the nature and function of song while accenting the ways in
which singing on record was a physically and artistically integrative process. Lastly,
Chapter One oriented us in and to the noisy space of song in Midtown; the people, songs,
and sounds mixing and moving along Broadway to create and perform the network of
song.
A dozen years later, that circulation remained throughout a rapidly changing
Midtown. More and more theatres, agents, and publishing companies filled the Times
Square region, as did restaurants, silent movie houses, automobiles, actors, singers,
consumers, and audiences. But, as the wind picked up and temperature outside dipped to
a record seven-below on that New Years Eve, the biting cold and austerity measures in
place on the homefront meant that the usually vibrant Times Square was relatively
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empty.343 While the facades and architecture had changed, the scene echoed a Longacre
Square before Adolph Ochs, before Klaw & Erlanger attempted to shut Hammerstein
down by building the New Amsterdam, before George M. had laid his conquest. Cohan’s
audience that night had braved the cold and other lures of New Year’s dinners and parties
in warm homes beyond of the Rialto, choosing instead to share the evening together in
their high-backed velvet topped seats. As the singers and orchestra completed the final
encore chorus of “Over Here,” the audience took in the sights and sounds of that final
cadence. The nearly complete cast stood before them, framed by the ornately painted
ceiling and muraled walls, hand-carved peacocks and stylized rosettes.
At that moment, Nora Bayes rejoined the ensemble on stage dressed as a Red
Cross nurse and launched into a round of “Over There.” The audience, having been given
that which they had waited for, that which they now doubted would come, that which was
somehow now different, likely rose to their feet. Two hundred feet away, in Times
Square, the ball dropped, ushering in 1918.
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